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annum, in advance.
annual reports would be the most scientific
and reliable guides in detecting defects and
revealing improvements. Every free school
and state college will be ftimished with all
the needed means of instruction by then
school committees and board of overseers,
chosen by all the citizens according to
tlte laws of the state. They will thus have
the independence and rights which a state has
with reference to the general government.
It is apparent from these facts that the general government will be obliged to sec that
every state has its free schools and free colleges ; and then leave the citizens to manage
the rest of the business in their own
way.—
The national government will have control of
the national universities,
their
officers
electing
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Wednesday Morning, August 23,1865.
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JOHN 8TUABT MILL.

tlie

following

account of

Independent gives
the Parliamentary

contest which resulted in the election of John
Stuart Mill:
I suppose you have had many accounts of
the great contest which has just terminated
so well.
I will not be intimidated by this
thought. You cannot hear too much aboijl
our great friend.
Therefore, I will contribute
my report by describing the meeting of My.
Mib’s supporters which I attended, and where
I beard the great philosopher on the stump.

Some Interesting Pacts.

Mr. Samuel Bowles writes to the Springfield
(Mass.) Republican, from Utah:
“The marrying of two or more sisters is very
common; one young Mormon merchant in
Salt Lake City has three sisters for his three
wives. There are several cases of men marry-

ing both mother (widow) and her daughter or
daughters; taking the ‘old Woman’ for the
sake of getting the young ones; but having
children by ali
Please to cipher out for yourselves how this mixes things. More disgusting
associations are known—even to the marrying
of a half-sister by one Mormon.
Consider,

too, how these children ofone father and many
mothers—the latter "ften blood relations—are
likely to become crossed again in new marriges, in second or third, if not the first generation, under the operation of this polygamous
practice; and it is safe to predict that a few
generations of such social practices will breed
a physical, moral and mental debasement or
the people most frightful to contemplate. Already, indeed, are such indications apparent,
foreshadowing the sure and terrible realization.
"!

great building nearly full, with throngs pouri up
in at every door. I have noticed that Yankee
in Europe, with their national perogatives if
bodily sharpness and push, are perfectly adequate to any congregation of natives that 1
have yet had the honor to behold. Your cor-

respondent, on this occasion, true to nation a
Instincts, was soon where he wanted to be.
planted in a lino standing situation of ten
square inches, in the middle aisle, near tilt
platform, in the very centre of a dense mass dt
peqendicular Britons. It was anohie aud!;nce of resolute working men, merchants,
and students: with the unusual addition di
ladies on the front seats. There was a victorywritten over the face of that buzzing multitude.
Punctual to the time, Mr. Mill, with his committee, appeared. I need not try to describe
that reception. After the storm had subsided
we had a fair chance to study tlie man before

•Wigham

numberless; at
least, no one seems to know how many he has;
and he has himself confessed to forgetfulness
in the matter. The probability is he has from
sixteen to twenty genuine or complete wives,

us.

He is about five feetten inches in height, of
strong, angular frame, thin in flesh, bald, with
a sharp, analytic face.
His forehead ’is high,
but not broad. He has an immense development of the pereeptives, of comparison and
human nature, with less causality and ideal!
ty, and again very large veneration and firmness.
It is a face and head exquisitely refin
ed and spiritualized. It was, of course, ft new
experience for this bookish and cloistered man
to address public meetings, and to he. the object of such tremendous physical demonstration?; of homage; but through the whole even
ing his self-command was perfect, the only external sign of agitation being in the flush upon

I

biographer of Milton, and our own M D. Conway. who is rapidly advancing to a fine position among the literary men of England, and
has been working with true American earnestness

for

the election

of Mr.

1

Mill and Tom

Hughes.
HIS SPEECH.

Of the speech which the philosopher made
on this occasion I shall not attempt even a

synopsis. It. was a massive, noble, simple, and
lucid exposition of what he called “the great
open question between capital and labor.” It
was in the quiet conversational style, without
any pretence to oratory, terse and epigraminatical.

He scefned like some vefierable and benignant teacher, with his reverent pupils sitand
ting
standing about him by thousands,
their heads strained forward in the attitude oi
persons listening eagerly, lest one syllable oi
his high, sweet and tlionghtlul eloquence
should be lost. Here was a philosophy, .not
proudly dwelling apart, but coming to' the
market-place and the forum. How beautifi 1
to tee the great thinker of the age addressing

men and women in mass meeting,
putting before them, in simple ahd' fSicst
winning forms, trutlis which of old would
have been reserved for some literary aristoc-

common

and

Dung’s

wives

are

and about as many more women ‘sealed’ to
him for heavenly association and glory.' The
latter are mostly pious old ladies, eager lor
high seats in the Mormon heaven, and knowing no sorer way there than to be tacked on
to Brigham’s angelic prooession.
Some of
these sealed wives of his are the earthly wives
of other men; but lacking faith in their husbands’ heavenly glory, seek to make a sure,
thing of it for the future by the grace of gracious Brigham. Down East, you know, many
a husband calculates on stealing into heaven
under the pious petticoats of his better wife;
here the thing is reversed, and women go to
heaven* because their husbands take them
along. The Mormon religion is an excellent
institution for maintaining masculine authority in the family; and the greatness of a true
Mormon is measured, indeed, by the number
of wive3 he can keep in sweet and loving and
especially obedient subjugation. Such a man
But
can have as many wives as he wants.
President Young objects to multiplying wives
for men who have not this rare domestic gift.
So there is no chance for you and me, my dear
Jones, becoming successful Mormons.
In many cases, the Mormon wives not only
support themselves and their children, but
help support their husbands. Thus a clerk, or
man with similar limited income, who has
yielded to the fascinations and desires of three
or four women, and married them all, makes
his home with No. 1, perhaps, and the rest
live apart, each by hersett, taking in sewing or
washing, or engaging in other employment, to
keep up her establishment and be no charge to
her husband. He comes around, once in a
while, to make her a visit, and then she sets
an extra table and spends all her accumulated
earnings to make him as comfortable and herself as charming as possible, so that her fraction of the dear sainted man may be multiplied as much as possible. So the fellow, if he
is lazy and has turned his piety to the good
account of getting smart wives, may really
board around continually, and live in clover,
at no personal expense but his own clothing.
Is not this a divine institution, indeed!

OF

Evening

Post:

Medford, Mass,, Aug. 10,1866.
To ihe Editors of the Evening Post;
In your notice of my pamphlet on a “National System of Education,” you ask for ftrrther information. The few following statements will give you the facts :
My plan for a national system is1 ‘a pure

one, beginning with
the people, going on with the people^ and ending with the people, and is in no way calculated to“iucrease the centripetal forces of the

democratic-republican”

the ccntrMfcgai.”—
The extenuing of
England system of free schools to
state colleges and national universities.
The
town will create, support and
manage Its free
schools, and elect ami pay its teachers without let or hindrance. The state will create,
support and manage its free colleges, and elect
and pay its teachers
by the same rale. The
United States will create,
support and manage
its free universities, and
elect and pay its
teachers.
I hus the whole
system begins with
t.ie people, goes on with the
people and ends
with the people, and is
assigned to benefit all
ot every place, condition and
color No plan
can be more
purely democratic and possess
the requisite efficiency. Each free schimi
in a
town, and each free college in a state will
make its annual report to its state
govenuiient,
and each state government will make
its annual report to the national government. These
government
fbneral
(rlefiy stated, it is
the New
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of Mrs. L. A.
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Portland, July 18,1865—dtf

AN

Eighteen Hundred

and

Sixty-five.

ORDINANCE respecting the Collection of Taxes.
ft ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council in City Council assembled, as follows,

BE
Tizu

Section 1.—It shall be the duty of the Assessors
to make out and deliver to the Treasurer and Collector,
at the time of the commitment of the warrant for the
collection of taxes in each year, tax bills for all taxes
assessed upon all resident persons and estates, with
the name and residence ol the same marked thereon.
Sec. 2.—The Treasurer and Collector shall immediately issue the tax bills, and if the same are not
paid within four months thereafter, he shall issue a
summons to each delinquent person assessed, and it
such person shall not pay his taxes within ten days

receipt of

such summons, or after the service thereof in the usual tbrrn, the said Treasurer ami
Collector shall lassue his warrant for the collection of
said taxes according to law.
Sec. 3.—On all taxes assessed, Interest .shall l*
charged at the rate of six per cent per anuum, commencing sixty days after the commitment ot said bills
to the Treasurer and Collector.
Sec. 4.—On all taxes paid within
days, from
the date of the commitment thereof a discount of five
per cent on the amount shall be allowed.
Sec. 5.—Section ten of the Revised Ordinances on
taxes, page 235, and an ordinance “respecting discount and interest on taxes,** passed June 19, 1857,
and all Ordinances and parts ox ordinances inconsistent with the provisions of this, are hereby repealed.
Approved Aug. 15, 1865.
auglG(12w

after the

sixty

Call

and
THE

and

Cotton

kept in

a

first-class

HALL

Middle St.,
Aug 12—dim*
81

County Treasurer’s Office, Portland, Me.
August 8—dAwtf

&

near

Spring Term

Post

BE

States of Ahebica, )
District ol Maine, ss.
J
to Monitions Horn the Hon. Asbur
Ware; Judge oi the United States District Court,
within and for the District ot Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Informations have
been filed in said Court, viz:
An Information against One Hogshead of Molasses, seized by the Collector of the District of

Examine
UNION

corner

Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to W, 371 Middle St.

Sts.

Apply

Special

a»

Sherbrook

[

julylldtl

||||^

ner

of

finely located Real Estate, on the

$12,445,264 OO
The Benefit Co. had (gross assets) 7,134,790 OO
$5,042,037 00 only, being Cash Assets; the balance
being in Premium Notes, with an outstanding liability ou Policies in force of $56,037,384 00, or nearly as
large as that of the Mutual Life Co.

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
I
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
!
For particulars enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs. ;
Deulois & Jacksok, 58 Exchange Street.
i
July 6.—dtf

[

Sale,

Real Estate fox*

;

In Cape Elizabeth.
residence in Capo Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
two
all in
one

C'onjreuH

St.,

july25dtf_Portland,

EA
on

x

$271,367

BEEF, PORK,

safest.

Far

rapidity,

MUTUAL LIFE CO. have
been more than Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
paid, while those of the Benefit Co. have never been
more than 50 jer cent
The Policies of the Mutual

Life Co. are constantly increasing in amount, and
While
always, have a Cash value on surrender.
those of the Benefit Co. do not increase, and have no
such value, unless the premiums are paid up in cash.
Which is Cheapest? judge ye.
We regret the necessity for thus showing the falsity

ME.

of the statements

the Best Work Done

Surpasses

by Hand.

Tt is the only practical Button-Hole Sewing Machine known to exist. An examination of it at our
Room will convince yon bf its value.
53?" Samples of work sent by mail whenever re-

quested.

We have also first class

ly

Sewing

&c.

land.

Por Sale or to Let.
French Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden's, containing

THE

jyG—df

CAUTION, CAUTION,

Oswego

Com Starch !

In such popular use for tood, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,

Kingsford's Oswego

Oorn Starch.

seven acres

of land.

3
10
2

Bonds,
Bonds,
Bonds,
2-BoBds,
5 Bonds,

Farm tor Sale.
North Yarmouth, on the Gloucesroad, formerly known as the "Col. Cushman
In

Place,” within two miles of two depots on the G. T.
R. R., containing 200 acres of land, 40 of which fc
wood land: fences
mostly stone wall. Buildinggood two storied bouse, with out-buildings; and bam
too feet by 30, cut ftill of hay last year. Orchardconsisting of several hundred thrifty apple trees, all
grafted j bore in '02, 1500 bushels, and m ’64 we have
sold $600 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supply for a large family. Pear, plum and cherry tree*
in
bearing, with a variety of other fruit.
Also, a Cranberry patch from which 30 bushels have
been taken in

FRYEBURG
Fall Term ot tlilB

ACADEMY
institution will commence
30th, 1865, ami will con-

THEWednesday,
August
eleven weeks.

tinue

Mr. CHARLES 6. BARROWS, A. B„ Principal.
Mr. Barrows has high qualifications for his posi*
D. B. SEW ALL, Sec’y.

tion.

aug4dtttw3w*

Fryburg, Aug. 2d, 1M.

NOTICE.

Portland, August 3. —dtd

REMOVAL.
undersigned take this method to inform their
the public generally that they have
and
customers

I

:

THE

REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to their new Bakery, Nos. 6 and 81Tnio»
Street, where they will be pleased to see all their old
customers and as many new ones as will be pleased to
give us a call.
B w SMARDON,
R. S. SCAMMAN,
S. E. SMARDON.
August 16—dtf

Cora!

bushels No. I high Wtaed Corn In
store and for sale by
HEK8EY; FLETCHER & Co.,
159 Commercial Street.
August 16, 1866_13w

Sftnn

HALL,

"""

COMMERCIAL STREET.
i

Cora!

LARGE
Apply to
aplSdO

HO

*1®ve tormed

DAYIS, MESERTE,
and taken

and 112 Federal st

stock of

new

House Lots.
8aJ?by.

goods.

Portland, Aprd 26,1865.—ilif

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.

j

Aug. l,

CilTUATED on the corner of Federal andTemph
C? Streets, about 160 ffeet on Federal Street, including the Fulton House, a two story Dwelling House
and four Stores.
For particulars enquire of
S. H. COLESWORTHY.
82 Exchange St.
Aug 4—d4w

Lease for

a

term of Years
occupied by Charlei

rriHE Store and Wharf now
1 H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf anc
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.
with a two story building tbereon, 20 by 75. For fur
ther particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6* Union Wharf.
may25dtf

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lots in Cape Eli*
abeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge
N. PERRY, at the SberUTs Office, Portof
E.
Inquire
land, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lota may b<
seen.
mayl3tf

SEVERAL

D.

August

11

—

dtt

of

City

CO.,

TO BURGLARS !

CITf

NOTES

N.

&

SON,
MAINE,

—THE—

Aug 19—dlw

63

Exchange

An*

WORKERS

OF

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, In quantities to suit.

.Attention., Dairymen

!

Furnaces and

ty~ Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augedti

The War is Over.
L. YORK is treating with great
all disDR.eases,
both Acute and Chronic, to Males and

RECITE

"OOR

preserving and sweetening rancid or stroni
r Butter, which took a prize at the Fair ot the Loni
Island Agricultural Association, will be sent to an!
address on receipt of One Dollar.
Address,
.JOHN C. HENSLOW,
Long Island City,
I
"*"»>*
New

York,

AND

jgSee that

For sale

!

Bags

Manulactured and for mle Wholesale and Retail by

%' BRACKETTj

DURAN

filled.

city

or

from the coontry promptly
*ept2TO4dtf

ALEXANDER. D. REEVES,
and
Draper,

Tailor

EXCHANGE STREET.

03

Mili-j

SINGER’S

SEWING MACHINES!
Agents,Middle

PIANO
It

Females. Qmuultations and Communications strlctJ confidential. A word to the wise Is sufficient.Patients can be accommodated with board at the m-*
firmary on reasonable terms.
YORK,
For particulars call on Or address DR. L. vr>RK
oq
Auburn, Maine, Box 81. Office and Infirmary
Lincoln Street, Lewiston Maine.
July 7—Smw*

(Kheep constantly on

r

Pianos to be

Tuners.
March

Mails 4c,

warranted to give

Fire Works I
Orders
every dcaoMptien
lot fd. To*u» bupp U*d »t

to

prices

ciias. ntr. Jr
114 Middle »*•
from the HKar m ma'eoturen
ju.
give tatl-lacil
the « ort

R ootiny

l ar Work. «re
u.d wiirraxteil t
e to
Our lon< s hk Ro ><t are
one .maths do ant l we tie train In
loneMeodkwtt
.ho air

p^lsrab

|te^ln«

No 16 Union Btreet.

HEIMS,

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River

OF

and after June L the Ihre bePortland and Bangor will be
C3 OO: Rockland #2.00; other landtings on the River reduced In praOn

ween

Tables !
Pockets]

Patent Combination Cushions, Patent
and alt tbe latest Improvements.
Any questions by mall immcdlalelv answered by
HENRY HEIMS,966 Washington St.,
Between Dover and Chapman Streets, Boston.

With

July

acturtre

—

MAXUFACTITBKB

are

4, 1865.

UK

or
'ho Ooantr\
Ft from WORKS
*«nu

us

S-d*wtt_

Works,

Fire

COMPOSITION,

Billiard

sold by

let, and tuulng done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS* CO.

JULY

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

HENRY

hand

Steinway & Sana, of New York.
All Instruments

IMPROVED

1

jFORTES.

Piano Fortes.

delivered at ant port required.
McUlLVKRY, RYAN 4 DAV IS.

i* a v e

n

.1

at short notice and

AXD

,

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, oi the
We have made arrangements, also, to
same quality.
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
which
are
Fortes, among

agents of the above Company,
turnlsb suits of

—

C’O

Street,

Tha undersigned beg* lean to anir'w^T/nounco that they are manufacturing and
s*s

YELLOW METAL ACOPPEK SHEATHING,

SeptS—dtf

PORTE

man-

is Warranted.
NCHirMACHEK A HOW VU
Agents for New York Piano Forts Co., 894 Hud
feblOdt
Street, N. Y.

New Bedford Copper Company.

Spikes.

PIANO

the Plano,

A Good Baboxtn

MEASURE,

Bait Yellow Metal,

volt K

lot

Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle 8L, Portland, Maine, anytime during the day or evening, where two Pianos are tor s^ .e,
and judge for themselves.

Mobtox Block.

Copper,

Agency

Company

lly CHARLES CF8T18 Ac CO.

rriHK undersigned
X
are prepared to

tattle.

CO.,
“Pioneer House,”
Dealing Exclusively in California Whies
in Portland by Cbosman Sc Co.
maydleudSm
SC

being composed or twenty of the best
workmen that could be found in the first class manufactories in New York, principally inSteinway's mai
ufhetory, every part oi their instruments b done in
the best manner, and thb enables the oompany to furnish Pianos which, if equalled, can not be surpassed
for quality and power ot tone, easiness of action and

Patterns,

May 3—dtf

each

on

N. Y„
We would call the attention of the public to the suare
perior
quality of these instruments. They
equal
to
of any other
‘Stemways*, ‘ChlckeringsV or those
noted manufacturer in this
or Europe.
country
The

_

FROM

is

name

394 Mudgon

*
Stmt*
51 a«d 56
Needles and Trimmings always on hand,
mai lStf
^

{•Shirt

Jus

beauty.

sept3dtf»4

Nsa.

label and

received the
ninrtured by the

H t: tv

Manufacture* to order and in the best manner
tary and Nary Uniforms, and Boys Garment*.

our

mffiraijMFoim.
HAVIRU

No* 165 Middle Street.
All orders in the

our

PERKINS, STERN

—

Traveling

11—w8m

•
■

■gfftion,
m

J

Regulator.
A.SOMKUBY, Agent.j

per steamer

« Portland, May 31, 1SSV-dtl

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day tormeJ a copart1 nerehlp under the style of
s. u. .IACKSON & SON.
lux the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
ai Sawyer’s Wharf, loot or High Street.
rrtHE

Sails and Rigging lor Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the
new Brig Atlanta, 40(1 tons old measurement,
can nc

THE

seen

at

our

The draft ol the spars

store.

McGILVEKY. RYAN A DAVIS.
Strc.
No. 161 Commercial
JunelB—dtf

Notice.
A

LL persons

are

hereby

A lug or trusting Judith
my

am' ol

Koacb, my

fomllr, withoutmy

(

K|ialj

paynodeWoftheboonU^Un^artar^
Portland July

36.18«._?W>
Notice.
partnership under the

S. B. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
June
tf
12,18SS—
Portland,

nDeal

7

1

HAVE tbls day formed
Arm ol

WB,(JHT

a

COM
General Commkwion Buslfor the purpose ol doing
furnished a Oasli
partner
(menial
baring
a
nese
&

a

Capital

of

three

hundred thousand mil rels (Its.

3OO:neo*O0O)-

Mr. John S. Wright, *0.6* WaU Steeef, N*w York,
will act as our Agent in the United States.
We give onr Power of
to Mr. W. O.T.
Wright, late of the Honue of Maxwell, Wright &
Co.'
Any business confided to our cr»re will hav\- ourbest attention.
O. OR AN VI 1,1, K WRIGHT.
Rio de Janeiro, May t), 1966.

BYAN * DAVIS,
Ai8?^lLVERY,
No. 1*1 Commercial Stree

June 3—tf

Board
fTiHE

on

Feak’a Island.

subscriber is prmared to

raeMaDMhTlocated

near

hr

“h^Montreal

House, taw

SrSSK.sr'.B.^'.rlS-’KS.S’J

Chargee moderate.
Aug. »-dlw*

B0BEBT F. SKILLINGS.

_

"MECHANICS’

Attorney

junlOeodrio

Freight*.

s
Ships wanted to load Deals at Bang
Liverpool and Bristol Chat ro

lor

Copartnership

Stoves.

success

THE

pFor

TRUNKS, VALISES

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Xa|gee
St.

unexampled popoularity achieved by
THE
brands 04 these
celebrated Wlie’s, I
to their
now

t3T“ All Orders promptly attended to.
July 17—eodtf

—

W ines.

superior merits and undoubted purity.
For the idek chamber the “Angvboa” will commend
itself. Where »
highly tonic and invigorating stimulant is desired our Port is excellent.
The “Muscatel” is without doubt the fluent Wine
of its class In the country, and as a Parly or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.
a Dinner Wine the “Hock” is deservedly popu-

notice.

Choking. Office and Parlor Stoves,

TREMONT

Agents,

Cake

that cannot be excelled, furnished at the shortest

saved in perfect order.

FURNACES, RANGES,

TOBEY,
Agent lor Maine.

California

No. 35 Efcohanare Street,

PORTLAND

USING

DAVIS BROTHERS,

what you want (br a Lnnch at the Islands.
.Also constantly on hand the best of Ice Cream, Sc
da Water, and Confectionery.

Wedding

Wheel-

before pur-

WM. M.

Exchange St.,

rS

f

Machine,

chasing.

FOR FIAT ROOFS.
E. HERSEY. Agent,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

BY

Jo. 91

(jr

OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
are for sale at this office, ki sums to suit, not less
than $800, on one, ttco, three, four, and ten yean’
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semiannually.
HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 13—dtf

A.

Sc Wilson Machines,
Call and see the best Family

er

prepared to famish Parties, Pic-Nics, Ac., with
the choicest CAKES and PASTRY, at talr prices.
Bring in your Baskets and get them filled with Just

I
186B.

Silk, Thread, <&c., constantly on hand.
Hr Particular attention given to repairing

LUCY,

CHARLES W.

Bolt

Machines sold at this office will be

Company.

kept in good repair one year tree ot charge. Thor-,
»ugh instruction given at the office. Machme fittings,

July 29—eod&wlm

ian2ddtl

M*reh 11,

the

Juneltf

Portland

Treasurer’s Office,

Where you will find a good assortment ol all the various patterns of Case and quality manufactured by

Solo Room*, 1W and US Sudbury St, Bouton, Mu*.

WARREN’S

Office 31 Exchange Street.

copartnership in

HASKET.T, &

(Stmt Preble Roam.)
PORTLAND, ME.

PREBLE STREET,

LITTLE, Agent,

City of Portland,

A

or

PoHeies are Non-Forffeltable in the true
sense of the term, and can always be disposed of to
the Company for their equitable value In Cash*
Many Policies taken out at this Agency have increased more than Fifty per cent* of the sum
originally insured, as numbers of our best citizens
cftii testiiv
All needful information cheerfully given pn appliThe

SIX PER CEXT LOAX.

To Rent.
Burglar-Lock
TENEMENT centrally located, to a family with
PROOF HA Fi;H!
out children, at one hundred and fifty dollars poi I jj
year. Apply to P. 8. W.,
A SURE PROTECTION AGAINST BURGLARS
junel6tf
No. 37* Middle Street.
To Let

other Company presents such advantages; as this
more than compound interest for the money

U65,_augl8d*w4w

I CAUTION

declared Annually and may be
of Premiums, or to augment the

Olapp's Block, 0onu,reBB St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

O*

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

are now

W.

At No. 11

KIMBALL,

CUT

gives
paid.

Notice.
■

York.

cation to

FREDERICK DAVIS,
CHARLES H. MESERVE,
LOWELL P. HASKELL,
ELBRIDGE CHAPMAN,

lbct o:
st. foi

W. H. STEPHENSON.

1,000,
2,000,
1,000,
2,600.

the Arcade No. 18 Free Street, for the pur"“Tying on the DRY GOODS JOBBING
BUSINESS; and are prepared to show an entirf

JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

L^Lj&V-EN.Hpnae Lots, comprising 45,000
IjJ Land, on Emery, CuBhman anil Lewis

*3,000,

STEPHEN PATTEN.

Copartnership

To Let.
oxer

ho

#0,8S6. 1st Series.
90,887, 1st Series.
The above reward will be paid for their
recovery
and conviction of the thief, or a proportion for whatever may be recovered.

Aug. 7—d3m
CHAMBERS

Reward 1

August 18—dtf

New

Of

-FOB-

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachine,

WOODMAN, TRUE ft CO.,

Mutual Life Insurance Company

applied hi payment
insurance as heretofore.
To those who prefer the Tew Yewrly payments;
t

500 7-30 B nd No.
300 7-80 Bond No.

one season.

other (bets of the “same sort”
There are hast reasons for Insuring with
THE GREAT

Dividends

*9,500
Among the Bonds Stolen were,
7-30
Bond No. 75,072, 1st Series.
*1,000
1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,067, 1st Scries.

The location is a fine oue, with plenty of shadetrees. Mills, school house, &c., near
by.
For further particulars
inquire on the premises.
june3eod3m*
SAM'L H. SWEETSIK.

we can

NEW AG-ENCY

Sleighs,

MANOFACTUEBR

$3,000,000-

St.

5-20e, *1,000 Each,
100 Each,
5-208,
7-30s, 1,000 Each,
580
Each,
T-90s,
500 Each,
7-30s,

pT

C.

neighbors; but if

famish

,

from me, night of 15th inst., the following
U. S. BONDS, via:
STOLEN

Enquire of
STEPHENSON,

121 Commercial Street.

ter
SITUATED

N C H

H.Y

Ceanrehl

$2,000

It

I

CAUTION]

KINGSFORD’S

130
August 8—d2w

new

fourteen rooms, with about
is unsurpassed on the Cape.
A.

may30eod3m

FOB 8At,E BY

THOMAS

oar

$133800,000
Ita Cos* Auete being
$3,300,000
Its Annual Income Is more than
$ 1,800,000
Ita Net Increase in 1664 nearly
It§ Surplus Dividends to Policy Holders the last 5 yra.

Molasses, Sugars, Teas, &c.,

For Sale or to Lease.
LOTS on Oxford, Washington, Madison,
HOUSE
Munroe, Fremont, Greenleaf and Fox streets on
terms to suit. Apply to
WM. OXNARD,
174 Cumberland St.
july25iseolm

Machines for fami-

and manufacturing purposes.
W Agency for Maine 137£ Middle Street, Portuse

to Mai. W. MITCHPrice $800,0*).
jy20dtt

Apply

put forth by

they still persist in thus deceiving the public,

Tcs. and Tuba, CLEAR PORK, MESS
PORK, New York and Vermont CHEESE,

or more acres.

and water convenient.
ELL, on the premises.

Cheapest fbr the reason
higher, and the Dividends much

to other ages.
Dividends of the

on

most difficult branch of sewing work
and in a manner which,
with an incredible
for both beauty and durability,

are

JJThe

as

tion, doing the

Rates

and

it Liability, mnnot he considered

instance, at the age of 35, for $1000, on the 10
year plat), with the Benefit Co. it will cost 657 81
while with the Mutual Life Co. only
651 61
being $6 20 less, with the same difference of Rate as

Sewing
from
in the Sewing Macrowning
PLEASANTLY
the Depot,
the old county road to Brunswick,
BEEF, PHILADELPHIA MARKET
chine line, substantial in construction, simple in
THE
the old homestead known
the Townsend place,
PLATE
BEEP, EXTRA MESS BEEP, MESS BEEF,
arrangement, and perfectly successful in its operaFruit trees, wood lot.
containing 35
LARD in
invention

as

For

LARD,

CHEESE,

For Sale.
located iu Freeport, 24 miles

ratio

less.

Alden St

For particulars enquire at No. Ill Exchange
aug8dtf

the

that its

STANTON.

Prop. Winthrop House, WINTHROP,
August 5—dim*

same

The Benefit Co. is not the

telegraph

100 fret,

the

•Tone 10—dtf

A o. 20 PREBLE STREET,
marl7 dtf
PORTLAND, MAINE.

and its expenses only
$256,105 00
Any Life Co. which does not incease its Assets in

Boats, and House on the Island, are under the
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDON.
For farther particulars apply by letter or
E.

Kf~No. 200 Fore Street,

04

its Cash receipts were only
$1,715,875 04
The Cash Receipts of the Mutual Life Co. being
$3,626,601 OO

places.
large
The

Me.

Has Removed from hi, old stand In Union Street
to No. 200 Kobe St., where he in prepared to OH all
order* for Carpenter*’ and oth* Tools, ol the
eery he»t quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

P. H. RANDALL,

The expenses of the Benefit Co in 1H64 were,

Parties and Excursions at shot notice. He lias erected on Wood’s Island a house for the accommodation
of Pic-Nlcs, Chowder Parties, Ac.
The Pond abounds in PICKEREL and WHITE
PERCH.
I
jy* Arrangements have been made with the
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties oi
Twenty, or more, to and from any point between
Portland and Bangor to Winthrop, for HALF FARE,
on the regular trains.
A few summer boarders can be accommodated at
the Winthrop Houbc, with pleasant rooms. There is
also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in
Winthrop the same
Winthrop Village is pleasantly located on the
Maine Central
between Portland and Bangor; it contains abont 2000 inhabitant*. It has a
Telegraph Office, and all the conveniences ot some

Real Estate for Sale.
story and halt House, and lot 40

TO PLEASURE PARTIES.

evening.
Railroad,

!

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c.,
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in tliis vlclnty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
29H

Notice

Proprietor of the Winthrop House, WINJL THROP.Maine, would give nonce that he ha*
put in BOATS for sailing and rowing in Wintrop
South Pond, and is ready to accommoaate Pleasure

oor-

Y1

MANUFACTORY

Carriages

“Comparisons wifi eonfirm these facts."
On the 31st December, 1864, as appears by the Comr
missioned Report, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. OF NEW YORR, had assets (otf co*A)

rnHE

SALE.

FOR
The

Manufacturer ol and Dealer in

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers*
and Calkers’ Tools,

Work executed in every part of the State.
juneldti

DECEIVED!

Agent.

Ia !

Joseph. Bradford,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

MORRILL,
Sec’yof Board of Trustees.
july 29 S 4wd

while

Valuable Beal Estate!

Machine!

Button-Hole

of

Waterville and

street-

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Makcfacti rebs’ ud Tbaai us’ Bank.

Fresco and Banner Painter,

CARRIAGE

Is not THE Safest ! Is not the Cheapest !
1st—“Because its net Assets (do not) exceed those
ol any other Life Ins. Co. in the United States.”
2d—“Because it is (not) paying back to its members larger Dividends* and more of them, than any
other Co. in the United States,” as is alleged by lty

day^

.«

R E M O V A

Woodbury S. Dana,
8. Dana.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Mutual Benefit Life Ids. Ooj of New Jersey,

on

Tem

PORTLAND MAINE.
!

LuttorDana,
John A.
Jane ldtf

If seekers after truth are disposed to examine into
facts and figures, they can easily satisfy themselves
that the

the third day ot February last
past, at Houlton in said District.
An Information against One Bakbel of Gin,
and One Babbel of Whibkbt, seized by the Collector of the District oi Passamaquoddy, on the fourth
of February last past, at Houlton in said Dla-

son

OFFICE, CODMAK BLOCK,
inch 17 dAwtf

1865.

NOT

PURSUANT

Real Estate for Sale.
HIT No. 37 Middle Street, known

Fish and Halt,

3.00

TRUTH IS MIGHTY ! !

within from to to 15 minutes walk of the Post
W llicli seizures were tor breaches oi the laws of the
OUice, and only from 1$ to 3 minutes walk of the \ United States, as is more particularly Bet forth in said
Horse Railroad. Tf*e above limited number of Alter- I
that a bearing and trial will be had
Informations;
nate House Lots
new streets already located Is
thereon at Bath, in said District, on the I’irtt Tsetottered at the above named prices for the purpose of
day
qf
September
next, where any persons interestencouraging the building of Houses, thus giving to | ed therein may appear and show
cause, if any can be
parties who make the first purchase the advantage of shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed
forthe rise on the land which is sure to follow the imfeit and disposed of according to law.
provements.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-second day of Au3
For plans of Lot* and Streets, apply to
gust, A. D. 1866.
MOSES GOULD,
F. A. QUINBY,
No. 74 Middle Street, up stairs.
julyl4—6w
Dcp. V. S. Marshal,
Aug 22—dX4d
Dlst. of Maine.
and
the Pay
House.
HOUSE
House and Lot

ANDEESON,
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER,
JOHN F.

NAHUM

Auburn, July 18th,

!

Milk Street, Boston: and 91 John Street, New
York.
ap32u6iu

147

PORTLAND, Miu,
lylldti'et

DANi>l& CO.,

February 12th, 1866.
May7tn, 1866.

ME.

Manufacturers

And other Norway and Sweden Iron.

)

p!lewis)}

I'urtiand

IB./EB.CT.OF

Vos. 1 aad t Free Street Bleek,

J T LPWN

Ojfiec,

And Importers ot

(Over H. J. Libby Sc Co.’s)

United

Alternate House hots for Sale.
O Q HOUSE IXiTS at from 10 to 114 eta. per Ibqt,

Steel

AND FURNISHING GOODS.
Chambers,

and Collection

Mo. 164 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dti

WM. JE88OP & 81, N,

READY-MADE CLOTHING

commences
commences

Summer Term

wsumam Si

Passamauuoddy,

At B. D. Verrill’s
Law

P«rtl«Mli Maine.

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.

Farm for Sale.

Leave Your Demands tor Collection

Lewis & Co.,

T.

ou

Office.—No. 12 Campbell's Whart.
Norfolk, Va.
ty Consignments solicitedRefers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Seniorj Gerrish A Pearson; John Dennis A Co.;
Clark, Read A Co., Portland, Me.
may23d6m

ME.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealer* In

Calendar.
Fall Term commences Mondav. August 28th. 1865.
Winter Term commences Monday, Nov. 20th, 1865.

ZUNDER,

Office,
PORTLAND,

J.

Poet Office J^dress of the Principal, W. T. Webster, Auburn, Maine.

PBI6E3 TO SUIT EVEBYBODY.

FEUCHTWANGER

ty Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Silver Plated Cocks.

It

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

Closets,

EVEBY

j!

ACADEMIC COURSE.
Common English Branches, per term,
5.50
Higher English Branches, per term,
6.00
Languages, per term,
6.50
Scientific and Industrial Coarse, per term,
6.50
Masic with use of instrument, per tei m,
15.00
Painting and Drawing, from
2.00 to 10.00
Board in fiunilies, per week, in< lading room,
from
3.00 to 4.00

„„

CITY OF PORTLAND.
In the Year

Linen

Commission and

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
dte., arranged and set up In the best manner, and all
orders In town or country
faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEEK
PUMPS oi all descriptions.
aprthltl

Drawing, and French.

Penmanship, twenty lessons,

inviting purchasers to give
all varieties of desirable

and every kind oi Goods usually
Establishment of this kind, at

reasonable
•

on

Goods,

Bowls, Brass

WORCESTER,

GENERAL

B!

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

TTJXTIOJSTFULL COMMERCIAL COURSE.
Payable in advance and entitling the student
to the privilege of
completing all the studies
of the department at
any time after the |toymen t,
$40.00

House Furnishing Goods,
Cloths for Gents’ Wear,

CHEAPEST;:

Those who really wish to Know all the Acts, vitally
important to their own interests before ffaying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheerftilly offered to understand the
whole sultfect.

FOB SALE BT

Jnly 8—dtf

Commercial St.

liberty
They will find

call.

ns a

of

PORTLAND.

Analytical Geometry, Surveying, Geometri-

Prices!

HENRY P.

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

«&c.

much time will be given to field-work with the
Compass, Surveyor’s Transit and Engineer’s Level,
as the arrangement of studies will
permit.
THE STUDIES OF THE FALL TERM
(first of the course) are

Dry Goods,

Reduced

We take the

A

Cured Hams !
A

137

Greatly

The HOME FARM of the lata
JOSHUA E. HALL, of Gorham,
Me., near Great Falls Village, containing about ninety acres, well diTided into wood, pasturage and tillage land; produces forty-five tons of hay. Land and
buildings in excellent condition.
A desirable
terms.

ot*

and Water

ME,

March 28—dti

MAKER OF

Pumps

Clapp's Block, Congresr St.,

PORTLAND,

at-

JunelidJfcwtai

Force

X>e>uriMt,

No. II

WAINS.

Departments at Washington

PX< u MBE

As

our

Fred A. Prince,

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Engineering; MachanicalPrinciplesol Architecture;
Masonry; Stone Cutting; Geology: Mineralogy; the
French and German Languages, and
History. Instruction will also be given by Lectures in Physical
and
Political
Logic
economy.
Geography;

—AT—

paying
larger Dividends,
of them,

pO H K

81

Stock

a snug little farm, in
WEST FALMOUTH, about Beven
miles from the City, with a good
story and a half HOUSE, with excel_-lent Cellar, and abundance of pure
1
Because it is
back to its water; a wood-house and barn, all nearly new. A
young and tlirifty Orchard of grafted fruit of over
members
and
70 trees. With wood enough for family use, &c.
Will be sold with or without the crops—or will be
more
than any other Co.
exchanged for a House in the city.
in the United States.
Apply to JOHN HUTCHINSON, or
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
The necessary result Is, IT OOSTB LESS to Insure
18— d3w
Aug
in it than In any other.

and Ex. Clear

CHASE, ROGERS

block,

Valuable Farm for Sale.

ri^HERE will be a Special Meeting of the StockholdJ ers of the International Steamship Company at
their Office, corner Commercial and union Streets,
Aud a large asKornient of
j on SATURDAY, August 19th, 1865, at 10 o’cleck A.
M., to see if the Stockholders will vote to incease the
Extra and 1>»uble
Capital Stock, and to act upon any other business
Extra Favorite Brand#
that
may legally come before the metting.
•f
Cau.4iau and Western.
Per Order of the Directors.
H. J. LIBBY, Sec’y.

Sugar

purposes,
147 Middle

PORTLAND,
Business with the

tended to.

Scientific

cal

this day until further notice, we will sell

new

july25 dtf is

Dry

M»y 22—dti

Law,

at

WOiU.I£S,

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt‘‘iendit to. Orders truss out ei town sol'oited

MELCHKR

Office No. 117 Middle Street,\
(Musset’s Block,)

and Industrial Department.
studies of this course will occupy two years,
and include instruction by lessons in those branches
of the Abstract Mathematics not taken
up in the
Academic Course; Land Surveying; Geometrical
Drawing; Mechanical Drawing; Architectural Drawing ; Shades, Shadows and Linear perspective; Afctronomy: Navigation; Leveling; Mechanics; Locations of Roads; Calculating Excavation and Embankment ; Construction of Roads;
Strength of Materials;
Bridge Construction; Mechanics of Machinery and

Goods!

ST.

H. a.

Counsellor and Attorney

The

aug8d*wtoaug«4

whole
FtOM

business

Hou.se Lot for Sale.
on tlic corner of Deerlng and Henry
x 100 (bet.
Enquire of
R. W.-GAGE,

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

Family Flour,

EODDIS’ LABD, IF TIEBOES.

Great Sale of

HALL'S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

Aug. 4—dtf

1868.

BUSINESS,

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free
Sts.,

C1IAS. It. MERRILL,

Are offered to ladies deairing to pursue Penmanship
and Book-keeping. There will be a Course of Lectures on Commercial Law by gentlemen eminent in
the legal profession. Bboms open
day and evening.

The

STUOOO Aim MASTIO

of

August 7—dtf

facilities

Unusual

TO THE PUBLIC !

To Let.

THE-

MUTUAL

Lewiston, August 7th,

tf

Chambers for
wholesale or retail, in the
Street. For terms apply at

Telegraphing; Penmanship; Phonography,

on

RICE,

T. s.

I i: j; \ y

plasterers,
ORNAMENTAL

un-

CO

COMMERCIAL

AT 63
O.

Cards.

PLAIN AND

RICH

Fur the carrying

Branches Taught
Are Book-keeping in all Its forms; Commercial Law:
Commercial Arithmetic; Business Correspondence;

The

year.

0.

The

divided into three terms of thirteen weeks
These terms will begin os follows:
Fall Term, August
24th, 1868.
Spring Term, January 11th, 1806.
Summer Term, April 26th, 1866.
For Circulars containing further
particulars, address the President, O. B.
CHKSTEY, D. D., LewisMaine.
ton,
JOUJT A. LOWELL,
Sec. of Board of Trustees.
year is

CONVOY, carries 75 tons, well found in
Sails, Rigging, Anchors, Chains, &c. Price
$1100. Apply to
D. T. CHASE, Head Long Wharf.

July 29—STAT

SCHOOL

each.

SCH*R

■

LATIN

TUITION
charged at the rate of $24,00 per

will be

Lease,

or

Sts, 50
.Wisely” SITUATED

-LN

Beef,

Mess, Ex. Mesa, and Plate Beef.

an

pop S&il6(

THOSE WHO

SHOULD INSURE

Patapsco Family Flour!

Heavy Mess, Clear,

House with a
acre; it is

a

than

August 12th—d»w*

REASONS

o t

1st,-IT

Street.

FIOR a term of years. The Store and tenement on
r Center St. now occupied by Mrs. C. W. Jordan;
possession given August 22d. For further par tic u
lars inquire of
E. NUTTER,
92 Middle St.

June 17—dt»

Life

Depot,

more

To Let

22 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND.

•‘A

JOHN C. PROCTOR,

Garden conin every revery desirable place for a residence.—
Also a Wood-Lot ot 100 acres, one mile from the village. There is not less than 2000 cords of wood and
timber on this lot. The whole will be sold at a great
bargain ifapplie 1 for soon.
Apply to E. W- JACKSON, at Gorham Comer, or
the Press Oitice, Portland.
Aug. 12, 1865.—d2w*

J. T. & W. LANGFORD, Agents,

WHY

THE

T*.

BOSS A

Notice.

A GENERAL COMMISSION

in the New Town Block.
Competent and experienced teaohA have been enraged; and more will be added as the exigencies of
aft department shall require. It is intended to furnish Instruction equal to that obtained In
the best
Commercial Colleges. One can easily perceive the advantages which maybe derived from the connection
of this department with the
Academy, where a thor
ough knowledge of the Modern languages can be obtained—a knowledge Indispensable to Business men
in many >arts oi our Union.

will have tor It* ©special and sole
object, the preparation of students for
College—any College they may
choose. Three Instructors In addition to the President have been attached to this school, and it will be
their effort to prepare their students for
College in the
strictest and most thorough manner. Prizes will be
given ftr excellence In scholarship In Greek and
Latin.
Students In the Seminary and Latin School, will
have tree access to the College
Library, Gymnasium,
Lectures, &c.

to

Lime

Kgjj; tainiug
JaUL*pect a

4th—Dividends are payable annually, the next being February 1st, 1866, and may be used as cash in
payment of the premium tor any current year, which
gives all the advantages ol the note system without
having to pay interest on notes.
F. S. WINSTON, President.
HALE REMINGTON,
Gen. Agent tor the Ne^ England States.
8^“All information given by application in person
or by letter, to

TWO

or

Near the

•/£££}

being over

Per

nary,

Burtnens

—tne^ip
XJ.

S^S£?«3Wiria3s

be

on (be
original plan of tie Stein* State Semiembracing a Ladies course, and a miscellaneous department ot both
sexes, including Instruction
In Ornamental
branches, Music, Penmanship, Phonography, Book Keeping, Ate. The Seminary will be
under the government of a separate
Principal and
Preceptress.

wUl

Copartnership

Tke Commercial
Department.
The deslun of this Course is to furnish
men
with such Instruction as will enable them young
to engage

the semtxary

For Sate at Gorham Corner.

larger.

declared by any other Lite Insurance Com-

70

premises

aug22d3w

our

all important to persons who wish to in-

pany in the world,

the

less than most

are

by

on

sure, our Dividend for the last five years was larger
in amount, and in proportion to premiums paid, than

and Hams /

St. Lonis

Immediately a Department to be denominated Bates
Seminary and Latin School.

House and Lot tor Sale ou Cedar
Street.
three story Wooden House, No, 27 Cedar Street, well arranged for two families.—
Well supplied with Hard and Soft Water.—
in good order. Lot 26 x 114. For terms apg^y

lias more than double the CASH ASSETS
of any Lite Insurance Company in the United States,
1st—It

Academy!

past year The Trustees enooniaged by its success, and not
umnindftil ot
the demands of ths age lor educated
business men,
educated mechanics, men educated with special refkrence to this practical
age and nation, have decided to
add to the Academic Course two
Departments—a
Commercial and a Scientific and Industrial
Depart-

meeting of the President and Trusof*Bate* College, resolutions were passed recognizing the necessity of the separation of the Seminary from the College, aud *t was voted to organize

For Sate.

YORK.

NEW

Business Cards.

enter upon its seventh veer,
f|TB3S Institution^will
fnder the management of Ite present
i
More than seven hundred student* have
principal.
been m attendance within the

School.

At the recent

or

premises,

Lewiston Falls

tee*

A very
Cottage House In Gorham, Maine.
(fcjjjf desirable Cottage House Just finished, oontainJiHIL'ug 9 rooms and Closets, together with about 8
acres land.
Pleasantly located, and about 19 miles
from Portland j convenient to Schools, Post Office,
For
Arc. Cottage designed by Harding, Architect.
teims apply to J. McLellan, Gorham, Me, or
JOHN 0. PROCTEB,
Time St., Portland.
Aug 22—d3w*

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

has now taken one of his wives and gone to
racy.
While listening to him I could not help re- England with her on business for the church.
calling that fine avowal of old Harrington, The next son, John, is a poor and puny-look“There is nothing in this world, next to the ing fellow, with several wives and an inordifavor of God, I so much desire at to be undernate love for whiskey. Brigham’s dynasty will
stood.”
His address lasted about an hour.
die with himself.
admirable
Is
the
custom
in English
There is no more love lost between the solThen, as
the
time
came
for
questions. diers and the Mormons than between the solpolitical meetings,
In the present instance they were handed up
diers and the Indians.
The ‘boys in blue’ reto the chairman in writing, and lead by him. ! gard both as their natural enemies and the enThey soemed to range over every topic that emies of order and the government; and the
cau possibly engage the attention of a British
feeling is cordially reciprocated.
There is a provost-guard of soldiers in Salt
legislature; and Mr. Mill’s replies, which lie
Lake City, but the rent of the building which
gave instantaneously, and with an indescribit occupies is about expiring, and according, to
able look of delight, were in all respects most
admirable, fair, cond3e, luminous, .pungent a Mormon way of getting rid of an. uncomfortable presence, none other is now to be had
and practical. It struck me then, ax never before, how great a mistake is made by those in its place. Every building singularly hapwho rush into political discussions without pens to be occupied or engaged just now; and
elaborate scientific training. After all, even the Mormons have evidently hoped to thus
drive all these standing menaces, and seducthe mass of man are guided by philosophy. If
ers of their women, as they add the Soldiers
our political orators in America would prepare
themselves for public life by faithful study of all are, out of town and into camp, two miles
fundamental principles, they would find their distant. But whan Mr.:Colfax .suggested to
audiences refreshed, kindled and elevated by
two or three of the elders that such a result
real thought, as they never can be
by story-tei- could only be interpreted at Washington as a
liug, buffoonery and bombast.
compact and contrivance to embarrass the soldiers and defy the government, they seemed to
be incited to a new and original line of thought;
NATIONAL EDUCATION.
and the probability is that the proy ost-guard
will be able to find some unoccupied building,
The following letter from Mr.
Brooks, the
been before thought of.”
father of the Normal School System of Mas- that had not
sachusetts, since so successfully adopted in
this and other States, will be read with interest. We cut it from the New York

Pork,

Latin

JOHN E. CAYZKK.

MUTUAL

Brigham Young’s younger children, as seen
in his school, to which we were admitted, look
sprightly and bright and handsome; and some
of his grown up daughters are comely and clever; but his older Bons give no marked sign of
their father’s smartness. The oldest, Brigham,
Jr., is mainly distinguished for his size and
strength—he weighs two to three hundred
pounds, and is muscular iu proportion. He

Flour,

of

Aug 22—d4w*

place.

POLYGAMY IN UTAH.

Meeting of his sup pouters.
It was the evening immediately
preeeedii*;
the polling day.
Mr. Mill, having completed
his visit to France, bad been personally on the
ground about ten days, not to solicit votes,
but to declare his opinions. The fight bad become hot and furious.
The worst passions—
thore of theological prejudice and rancor-r
had been recklessly appealed to.
On the one
hand were bribery, bigotry and beer; on tic
the other intelligent and reverend enthusiasm,
unpaid and untiring work, anxiety that England and the age should not be disgraced, and
a determination to succeed.
This meeting
was to be the last great demonstration before
the battle. Reaching St Martin’s Hall half an
hour before the time appointed, I found tbe

bis face, and a slight nervous twitching beneath the eyes during the frequent salvos q,
applause. I was informed lhat there were many distinguished people on the platform; but
tlie only faces I could make out were those ol
the two French princes, the Duke D’Aumak;,nd the Count de Paris, Professor Marson, the

the

attainment. It is plain, therefore, that justice
and wisdom, patriotism and philanthropy
would be the permanent operating powers in
every part of our great system, aiming as that
system would to diffuse universal education,
universal freedom and universal Christianity.
Such a system, in Its steady, impartial and constitutional activity, would place our country at
the head of the nations, settled down in the
collected majesty of its power, the model republic of all historic times.
With true regards,
Charles Brooks.

Hit Parliamentary Career—Scenes and Incidents.
A Loudon letter to the

gain

he is about to change his business.
For further particulars enquire on the

IN THE

in each that there

The verdipt of enlightened Europe i# in favor of national systems of education, and if
any of their systems are used to uphold haoparchy and caste, ours would be used, with a
double certainty to uphold democratic republicanism ; because the whole force of ours
would be to lift up all our ffellow-citiiens to
the highest level withiz the naturffl powers of

above.

1

arranged

LIVES

SEMINARY
AST)

as

would be a natural sequence .from the primary
school to the national university.
By my plan all offices cf instruction wiil be
open to concurs, which is the true democratic
mode, giving every person an equal right and
an equal chance.
Neither social rank nor family Wealth nor hereditary prestige can be of
any avail. The greatest scholar and best

Maine state
Advertisement* inserted in the
Pm ss” (which has a largo circulation in evdry pari
of tlie Stale) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 60 cents per square* lor each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
All Coniinunications intended for the paper
Editor of the Press,”
shoeId bo directed to tlie
aiul
of a business character to the “Publishers.”
JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertainingic
the Otiioe or Paper promptly transacted on applicaos

INSURE
rilEIR.

BATES-

in An excellent milk form for sale
>
situated in the town of Cumberland
on the Portland and Kennebec Railroad, known as the Isael True form,
___.adjoining the depot, and eight miles
from Poriiana; convenient to schools, stores and
meeting; it contains one hundred and twenty acres
of choice land; will cut from 50 to 60 tons of hay a
year, and pasture from 20 to 25 head of cattle. There
are two wells on the place, and two never-foiling
brooks that run through the pasture, with two barns,
dwelling house and sheds, and wood enough to keep
two tires for the house. The subscriber will sell low,

Persons Hhould

Miscellaneous.

_.

Farm tor Sate.

REASONS
Why

Miscellaneous.

For Sale and to Let,
_

and teachers, determining their studies and
regulating all their affairs.
The system which I propose is, therefore,
"4he blending of general* and local powers of
government, rigidly separated and defined, in
a harmonious whole.”
The various branches
of study in the free schools and
colleges of a

$1.6”.

tion

Miscellaneous.

arranged

for

HAX.L,

Concerts, Lectures, Exhibi-

applications. Levees. *c., may be obtained
Well
hlCHARD COLE, Superintendent,
to

tion

'junelSdti

ou

No. 3 Tolman Place.
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®m. Washington
Ou the
Sept., iWfc
the CapitoL The edilaid the corner-stone of
through various mutations
fice has

ts~ Heading Matter on all Four faaes.

passed

NOMINATIONS.

FOE

GOVERNOR,

SAMUEL

CONY.

'■■■

_

Cflmksrlagil County.

York County.
SEN ATOBS

CHABLES E. WELD, Buxton.
NATdANLELHOlHJS, North Berwick.
JEEEML-VH M. MASON, Limerick.
COUNTY TBEAbUBBB:
SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD; Altai.
OOUSTY COklllSSIOKKB:
THOMAS QU1NB Y, Bldaefiir"

million dollars have been used in
its erection* The great fresco that, is to ornament the upper section of its interior surface,
binning the tanlted ceiling over "the centre of
the llotunda, 186 feet abbve the floor, is now
progressing in the hands of Mr. Constantino
iron, and

Oxford Couuly.

SEtTAioitS:

william w. virgin.
THOMAS CHASE.

OOUBTY OOMHISSIO-NEH:

ELIAS M. CARTER.
COUNTY TEHA3UBEB:

WILLIAM A. PIDGIN.

JOHN

The eastern

porticoes of both extensions' are
now completed, except a few blocks yet to be
added to the one upon the southern or Representatives’ end of tbe building. The tympanum of this portico, moreover, has not yet re-

T/kii

EAMSHiiLL.
COUNTY

COMMISSIONER:

JOSEPH MORRILL.
clerk

courts:

of

RUSSELL IQTTHEDGE.

ceived any statuary

PROBATE:

JUDGE OF

c. A. EVERETT.

pleasing
supported by double rows of Corinthian
columns, and present, now that they are completed, a front of rare magnificence. Four
more porticoes, smaller than these and to be
supported by single oolonades, yet remain to be
built, viz: one on the northern and another on
the southern end or face of the
Capitol, and
arc

Hauoocli C’ouMic.
senators:
EBEN M. HAMOlt, Eden.
CHARLES J. ABBOTT, Castine.
CLERK OF COURTS:

W. P. PERRY, Kite worth.

<?

SHERIFF:

NATHAN WALKER, Klbwartii.
county treasurer:

the western front of each extension.—
The amount of marble already used In these

one on

PILLSBURY, Bucksporf.
COUNTY commissioner:

EPH’M CRABTREE, Ha*cock.

THfi AMBNDB HOJYOKABIiB.
The series of resolutions

adopted by

the

late Democratic State Convention, among
others contained the folio wing. 'J
2. Resolved, That
ory of the countless

will saereWy cherish the memdead, who have fallen in the great
struggle fiv < onstitutioual
Government, and, with
gratelnl hearts, will do honor to the living who have
perilled life anil fortune in the same great cause.
we

The general spirit and tone of that
august
Democratic contention; rerilfc the above resolution somewhat
ambiguous. “The memory
of the countless dead who have fallen in the
great struggle for Constitutional Government,j’
■was cherished by the convention.
At firsi
we supposed this resolution referred
to the illustrious dead of the Union army, but the
“second sober thought” teaches that consistency and logic alike forbid such an interpretation of the resolution.
Haven’t the Democratic conventions of the
last four or CTe years, insisted that the war on
the part of the United States

Government

unconstitutionalthat the Government
was fighting not to
uphold, but in contravention of, the Constitution; not to aid the
cause
of “Constitutional
Government,” but simply
to benefit the “nigger” ?
was

Now if the United States
Government has
been fighting against the Constitution, hi violation of it, and not to uphold Constitutional
Government, then the most natural inference
is, that Jeff. Davis and his armies have been
•

fighting

to

uphold it;.to uphold the Constitu-

tional Government created and
put in operaMontgomery ! They are the constitutional party; and it must be their
“countless

tion at

dead” whQse memory is
cherished, and whose
living heroes are “honored” for “perilling life
and fortune in the same
great cause 1”

We ask pardon of our Democratic friends
for misunderstandipg and
misrepresenting
them. We thought they hail been inconsistent.

Inconsiderately

we

day, and in Unrated that,

said so, the other
under the mesmeric

influence of Messrs. Bradbury ami
FJee, they
had been made to swallow thisresolutlon without

fully appreciating

its

import

We should have known better.
have remembered

that, only

We should

one

year since, at
the Great Sanhedrim of the
parly,

Chicago,

in national convention,
solemnly—

Keso/veJ, That this convention does explicitly declare, as the sense of the American peopla, UjatafU r
Jour years of ffibre to restore the Union by U e
tip: r.ment
r, during which, under pretense of
military nocossity or war power higher than the

Uonstltutmn,

IN

EVERY

the c’lmytitutiOH

hue been d rreyarleiT.

part, anil public liberty and private

rignts alike trodden down, justice, humanity, liberty and the public welfare demand that Immedicte
efforts be made for a ce*oulioII of houtiiitieat,c.

We should have remembered that a party
which could enunciate such an
“explicit de-

claration” as “the sense of the American people,” could not, consistently or logically, in

short year, “sacredly cherish the
memory’’
of those who had fallen In such a
one

struggle
against the Constitution, and against liberty,
justice and humanity, nor could they honor
those who had perilled life and fortune in such
a cause.

Nor should we have lost
sight of the fact
that only four years since the
Democracy of
Maine, in State convention, emphatically denied the Constitutional power of the General
Government to use sufiieiant
fercq to maintain
its own

authority,

and to suppress

an

armed

Of course, no soldier engaged in
such an unconstitutional struggle would be
entitled, dying, to have his memory cijerished,
or living, to be honored
for-periBin* his life
and fortune in such a cause.
Neither should we have forgotten that
only
one year since, the Democratic Convention
at

Bangor nominate^

a man

a peace Democrat in the
of the term.” Of
course, takan opponent of
(he war for a standard-

consistently

cherish the memory of those
slain in such a
war, or honor those who had

perilled life and
sanguinary conflicts.
In addition to all other
considerations, did
we not know that Judge
Howard, nominated
for Governor by this very
Convention, only
last September was one of the first, if not the
first in his ward, to cast a ballot denying the
soldier in the field, who was daily perilling
life and fortune, the right to vote for his own
civil rulers ? This was all fresh in mind, and
it is past explanation how we could, even for
one
moment, have so far lost sight of consistency, as to suppose Judg# 'Howard or his
friends, could “sacredly cherish the memory”
of fallen heroes to whom
he had denied the
right of suffrage, or do honor to the living
whi^e right to vote for
their own rulers he had
fortune in ita

largement is going forward upon plans made
by Mr. T. U. Walters, late Capitol Architect.
The work of removing from Ford’s Theatre
the stages, boxes, Ac.,
preparatory to converting it into a fire-proof place of deposit for the
rebel archives and other mementoes of the

war, is now in progress.

The door of the box
occupied by President Lincoln upon the fatal
night, and all the furniture then in it have
been placed where they are secure. There is
somewhat of a rush ot relic-hunters to the
building but they are usually forced to content
themselves with very indifferent mementoes
of the place where the great crime was com-

mitted, seldom obtaining anything more satistory than a chip, splinter, or bit of gilding.
Since my last the Lincoln
Hospital, a very

extensive one about a mile east of the
city, has
discontinued, and orders have been issued for breaking up the one in
Armory Square.
Only the Douglas and Stanton, situated near

been

each other in the north-eastern
suburb, are to
be continued in operation.
The number of

soldiers who have died in the hospitals of this
District between Aug. 3d, 1861, and June 30,
1865 is 20,727.
The bodies of between two
arid three thousand have been removed
by
friends. The remains of, the rest have been
interred in the Soldiers’ Home,—in the Union Cemetery for colored
soldiers, and In the
National Cemetery at Arlington.
The number of Maine soldiers in
hospital is
now reduced to about
fifty, but as might be

-needing

her attention re-

a

little excitement was Created here of

$1,569;S85

18.

absent from their
commands without
who are picked up about this
city. Las*,
week no less than 454 were sent to their
regiments or confined in the Soldiers’
Rest, near
Baltimore depot
T. g p

The

A BfTST OP RICHARD OOBDHN.
Mrs. Cobden has presented to the Emperor
of the French a bust of her illustrious husband,
it has the merit of
being a “speaking likeness”
and this i3 the more
remarkable because Mr.
tVoolner, the sculptor, was indebted to photo■5°'* ^rs’ Cobden’s suggest ions.—
Chrtsty—who soon followi id Us
A-icnH Ty
r
c°*>den—gave the commissi 'on to
Mr W/mi

fighthm

Lincoln?

Southern papers like the Mobile

central part of the western front of tbe Old
Capftoi, will contain 150,000 volumes, and wiU
be worthy of our capital and nation. The en-

men

it out on. the same line. “Abe
war"
for conquest and the nigger, i over. Countless numbers have fallen of the sons of the
Democratic South, in their efforts to resiit this
unconstitutional war of fanatics, and the Democratic Convention of Maine “sacredly cherish
their memory,” and not only do this, but, “with
gratofttl hearts, do honor to the living who<
have perilled life and fortune in the same
great cause.”
e trust all

by the architectural Ironworks of New York.
The North room is to be finished
according to
contract by the first of January and the South
by tlie first of July, 1866. The cost of the enlargement is estimated to be $160,000. When
completed the Library will occupy the entire

leave,

indulging

It i9

that is to say in rich and tasteftil
style, and
perfectly fire-proof. The iron shelves and other casting, necessary to fit these
spacious halls
ibr their intended purpose are to be furnished

Militaiy discipline seems to have lost much
of its stringency since the close
of the war, if
we may judge by the number
of deserters, or

veto!
In view of all these
facts and considerations,
we scarcely know how
t make sufficient
amends to the party for
the suopositlon that, in the resolution at
the headof
thii article, they referred to
tty dead and liv
ing heroes of the Union army. We take b
the implied charge of

inconsistency.

The apartment at present oc-

cupied by the Library is 94 feet in length by
-1 in width, and the new rooms are of the
same width and nearly as
long. Since, however they will contain three
galleries, whereas
the old part has but two, they will each be
about equal to it in capacity. The new rooms
are to be finished In all
respects like the other,

the sum of

deliberately attempted to

old landmarks.

La.

lorm two

Quite

sense

ty stands by its

the north and the other on the south of the
Library Room, and connected with it so as to

late, in the absence of anything more important, by the sale at auction of about 3,000
packages left uncalled for m the office of
Adams * Company’s
Express. The bidding
was of course
entirely at a venture. Many of
the packages, having contained eatables
sent
to soldiers, were utterly worthless.
One gen
tleman paid $1050 for £ box
containing a hoop
skirt,ladies stays and a pair of long hose; another ambitious speculator bid off for $2.76 a
dozen bottles.ef Perry & Davis’ Pain
Killer;
another still gave $7.60 for a box
containing a
grid-iron, a bar of soap and a feather pillow.
Some of the
packages however were valuable.
One lucky urchin became the
delighted possesor of a gold watch and chain at an
outlay of
■si.50 aud anothep stiil more fortunate for a
like sum secured a dozeu
watches, one half of
which were gold.
1 lie
receipts at the Internal Revenue office
are
footing up very satisfactorily. The reoakfta hmet. June 30th to August
Otfi were
$U1,So,j,478 55. Of late the receipts have been
largei than during that period,
averaging over
a mi ion a
day, and on Monday last reaching

as having “ever
war,” and as hav-

not

Wednesday last
by which one workman lost his life, and another was severely injured.
A very extensive enlargement of
the Congressional Library is now in progress.
A
number of small rooms adjacent to tbe Library, formerly used for the meetings of committees and for other purposes, are
being demolished, so as to form two spacious halls, one on

while any soldiers

who was avouched

ing
bearer, the Convention could

A sad accident occurred on

main.

for by the Bangor Democrat
been opposed to the present

ing “uniformly been

works is trnly astonishing, and still the Capitol is musical with the clink of hammer and
chisel, while huge blocks on every hand are
slowly assuming the forms of pedestal and
base, shaft and capital, frieze and eomiee. The
time necessary to
complete the exterior of the
Capitol will of course depend upon the force
employed. At past rates of progress two or
evep three years will be hardly more tlum sufficient.

expected some of these are special cases. Mrs.
•Sampson is expected to continue her labors
^re In connection with the State Agency

rebellion.

broadest

like those groups which
a feature of its fellows.
Both

form so

COUNTY TREASURER:
E. J. HALE.

WM. II.

one

Lirumidi.

Pi^aii^uL County*
aw

partially built, then
since theu, hajaug
so far as it was cimbustisacked and buffed,
rebuilt and finished, and now in later
bie, t)>en
so enlarged and remodelled as to change
years
„initially its architectural character, and almost obliterate the original design. Only now
at length, when our political institutions seem
grounding themselves more fUlly
fore upon the everlasting and immovable principles of justice and right, and so approximating assured stability and permanence, is the
Capitol at last approaching completion.
The dome, its grandest feature, is now finished externally, and stands in its graceful
majesty against the-sky, a monument of modSo symmetrical and
ern architectural sldlJ.
beautiful is it, that you hardly realize its magnitude, but when you climb its giddy height,
and clamber among the network oif iron bars
and beams between its outer and inner shells,
you are not surprised to learn that 8000 tons ol

OEO. W. WOODMAN, Portlanl.
SAMUEL A. HOLBROOK., Freeport.
GEOltOE PIERCE, liarris.m.
DANIEL T. RICHARDSON, Baldwin.
COUNTY attorney:
NATHAN WEBB, Portland.
COUNTY TIIKist'itr.K:
PETER E. HALL, Windham.
county oomjussiomkb;
JAMES PENNELL, Westbrook.

H.

been

than ever be-

SENATORS:

__

frenr:

|
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cryate anew
land.”

^

”6eu

Fr»nee and E, ng-

—The

seminary
has

now

to Brownsville, Texas, by the Tebels,
located her seminary at Monterey.
one hundred missionaries are wanted.

Unite atteO
ba*i» *f t*»<U
tie firmer, ho#!?
ched. Price*
ed upward tenand exhibit gc:
»nd, and haa addency. Flour has
steady, and movanced 50c®l 25 fit
uce firm with
ltefies quiet hut firj
batter market. Provisions
JHb excitement in
steady and quiet. Drugs and dycS ln demand at iuB
rates. Dry goods active at a moderate advance.—
Leather in brisk demand for immediate use. Wool
more quiet. Metals quick and firm. Lumber and

*m»t

tyPennies

are

beginning to

he

the New York market.
83F*"It is stated that .the

a

drug in

freights considerably improved.
APPLES—Green apples have boen quite scarce and
sales have haen made during the week at prices
ranging above our outside quotations. At the close,
the supply is better and we still quote at #6«8 fit brl.
Dried apples are steady at 9® 12c p ft for Western
and Eastern.
ASHES—Pot ashes have advanced, and moderate
sates have been made at 7®9c fit lb.
BEANS—The local demand for white pea beans
continues quite active, aud we note a further advance
Marrows and plue pods are quiet
to t'i 75*3 fit bu.
at quoted rotes.
BREAD-Pilot bread has advanced to 7j®9c fi> ft.
Ship bread and crackers remain steady at former

She says
Empress Charlotte
of Mexico will visit Europe
The people, composed of three races, Spanish,
shortly, the reason
to listen to the
assigned beiag*4hr alarming Illness of her
African aud Indian, are willing
to
send
their
anxious
chiland
Word of God,
father, King Leopold.
dren to school.
ESP- During the Chicago Convention, last
—Among missionaries recently arrived in summer, Edward Ketchum, the N. Y. forger,
this country we find the names of Rev. J. E.. whs in Chisago -a a

Ford and family, and Miss A. E. Mason, from
Sidon; Rev. G. B. Nutting and family from
Oorfa, Central Turkey; Rev. C. V. A. Dyck

and family, and a daughter of Rev. Wm. Thompson, D. D., from Berut; Rev. M. D. Sanders
and ihmtly, Mrs. Ward, and two children oT
Rev. E. P. Hastings, from Ceylon; Rev. H. S.

Taylor and family from the Madura missien.
Dr. Van Dyck comes to superintend the electrotyping and printing of his
of the Bible.
—Bev. Wm.

Arabio translation

McCann, pastor
Congregational church at Tonica, Illinois, was recently
of the

killed by a railroad accident, while on the way
to the bedside of his dying mother, and his remains arrived at her residence in Cambridge,
Ohio, in season to he buried at the same hour
with hers.
—In his annual address before the late Convention of the Diooese of Maine, Bishop Burgess reviewed briefly the past four years’ struggle, pointed out the duties of the clergy in time
and peace; stated the relations of the
Church to the country amid the perils of war;
and looked gratefully and with gladness to the
opening prospect ef increased national unity.
The principle of love of country was kept conspicuously before the mind, as a distinct element of the character, and as being fully as
important in its sphere'as any other quality or
of

war

duty.
—The minutes of the New School Presbyterian church for 1866 have just been issued. The
total membership of the body is given as 143,646, being an increase of 6571 over last year.
The number of churches connecting with the
body is 1479, an ! the number of ministers 1694.
Contributions last year to domestic missions,

trihpwih and *M kt Ittpt within ft*

tetri

HP* Oholem has made It*
W

OK School Ohuroh In Bloomington,
appe
PP
ni, recently determined by a vote of sixty-four I Spain,
ifouhem Daiocrau, and how the memory of to ftvey te. transfer its relation from the Old
rS^Ihere i»» prospect Ant there
"fhelr fallen Is sacredly cherished.
strong party
School to ftp New School Presbyterians.
tg the Gaj&la rec01L,
Church is building convention in itfor of negro
—AMeftodist
Episcopal
suffrage.
OAFIWhat would themonument to
FROM *HE FMDBBAX.
in DetroMrfo cost 8100,000.
Broueh is talked
!
of
in
Ital.
fathers of Methodism say to that
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born.
—Miss Rankin, who was driven from her
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Mailing friend of MoClel-

open house at one of the leading
hotels, and scattered his money like a prince.
gysaya the Boston ev«nse»jpt,“the famous
‘Cotton King’ w.hich has so
and
He

quotations.
BUTTER—Good table butter continues to advance;
the market was considerably excited Monday, but
closed more quiet at about 32^35c fit ft. Store but-

vehemently

assailed the
Secretary of War,
has failed to accomplish his removal, and was
not powerful enough to even obtain possession
of the New York Custom House.
Like all

persistently

firm at 21®26c.
CANDLES—Mould caudles are a little lower, and
we now quote at 17*18c.
Sperm candles are quiet
and nominal at quotations.
ter is

others who have pitted themsolves against1 Mr.
Stanton during the past three years, this cor-

CEMENT—StocjtB are increasing aud sales arc
quite light, but in view of the prospective demand
prices are well sustained at 32 10m 2 15 fit brl.
CHEESE—Vermont factory cheese is steady at 15®
17c V ft. New York is plenty and varies largely in
quality, prices ranging from 14 aide.

rupt combination of politicians has been badly
routed.’*
|jar"Great activity prevails in Charleston in
the way of building and improving existing
buildings, but materials are very scarce and

COAL—An unprecedented supply of coal is report-

ed at

high.
ByThe Evening Post of Saturday say* :
The American steamship Circassian sailed at
two o’clock this afternoon fromPier No.30 North
River, for Southampton aud Bremen. This is
the first American

Georgetown,

Shippers*

D. C,

orders

are

heavy

and vessels scarce. Freights accordingly rule high
and the reoent advance is fully sustained. Our dealers continue to deliver Lehigh, Bed and White Ash
coals at retail for fill fit ton, aud Chestnut for fill.
COFFEE—There 1b a steady demand for small lots
to meet the necdsgif consumers. Java is firm at tea
42c fit ft. Bio steady at 32®35c.
CORDAGE—Is steady and quiet at 191®204c » ft
for American, 23«23)e, for Manila, 26®25ie for
Manila boltrope, and 28*27c for Russia.
DBUGS AND DYES—The market has again exhibited remarkable activity for the season, and large
sales have been made at lhli prices. Sal soda has advanced to 6c, and rhubarb to fii S7 fi) ft. Prices for
other descriptions are firm and unchanged. See
quotations elsewhere.
DRY GOODS—Sales have been unusually large
during the week, many dealers having been in town
to attend the conventions and taken the opportunity to replenish their stocks for the foil trade. Cotton goods continue to rule high, and standard brown
sheetings have advanced fully 1c fit yd. Bleached goods have suffered a further decline, and continue dull.
Delaines have advanced to 31®33c fi>
yd, and ail thick cloths find a ready sale at full
Woolens
are firm and active.
prices.
Fancy shirting flannels are very scarce. The enquiry for ootton
and woolen checks is especially active, but prices remain hitherto without change
See quotations else-

steamship

which 'lias attempted to cross the Atlantic oeean in about
four years; and her sailing was an occasion of
special Interest, not only in mercantile circles,
but to the general public.

By The editor of the Syracuse .hmrual not
only eats with his knife, but glories in it, and
defends the practice in a long article.
By A paragraph has boon the rounds of the
papers, and it crept into the Press, that the
yellow lever was prevailing in Savannah, and
that vessels were neither allowed to enter nor
Yesterday we saw a letter from that
city, stating that not a single case of yellow fever
had occurred, and that the health of the city was

depart.

where.

good.

DUCK—Portland duck remains steady at previous
prices, the factory quotations ranging down from 85c
ITEMS or STATENEH'S.
for No. 3 to 60c for No. 10.
FISII—Stocks of dried fish are now mueli reduced
394,507; to foreign missions, $112,296; to educaBy The Saco Democrat waxes warm in its and the supply, limited by the hot weather which
tion $36,932; to publication cause, $46,305;
the
liinder9
of the fish, Is quite inadequate;
zeal, and speaks of Col. Forney and Attorney I inquiry very curing
miscellaneous, $601,141.
good. There have been a few arrivals
as both being traitors to the
General
Peters
Western
from
tup
Bank, and we quote large cod at
—Bev. Sir. Hersey, late pastor of the Weeks
$6 50® 7 50 fit qtl, anil small at #5®5 60. The catch
Democratic cause. As Democracy is now held
St. Chapel in Bath, is about to remove to Bowof mackerel is very heavy, but the demand continues
a man must turn hit back upon, or be a traitor
active, and prices have advanced filial 50
brl tor
doinham, to take charge of the F. W. Baptist
Shore and Bay. Sec quotations.
if you please, to that cause, to be true to his
“
Ridge, so called, in that
Society, on the
!
FLOUR—The market has been active during the
country.
week. As prices in the Weste n market have tor
town.
ByThe Democrat says R. 8. Boulter, the some time been relatively higher than on the coast,
—The English CongregationaUst building sothe depletion of stocks here necessarily occasions an
of the famous Boulter Saddle, which
ciety originated about fifteen years ago. It has patentee
j advance in prices. Ordinary brands have accordingly
he
has
been
at Waterville, has
advanced 25550c p brl, and choice flours $4gl 25.
manufacturing
erected in and aronnd London sixty-five places
Country dealers buy in small lots, preferring to trust
leased a building aud will go extensively Into
of worship, at an expense of a quarter of a
the Call prices, and
nobody believes that any scarcity
the business in Saco.
of fairly good flour is likely to occur. Choice brands,
million sterling.
however,
are likely to be scarce and
high. Quotations
By The Saco Democrat understands that of Canada flour are
—The minutes of the Old School Presbytenominal; there is now hardly a
the York & Cumberland Railroad Company barrel In this market. Corn meal is Arm and active
rian body for the year 1866 have just been
another year, extend their line to Great at $1.51 05 p bu.
issued, showing 2629 churches, 2361 ministers wiH,
FRUIX—‘There is now a very good supply of peaches,
Falls via Alfred. Mistake. That line is to be
and a total membership of 232,460.
which are quoted at $3 5t>@5 p crate. Additional arTo the
rivals of French lemons have occasioned a further decontinued via Alfred to Rochester, N. H., cutdifferent boards, missions, education, &e., has
cline to $7'5# p bo*, Oranges are oat of the market.
ting the Conway and Cocheoo Railroads at tflht Raisins are higher:
been contributed the past year $489,844, and for
we quote bunch at $6 50@7 p
which will be brought 38 miles nearer
and layers at $7 5 )@7 75. Other dried fruits are
box,
point,
miscellaneous purposes $338,327.
quiet at former quotations,
Portland than Boston,
—Some of the missionaries of the Loudon
GRAIN The stoekbf mixed com is light, especialBy“J. J. S.” has an article in the Advertiser
of prime sqund.and prices remain Arm at 95o®$l 06.
Missionary Society, stationed in Madagascar,
ly
Yellow corn is about out of market, and our quota“Boston
vs. Portland,” and promises in
entitled
recently came into collision wBh tne governtions are nominal at $1(5)105. Rye Is in fair demand
his next number to show the advantages of the
for smaJliots at former quotations. There is nothing
ment of the island in such a rude and unnelatter over the former as a manpfecluring
doing in barley. Oats are in moderate demand at
cessary way that the society felt bound to offer
70 a: 75c p bu, bat prices are a little unsteady. Shorts
city.
an apology for their conduct.
quiet and steady at $25(5)30 p ton.
By The Argus is again copying and comGUNPOWDER—Is steady at $6 50 for blasting and
—Mr. Bichard Thornton of London died not:
plimenting
ilenry L. Dawes of #8 50 for sporting.
long ago, leaving an estate valued at £3,700,060, Mass. Bad congressman
HAY—The government demand having ceased,
for Dawes.
of which £100*000 was given to various public
the market for pressed
has been quiet
ByThe Argus opposes all present efforts to at about $15@16 p ton. hay
Loose hay has been
charities. The fee of the Probate Court was
in
fair
demand
at
for
new
and
$125^14
$18 for old.
supply the city with pure water. Are we to
£42,000, and the government tax on legacies
HIDES AND SKINS—Have been more active
infer a natural affinity between dirt and debut with no quotable ohange of prices. We continue
will amount to £100,000.
mocracy ?
to quote Buenos Ayres at 24a-26c, Western dry
—The Methodists have subscribed $8000 for
salted
at 155jl0c, and calf skins at 16fel8c.
The
this
Advertiser
of
with
a
coolKy
an annual camp meeting at Saratoga.
oity,
IRON—The market is firm and active for the seaness that would make ordinary ice cream scald
—The Methodists have been holding a
son.
Sales
are mostly in small lots and at full prlees,
large
the tongue, says, referring to the appointments
The home production is still quite moderate, but
camp meeting near Orangeburg, S. C., In
which a strong loyal sentiment was manithere are signs of increased activity early in the fall.
of Mr. Hamlin and Preston King, “The PresiCut nails are worth $6@6 50 p cask.
fested.
dent contents himself with taking his appoinLARD—Prices remain firm at the advance previ—The Providence Prtts estimates the cost of
tees
from among the old Democrats w^o have
ously noticed. The stock is very light, and the dethe mammoth Camp Meeting lately held in
mand quite moderate.
acted with the Republicans, men whose ideas,
Bhode Island, jto amount to $145,210.
LEATHER—The market continues to improve and
aside from the dead slavery issue, have always
—The Annual Meeting of the American
a pretty active demand has been
developed during the
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
been Democratic.”
week, though sales are mostly In small lots for immewill be held in Chicago, commencing Tuesday,
diate use.
Hemlock sole is firm at 30@37c p
of
Mr.
M.
Wm.
ByThe dwelling-house
O ct. 3d, at 3 o’clock, r. m.
lb, the outside figures for heavy weights. American
Harding at Gorham village,• was struok :.by calf steady at former quotations.
LIME—The demand is improving, and prices rule
lightning during the shower of Monday evenTHE CATHOLIC FAIR —OUR PUBLIC
very steady at $1 20^1 25 P cask for new Rockland.
ing. The fluid wont pretty much all over the
SCHOOLS.
LUMBER—The demand for shipping lumber continues to improve, and prices are now quite firm.—
house, into nearly all the rooms, upsetting
Mr. Editor:—When the public are called
Spruce has advanced to $ 14a 16, and hemlock to
furniture, knocking down vasqs, discoloring $12,0,13.
Orders for box Shooks have been filled durupon to show their liberality, it is no more
the paper, playing around the gilt hands of ing the week at 76c, but exporters are not yetprepared to accede to the view* or manufacturers sufficientthan just that they should know what object
antics
and
cutting up queer
picture frames,
to bay Urgoiy at anything above 70c for good pine
is to bs promoted by their compliance. A generally. When it left it took out the plate of ly
slio^k,-. Cooperate is looking up, and hlid shook* of
city manufacture are scarce mul firm at quoted rates.
Catholic Fair Is now in fill! blast in this city, the frame, doing considerable damage at that Tho
Headings plenty and
supply or hoops is scanty.
and probably three-fourths of the proceeds point. No inmate of the house was injured.
dull.
Nothing doing in country cooperage. Sales
1000 molasses nhd she oks and heads at $3; 800 do at
Advertiser
are
bears
Boston
will be drawn from Protestants.
says
B^—Tlie
$3; 500 sugar do at $2 80 ; 200 sugar hhd shook* withNow, if the object of this Fair were to erect abundant in the remoter regions of Maine this out heads at$$2 25.
MOLASSES—Has been rather quiet during the
season, and juvenile berrying parties are cona Catholic church, so that a portion
of our
week, importers holding prime clayed at 50c which
m dread of meeting the fete of the chiljobbers are reluctant to give. Small lots have been
population could enjoy the privileges of relig- stantly
dren who mocked, the prophet.
Mischief is
sold a little under 50c, but the market closes with a
ious worship, in their own way, and according
strong upward tendency.
fear.
Bruin,
they
to their own faith, I would he the last one to
NAVAL STORES—Tar and rosin are steady at
!fc£r” The rata of taxation in Calais, is $14 to former quotations. Coal tar
hold back. Erroneous as I may regard the Cathpitch tends downward,
the #1000. If the people of that city are silly
closing at $3$0fa® 75, Turpentine is dull and declinolic faith and religious observances, I rejoice
ing at $&a2 25 p gal. Oakum has advanced to 9j<a)
to
their
war
off
debt
at
and
enough
pay
onoe,
12$#.
to see them cherished by a class of our people
relieve posterity of a burden contracted as
OILS
Portland kerosene Is steady at 80c for
but
for
would
find
no
1000
who,
them,
spiritual much for their benefit as for the benefit of the
gals 82^c, for 5 brls, and 85c for l brl, at the factory.
The
demand
for small lots. Winhome, and have no religious privileges which present generation, we art aware of ho law to ter whale and is quiteoilsgood
are
sperm
very firm, much anxiethey could eryoy and find satisfaction in cher- prevent them from doing bo. We di> not be- ty being felt for the safety of the Pacific fleet.—
Whale oil has nominally advanced to $170 p gal, but
lieve in ruck economy.
ishing.
prices are quite unsettled. Lard oil is scarce and firm.
Linseed oil has advanced to $ 131 for raw and $138 for
The trial of James H. Williams for the
Were the object of the Fair to erect or supboiled. Fish oils are in good demand,and have advancport an asylum for the poor, the infirm, or the murder of James Mcllraw in Bangor, is now ed with whale oils, prices now ranging from $22iL35 for
Shore and Bank.
in
in
that
Bogie,
progress
city.
orphans of that denomination, or to promote
PLASTERr—A cargo cf soft plaster was sold MonThe Waterville Mall says that Cyrus
By
other
form
of
any
philanthropy, I would bid
day at $2 56 p ton. Hard plaster has advanced to
Wheeler, esq., a well known citizen of West $1 75;ct2. A cargo of ground plaster arrived Thursit a hearty God-speed.
there is no demand and prices are still undied
on
Tuesday
very suddenly
But the purpose of the Fair now in progress Waterville,
last week. He was standing by the counter in
PRODUCE
is to get up a sectarian school In
supply of fresh meats is ample,
opposition to Mr. Macartney’s store, discussing his favorite and prices rale—The
very steady. Eggs are Arm at 245)
the free public schools
of the city; to strike a subject of temperance with a neighbor, and 26c p doz. New potatoes come m freely, and have
declined to 55@06c p bu. The new crop of onions is
blow at the pride and glory of New
England .without the least notice of illness bowed his very large and prices
have declined to $3 75(54
—her free school system, under which the
head forward and settled back to the floor. Not pbrl for silyerskins.
PROVISIONS—The provision market has been
child of the poorest day-laborer, of the most a single breath or other Indication of life was
more regular during the last two weeks,
Extra clear
unfriended foreigner, or of the most despised discovered after he was raised up.
pork bos advanced to $44*5)47 for Western and Eastern ; aud clear pork to $40@13. There are no ham* in
colored man, may compete for the prizes and
B^™JohnBichardsiivesinDushau. Howas market. Mess Beef is in fair supply at $16ta>17 p brl.
88 years old on the lltliof this month. Cfrdse- Sales moderate.
rewards and honors of scholarship with the
BICE-is sail quoted at U®13c for India and Carquently he was old enough to vote fopWashingchild of the millionaire.
olina.
The people of Portland have taxed them- ton the first time he was elected President in
RUM—The trade are holding Rum at higher prices,
selves heavily to provide school room for every 1788. He'distinctly remembers the burning of and wo now quote $2 STifeY 40 p gal,
Portland (Falmouth) by the British during the
SALT—WUh limited Importations and constantly
scholar in the city; are they disposed to conwar of the Revolution.
While
of diminishing stocks, coarse salt is tending up but with
oil
forgetful
no
tribute to build special school room for the
quotable change during the weik. Tame salt rerecent events his memory serves him so well mains steady at 33c p box.
girls of a particular sect, while all the unruly that he can
SOAP—There is a steady demand for Leathe &
give all the particulars of a mackGore’s soaps at'former qnotatlbns.
boys of the same sect are left in the public erel voyage in which he
participated when he
SPICES—Are quiet with a moderate demand from
schools of the city?
Was 18 years oljL Last fell he attended town
the trade. Quotations unchanged.
When the Catholics come to demand, as
meeting anil voted for Mr. Liaooln, and was
SUGARS—The demand for refined sugars has fallthey have in some other States, their propor- strong enough to get in and out of a wagon, en off, and prices have yielded slightly. Crushed,
and powdered are now quoted at 19»®20c
granulated
tion of the public school
hinds, to be expend- almost without assistance—^Lewiston Journal. V lb, and Portland AA at about flic.
There is no
ed for the support of their
to notice in prices of raw sugars.
A
rakis
change
temperance meeting is to be
sectarian schools,
in
TEAS—Are
demand
moderate
at
former
will our citizens be as
ready to concede to such held next week in Vassalboro’. Addresses in tions. The finer grades are very firm; wvmnmr.quotaana
the grove by Rev, E. C. Holies,of this
a demand as
8.
now are to take
poor, quite dull.
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Luther.
Generosity ?—The last Augusta Age alludes to some cruel reports in circulation as to
the permanency of that amiable and learned
copperhead paper. There seems to be an impression that it will not continue to enlighten
the world quite so long as the stars, or the
sun; the editor waxes indignant, and publishes a
letter, dated Portland, in which the writer, fearing there is some foundation for the
report that the Age is built on the sand, says,
“I enclose to you my check for $200, which
you will appropriate to the support of the paper.” GamiSon 1 The check very likely only
has existence in the
imagination. But if triie,
it will go no farther to sustain the waning fortunes of that stupid copperhead sheet, and its
party, than it would to redeem Ketchum’s
gold checks now afloat on the New York market In reading that tender letter sent to revive the drooping spirit of this copperhead
sheet, one could but exclaim, “the fools are
not all dead yet,” and
verily one of them at
least vegetated in the fan city of Portland 1

cliy,

Kimball, esq., of Bangor, and others.
By The Clarion says three prijoudrs'-eonfined
injail at Norridgewock, made lieir esegbs abodV

weekly

8 o’clock on

Tuesday evening last
sawtwoof the slats or bars of the inner door
the outside one being left open. They had not
been captured up to last accounts.
Tt* jailor,
Mr. Cook, was absent from home at the time. ;
By The Skowhegan Clarion says Mr. James
logoff

than last year.

j

TIN—Continues to advance with a fair demand
the season. See quotations elsewhere.
TOBACCQ—There is a better enquiry for good

for
to-

bacco, an 1 prieos qre firmer but as yet without quotable change,
VARNISH—Tho better qualities are a little lower
on account of tho decline In turpentine,
Damar is
now quoted at #3 60®4.
WOOD—Hard wood is quoted at #103)11 at retail,*
best Nova Scotia wood having been sold during
Ooogins of that village came near loosing his ( the
We notice increasing sales of
the week for #10 *0.
life a few days since. While engaged at work
manufactured kindling wood at 30:«r*0c p box (conabout
a
for soft and hard.
taining
barrel)
at a Turning Lathe, some of the works
gave way
WOOL—The new clip sotges forward very slowly,
letting the shaft and large Driving Polly fell, and both fleece and pulled
wool are now scarce and
Striking turn upon the bead, He escaped with firm. The market is Just now rather quiet.
FREIGHTS—The
in coal freights has
a severe contusion and a
improvement
bump not laid down in drawn away so
many vessels of
burthen, that
Phrenology. He was insured in the Accident the want begins to be felt, and ourlight
brokers are writing
Co., which fully accounts for his miraculous cs- to their correspondents elsewhere to send them vessels of this class. There is no longer any excess of
'/■
capc.
tonage of any kind In port. Foreign charters reported during the week are: Ship Cosmopolite for Liverr~r
0
7
pool, with deals at 65s jp standard, brig Prairie Hose
REVIEW OF PORTLAND MARKETS.
for Havana, with lumber at #8 50 » M, and brig
Capema to load at St, John for Galveston, with lumWeek ebtdikg August 22, isos.
ber at #16 ip M.
■■

■

Note.-Our quotations represent
prices of large
bands, unless otherwise stated, an,l in
small
rates
fllliug
orders, higher
have to be charged.
For figures see quotations in another
column.

t
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lots from first

The crowning sensation of the week in
New York
financial circles lias been occasioned
by

thereat
Ketchum swindle, following as lfidld tho
comparaBook for September come tively
insignificant Jenkins and Munford frauds.—
first to hand among the standard monthlies, The Jenkins affair was a defalcation for
over Jsoo,and wears an appearance as fresh and attrac- 000. Munford is charged with obtaining about #J6fl|tive as ever. * It would seem as though the 000 by false pretences. Young Ketchtun*. magnificent rascality mounts to figures somewhere
between
publishers of this old favorite must have found
four and five millions. Sticks tumbled
sglo p cent,
for magazines what individuals have sought
on the exposure of this enormous swindle.
The only
so
long in vain, the fountain of perpetual stable securities were the national stocks, which yield
youth. At any rate, alter having outlived by ed very slightly and were not Raorifloed
by anybody"
Importations are Increasing, and although large
many years every one of Its early contemporaof cotton are going abroad, there 1b
quantities
it
shows
ries,
again
no sign of diminished
vitality, ! an export demand for gold. The
exportation fiom
but bids fair to hold for a
long time to come New York last week amounted to *824,018. Sterling
its present enviable pre-eminence. It is a welExchange is scarce, and has advanced to 109@109J for
come visitor in every
household, and may it bankers’ 60 day bills on London. The gold market
live a thousand years, and its shadow never has been firm and tending up, quotations ranging
from 141} Wednesday to 144} Tuesday.
be less.
Operations in trade are still limited to hirnisUng
Published by L. A. Godey,Philadelphia; at !
supplies, almost from day to day, to meet the
$3.00 per annum.
consumptive demand. Stocks are reduced to the
The Lady’s

TIN—Is firm and native at the advance noticed last
week. The fall trade has opened a full month earlier

DR.

I4GHTHILIs,

Will be at the U. S. HOTEL, on MONDAY, August
21st, to remain during Hie week, where he can be dai-

ly consulted

on CATARRH, DEAFNESS, and all
diseases of the EYE, EAR, and THROAT.

Particular attention given to Children affected with
trom the Ear.
Parents having children

informed that they can he cured of that
affected
disagreeable affliction safely and permanently, and
that

the

sooner

readily it can

bo

they

have it attended to the

effected.

Artificial Eyes inserted without pain.
No Charge for consultation

.-An* id

)<

*

)sdi)H

more

A

assets held

on

>•

January

Amount of

premiums, endowments,annuities, and interest received and
accrued, including premiums on
gold, etc., etc., during the year 1864,

Total,
Disbursements during the year 1864, including paid losses by death, paid

$2,683,317

CENTS.

FIFTY

&

CO.,

$4,383,349

Thus making a net increase of assets for
the year, of
$1,005,217 43
During the year ending December 31,1864, the Company issued 4,905 new policies, insuring the aggregate
amount of $13,147,553. This is just as many policies
as would have taken a Company three or tour years
to have accomplished a few years ago.
Such is the
progress that Life Insurance is making at the present
day. (The feet is, excepting Government co*.tracts
for furnishing Army and Navy supplies, we know of
no business that has flourished so prosperously during the past four years of war as the Life Insurance.)
The New York Life Insurance Company, we are
to see, has got a fair share of the spoils.
The Trustees have declared a scrip dividend of fifty

pleased

participating life policies. They
payment of the fifth and final in-

stallment of twenty per cent, on dividends of 1850 to
1860, inclusive, and and the redemption in full of those
declared in 1861 and 1862.
Policies subject- to notes will be credited with the
dividends on the settlement of next premium.
We trust the future will prove as successful as the
i

officers arc { Morris Franklin, President; Isaac
Kendall, Vice-President; William H, Beers, Af*
tuary; Theo. M. Banta, Cashier.
The

C.

JOHN E. DOW & SON, Agents,
V9 Exchange Street.
Aug. 23d—sneodlm

Ntmpariel Patent Skirt Elevators,
For looping up Ladles’ Dresses In graceful fold. Tke

A Fox.

most

Brig Nellie Mowe. Bailey, St John MB, (2d clearance)— Littlejohn A Chase.
Sch Convoy, Carter, Norfolk, Va—D T Chare.

plied.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MEDITERRANEAN
HARBOR LIGHT AT
LEUHORN.
The Minister of Marine at Turin has given notice
that on and alter the 1st day of March, ltdD, a harbor light would he exhibited from a lighthouse recently erected on the North end of the curved or outer
mole, at the Fort of Leghorn or Livorno, on the Wi .t

convenient article a lady can use. Can be attached to any dress.
PRICE TWBNTY-FIFE CTS. A SBT.
For sale at the NEW YORK SKIRT and CORSET
STORE, 26 Market Square, Portland.
OKOKOK ANDERSON, Agent.
The Trade sap.
Sent by until on receipt of price.

augllsn

—

(14w

The light. Is a tlx tv l while light, placed at an elevation or 74 foet above the moan level or the sea, aud in
clear weather should be seen from a distance of ten

tulles.
The Illuminating apparatus is dioptric, or by lenses
of the sUtb order.
The flxe.l green light hitherto shown from Hat
North end of the curve 1 mole, will be discontinued.

U la especially important at this time, when the
of the United Statue are flooded with the

markets

direst poisons, tinder the

ot

name

Notice.

\y

1* A II M EE E E’S
Patent isolated

Imported liquors

domestic compounds purporting to ho medicinal, but not a whit less pernicious, are heralded

By order,
W B SHUBBICK, Chairman.
Treasury Department, Offlce Lighthouse Board.

to the world

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th, barque Jo' „ Ourtbw.
Sylvester, Philndslphia.
BEAUFORT NC—Ar 10th, ship Ida Lilly, Minot.
Baltimore.

and when

lic should

Impure, and all
oil,

a

the Tonics

containing alcohol are
fiery article containing amyl or
mortal poison, HOSTETTER’S CELE-

manufactured with
Ousl

pub-

the

It known then,

Be

all the diffusive stimulants called liquors

that while
are

’‘sovereign remedies,” that

as

understand the tic la.

As 14th, barque Brothers, Long, Elizabethport; sch
Hertousle, Suiller, Boston.
GEORGETOWN—Ar 18th, sch J H French,Crosby

a

BRATED STOMACH BITTERS contain

none

BALTIMORE—Cld 18th, brig

el

Hughes,

Perfect Piano

! !

these things, bat are a combination of pure eesenoe
of Bye with the pare juices of thej most 'valuable

stomachic,antl-billous, and aperient herbs and plants,
that as a safe and rapid remedy lor Dyspepsia and an Its kindred ootnplolnts, this preparation
stands before the world without a rival or competitor.
Its sales to-day are equal to the combined sole# of all
tonic* advertised hi the United States, and
tke certificate* which authenticate its uselhlness are

Hull’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Re newhas proved itself to he the most perfect nrepar
tiou for tbo hair ever oflbrel to the public.
er

It is

vegetable compound,

a

and coutalns

inju-

no

Philadelphia.

important merits
Several of these beautiftil Instruments will be on
exhibition and for sale [for a few days only) at the
Photograph Rooms of A. M. McKENNEY, opposite
1
Preble House.
Persons desirous oi obtaining a superior Piano, at

price, should improve this rare opportunity. Every Instrument fully warranted.
E. it. OS HORS. Gen’l Agent.
Aug. 8th, 1665.
aug!6snd&wtf

a

INAL COLOR.

It will keep the lutir from falllug out
scalp and makee the luUr'soft. lustrous and silken.
It cleanses the

It Is

j

U. 8. War Oliim Agents for Maine,

splendid

a

No person, old

reasonable

UAMMON A 8A WYKM,,,.

HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 18th, sch Solomon Francis,
Hark, Gay Head tor Salem.
Air 19th, sch Reno, Lambert, from Macldas for New
York.
Ar 20th, sobs Active, Sherman, Camden for Baltimore; Jenny Lind, Cole, Macliiiu for New York.
Ar 21st, schs Abbie, Knight, Wilmington NC; Lady of the Ocean. Poland, Bangor f>i* Providence.
EDOABTOWN—Ar 17th, sch U D King, McGregor, New York lor Calais, (and sailed 20th.)
BOSTON—Ar 21st, brig Wm Nash, Fowler, from
Cornwallis NS; sch Geo Brooks, Upton, Portland.
Ar 22d, barque Deney, Smith,
Philadelphia; schs
Maine Law, Amesbury, Charlenton; Abbie. Knight.
Wilmington NC; Otis, Carle, New York; I L Snow,

WILL RESTORE UR AY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IT

hair dressing.
or

young, should fail to

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

use

it.

THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
IT- Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer, and
take uci other
■ ,;vi;
J
R. P. HALL A < O..
a
Nashua N. II., Proprietors
For sa'e by nil Druggists.
augtttsnd * w8m
USED BY

Achorn,

Officers’ Accounts with the Ordnance, Quartermasters and Treasury Departments adjusted and
settled,
and certificates of non indebtedness obtained.
Terms reasonable.
No charges unless successful.
All advice and Information free.
Office No. 88 Exchange Street, .lose Block, told
stand of Bradford & Harmon).
Z, K, HARMON,
W. 8. 8AWYEB.
References:—Hon. Wm. P. Fessenden, U. 9
Senator; Hon. Samuel Cony, Governor of Maine;
Hon. israel Washburn, Jr., Collector of Customs;
Rt. Rev. David W. Bacon, Bishop of the Diocese of
•
Portland.

22d, barques Zephyr, Sparrow, Malaga; EA
Cochran. Bice, Philadelphia; Western SeaTHarding,
Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 21»t, sebs Abigail, Murch, Ellsworth
<br Boston, leaky; Neponset, Snow, Rockland.

P O It T L A N 13
PHOTOGRAPHIC

maylM&wtf

MRS.

Discovery

in

Photographyt

The subscriber would call public attention to
New and Original process for making

a

PHOTOGRAPHS,
Which is

superior to anything ever before Introduced. Its advantages being to produce a clear picture, with more brltlianoy of tone, and less liable to
fade.
For Copying and Enlarging pictures tills process is

particularly adapted.
obtain a better picture for tbe same
price than by flip old process.
Exhibition Rooms open at all hours of the day.—
The public are ifivited to call and examine specican

mens.

of

GEORGE M. HOWE,
Art, 112 Middle Street.

E. S.

WORMELL-,
PHOTOGRAPHS R,
90
Card
per

Middle Street* Portland.

Photographs at Three Dollars
best i^ the City.

dozen,—the

may2&and6m

Notice,
who have lost flrionds in the army, and are
desirous to rooeive their remains, can learn
particulars as to the bestmode ot removing them, &e
expense, &c., by writing to B, SMITH, Hanover,
Maine.
Mr. Smith has Just returned with the 31st Regiment Maine Volunteers, and offers as references the
Person*

atf^the

following names
Surgeon J. H. Kimball, Bridgton,
Chaplain Geo. C. Cuawford, Read field,
of the 31st Maine Vaug7sn4w •
Wanted
COAT, PANT and VEST MAKERS to
go to Worcester, Mass. Also Girls to do basting and
Good prices and constant
finishing on Clothing.
employment may be depended on. Inducement will
be offered, and all Information obtained by addressCustom

ing

dec20ti.

«

Ctd

WINSLOW.

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mother, her

Soothing Syrup,
FOR

CHILDREN

TEETHING

the gums, reducing all Inflammations, will
pain and spasmodic action, and is

»Uay all

IMPERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS!

Temple
JuneTsnSui

Portland, Me.
manor.

softening

Knowing,

That Rubber Goods oan be repaired in a neat and
manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

Parsons

best

AN

8UBK TO REOULATE THE BOWELS.

substantial

B

the

which greatly facilitates the process of
Teething, by

A Fact Worth

A New

GALLLERY,

So, 80 Middle Street,

Copying done in

1‘. WAltJC A VO.,
No. 164, 16$ and 170 Main St„
Worcester, Mass.
Aug. U—snd2w&w4t*
A.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Uemerara 27th ult, brig Robert Mono, Hotchkiss, from New York, ar 26tb.
At Mlragoane 2d lust, brig B Iuginoc, Laris way,
lor New York 7 days.
At Remedloe 5th Inst, barque Mary Elisabeth, for
Portland, to sail In 20 days; brigs Isa, tors Northern port 8 days; John Raymond, tor do 13 days:
Caroline E Kelley, for do 20 days.
Ar at St John NB 21st Inst, snip Cosmopolite, from
Portland: sob Coral, Kent, Bouton.
At

ALONZO 8. DAVIS, Proprietor,

—

Depend upon It, mothers. It will give
Helves, and

rest to

your-

Usubp and Health to yocb Infants.
We have put np and sold this article for over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and TBPTH at It
what we have never been able to
say of any otber
medicine—Merer hat it failed in a tingle inttance to
efect a rare, when timely used. Never did we know
an Instance of dlssatlsActlon
by any one who used It.
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of 1*11111(11(111(1*11011 of its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak In this matter
"what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every Instance where the
infont is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relict
wlU be found In fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is admin let; rad.
Full directions for using will accompany each hosNone genuine unless the fce-alwlle of CURTIS
tile.
A PERKINS. New York, le on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.
June3sndAwfim

18th, brig Mary Lowell, Parsons, Philadelphia.

[Per City of Baltimore, at New York.)
ftn Padang May 7, ship Humboldt, Proctor, tor
Boston.
Ar at Singapore June 21, T J Southard, Starrett,
Boston.
At Rangoon J une 15, Mary Goodell, McGUrery, tor
Fiance, Mg,
Passed Anjler June 17, Samuel Russell, Luce, from
New York for Hong Kong.
Sid

SPOKEN.
Aug 2, lat 471, lou 53, ship Columbia, irom Livertor
New
York.
pool
Aug 18, lat 37 64, Ion 68 24, brig R S Hassell, of BeL
oat, (nothing further.)
No date, lat 26 24. Ion 79 24, barque Speedwell, from
Mstanzas tor a Northern port.

Ac
SO and 5H

PORTLAND,

SCHOOL BOOKS,

SCHOOL
SCHOOL

Itt^kt

*» ‘hi* °«y by H, H, Hay, and W, F.

JunelfieodAwSui

BARE

ffllO

BOOKS,

BOOKS,

SCHOOL

BOOKS,

-AT-

WHOLESALE AND HKTA1L.

medicine for all the summer complaints—
Composed of Boots, Barks and Berries, which seem
to have been designed for the quick, safe and sure
curt' of Dysentery, Cholera-Morbus and Chronic
Diarrhoea, wkleh are so common with all ages, and so
dangerous at this season of the year. We never advertise certificates. Let It stand upon its own merits
—this to the only way a good thing should be known.
Hesste our motto—Buy me, &r„, of the headings'"*!; that Dr. Langley's Anodyne to“the»M»X have
already,
greatest
discovery of the age, and uiu*t be Queen of all Medlcures. Sold by dealers, Price 41)
fry

Phillips A Co.

Loring',

Exchange Street,

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

SHORT &
56

BECEIFTS—counting many
valuable information never before
mads public. Including over 1M
Receipts now in exclustre use by the celebrated
Metropolitan Hotel iu
tfeto city, Price 30 cents;
mailed, postage free. Adr
dress HUTEHINSON A
CO„ Publisher-’, 9*9 Broad,
T.
way,
awrltaneod 13t
Secrets and much

Hall's Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubl er Woods oan bo procured, at Muimfooturers' prices.

Their assortment ot ‘Rubber, Jewelry find Fancy
deeds to really magnificent,
juneSJtl

LORING,

& 58 EXCHANGE STP.EE1’.

Aug 23—12m

new

0«tt

Advertisements.

JNew

BUY ME, TBI ME 4 I’LL DO YOU GOOD.
Hr, Langley'* Anodyne.
A

do.

Cld

Will give their exclusive attention to collecting
PENSIONS, BOUNTIES, ARREARS OP PAY,
PRIZE MONEY, LOST CLOTHING, &c.

Radio,

Crooby, do; sell S H Jaakaon. Wiley, Bridgeport CB;
Wm MeCohb, Gilford, Providence
mm
Ar 21»t, barque Pleiades,Miller, Cow Bay CB; sen
Julia Taylor, Maehlas.
Chi21st, ship Alex Marshall, Marshall, Liverpool;
brig Maria, (Br) King, Para) sch W MoCobb, Chipman, Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, sob Qov Cony, Brown,
Augusta.
A* 21st, brig 0 B Alien, Monroe, Georgetown.
Sid 21st, schs Avon, Folks, Philadelphia; Banner,
Albee, Portsmouth.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, sch Julia Ann, Rich. Bangor
for New York.
BIVER—Ski 2©th, brig Humboldt, Veasie,

signed by ludtvMuals ot the highest standing in
every professional ealling'aud walk of hfi'. Beware
of Imitations and Impostures.
New York House, 89 Cedar Street, N. Y.
Aug 12.—daw2w

rious propel ties whatever.
power, purity, sweetness and dur.tbirity ol
Tone, they are unequalled by any Piano known.
The simplicity oi construction, together with the
impossibility of its giving out, are among its most

Mountain

City.

Conklin, Boston| sch* Leesburg, Blake, Portland;
Mary Farrow Condon, Newburyport.
Cld 19th, brigs Martha Washington, Blanohard, lor
Salisbury; aeh* Ruth Thomas, Wlns'ow Bangor;
Champion, Clark, Saco; F A Sawyer, Rood, Cha lesion: Lottie, Kent. Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, ship Cynosure, Oi am, from
Shields; barques Aberdeen, Anderson, from Cardin';
Rachel, Mitchell, Cow Ba* CB; brig A V Goodhue,

the other

For

Jeisvv

At Fortress Monroe 18th, barque Eagle, Robinson,
from Baltimore for Komyebunkport, and about forty
others, wtg wind.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar ITth, brig (loo F Ooary,

•

PI.\NO-FOHT ISS !

Italy.

coast of

A Timely Warning to the’Hlok.

and

The Union voters of Scar boro are requested to meet
at the Town House, in Bald Town, on Tuesday, the
29th inst, at 5 o'clock P. M., to nominate a candidate
for Representative to the Legislature.
Per Order Town Com.
Aug 23—d&wUl

PORTLAND.

Maria Whitney, Snow, Mew York,
Sch Cloero, Smith, Newport Rl.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Lucy, Muse, Sous.
Sch Belle Creole, Sylvester, Vinalhaven (hr Mew
York.
Sch Helen Mar, Keueh, Bangor lor Boston.
Sch Equal, Kellar, Thomas ton for Boston.
Sch Angeilne, HU, Rockland for Mew York.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York—Kmory

Junedldlyr

.1

BWS

Lucy, Appleby, ElUabethport.

Sch
Sch

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
demand, Is made from the choicest materials, lx
mild and emollient in iU nature,
fragrantly scented,
and
extremely beneficial in its act upon the •> in.
For tale by all DrugttUti and Fancy Oooilft Dealers.

OP

X

iVednrsday, A22.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Forest City, Donovan, Boston.
Barque Fury, Smalley, Boston.
Sch Ueo Washington, Stewart, Bay Chaleur, with
4Su bbls mackerel.

as—audit

09

721,593 51

^

MARINE

WHOLESALE AGENTS lor the STATE ol .MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

past,

set*.'

PORT

CUSTIS

Moon xeU. 7,44 PM
12.10 P.Yl
Hl-rh water

rum_•.5J5

-BY-

CHARLES

Gross assots for the year,
$3,658,755 55 l
Lost year the assets on January 1, 1864, 2,653,537 92

A

Miniature Almanac.August 23.

For sale at

92

—

2
3
B
19

Sun

17

■

Belgian .Quebec.Liverpool._Sept
Persia.New York. Liverpool.Sept
America.New York.. Bremen.Sept

hair.

1,729,811

lees, taxes, ect., etc.

2tt

....

Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Sept
krtemon.New York. .Nicaragua
Septan

Wholesale and iietail,

J uly

printing commissions, physician’s

.Liverpool.Aug

ara

FRICfi

date.

Bremen.New York.. Bremen.Aug 20
China..New York Liverpool.Aug 3u
Eagle.New York Havana.Aug 31
Vera Orui.New York.. Vera Cruz-Sept 1
Boruaia.New York.. Hamburg.Sept 2

1

BEAUTIFYING,
the

FOB

York, .Liverpool.Aug 23
York.. Liverpool.Aug 23
York. Glaxgaw.Aug gg
York.. Liverpool.Aug A

Moravian.Quebec

LIFE

Magical Preparation

dressing

raou

NiHR

of Cork.New
Cuba..Nov
Hibernia.New
Etna..New

City

-AND-

on deposit for minors, for redemption of dividends, annuities, and
surrendered an I canceled policies,

per cent, upon all
have directed the

HAIR

RESTORING,

disaster and ruin in the ftilore. Hence the perpetual vigilance and supervision exercised by State officials over our Life Insurance Company’s operations.
In this connection we are pleased to say that the officers of the New York Life are well tried and experienced underwriters; and if any of the policyholders are unaaquAinunl with
tlnan, they have only to
iconsult the file of this magazine to satisfy their curios
ty.
ot

DEPARTURE of ocean steamers.

-FOB-

Company to help it along, but a life office
depend upon the men aiul the method they
adopt to secure to its policyholders protection against

Surgeon

General’s

Office,

WaatrtsoTON City, D. C.,
August IT, 1803.
t N ARMY MEDICAL BOARD, to eomiut of
A Brevet Colonel C. S. Tripler, Surgeon U. S. A.,
President: Brevet Lieutenant ColonelH. U. Wirtz,
Surgeon V. S. A.; Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Heger, Surgeon U. S. A., and BTevat Major C.
C. Lee, Assistant Surgeon U. S. A., Beoordt r, will
meet In New York City, on the 20th of September
next, tor the examination of candidates tor admission
Into the Medical Staff of the United States Army, ami
of Assistant Surgeons fer promotions.
Applicants must be between SI and 36 years of age,
and physically sound.
Applications must be addressed to the Surgeon
Geneva! of the Army, stating the residence of the’ applicant, and the dpte and place of his Wi th: they
must lie accompanied by respectable testimonials of
moral character.
If the applicant has been in tin- service, he will
send the testimonial of the chief medical officer, un-

der whom he has served, and If In service at the present time, the appUcati >n must be sent
through the
Medical Dlrcotor of the respective
No allowance la made for the expense* of person*
undergoing the examination, as It Is an In lispensable pre-requisite to appointment.
There are now twelve vacancies In the Medial

Department*

Staff.

J. K. BARNES,

Surgeon

Aug

General U. S.

23—Stawtlll octl

Army.

Portland, August 22,1863.
rrVHE CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO. have
_L now on hand a superior quality of COAL tor house
Also a
purposes or tor foundry an 1 steani purposes.
nloe article of Smith's Coal, and a good supply of dry
Hard and Soft WOOD, where the stockhol lers an l
any others that want can be supplied at the lowest
_

DR.

BICKNELL’S VEGETABLE DYSENTERY

"Hyperion

Sattb."—Such are Its wonderful
virtues, that a Satyr, his hair dressed with Sterling’s
Ambrosia, would transcend even Hyperion In beauto

SYRUP, contains no opiate or mineral substance.
Very pleasant to the tkste, mild In its effect, yet sure,
augWdffw
ty.
safe and reliable, and Is Warranted to cure
Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera Msrbus, Summer Complaint,
B«U«p Stock Llit.
Pain or Cramp in Stomach or Bowek. Itls the
Sales at the Brokers Board’, Auo. 22.
finest
I American Gold.
[434
medicine lor children, as weU as grown
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,........... |o*J
persons, ever
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series. 9l>|
offered the public. Try It 1 No cure no
pay.
do
2ti series. 99]
Prepared only by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence
do
3d series
ism
States
United
five-twenties, old.....H!. i(J3
R. I. For Bale by Druggists
generally.
do
H. H. HAY,
julylTdAwfon
new. 104X
Agent for Maine.

generator,

physiological

uSllSd1STS.t«bralfl!“e8:.July

hair re-

TRR HOST WONDERFUL DISCOVERY of the age, will
positively restore Gray Hair
t° *te original
color, whether black, brown or auburn,
and being a
delightful dressing, it imparts to it a
beautiful glossy and healthy appearance. It will
also
promote a growth of new hair on bald
heads^vhere
the glands or roots are not disorganised; and
effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors from
the scalp. It Is warranted to produce the above results or money refhnded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
_r-

Aug. 16—nsd&wtf

SEELE’8

“iK>rA“lIIS’

vanus

marUeodly

ever

Discharge

are

liberal rate*.

surance

Tire amount

thia
Ch",0«« E. daughter of
and Sarah H Hannon, aged 1 year 18 dava Syt.
In CoUauiar.Ohlo, Aug 11, Mrx Sarah Ewlie of
Frediick S Tukey, of Portland, aged 3j yean.
In Hath, Aug JU, Mr George Severance. a(ed 47 yn
In

Bee*/

The

man-

—

day,^

Eastern account
Qbaix, Floub,

on

agement of the Company.
A large capital, with
handsome surplus, may do something for a Fire Inmust

1AgKlE^WISC»»8IN.

tor

ofS““ toJ

,„«nc^GX\°Lr^^z»»

11 lau Water St«,

"f/’,B°’ Hams> Butter, Seeds, etc.
following choice brand, ot Flour on haud:Biethhy-9 Beet,
wA,m
Cab.»et,
Eaql
CHiMHOX,
McCURUAX.
Market Report, .out
dally or weekl wlthl)ut
charge.
Flour and Produoe bought, stored and
Insured at

readers have long since become acquainted
with the New York Liio Insurance c-*»m*inmiv and
been mode somewhat familiar with the character of
h who conduct its affairs.
If insurance jourdid no more for tbo profession than this, its
services are surely worth all that they cost. For we
hold, after all that has been said and written on the
subject, that it is the men who make the Company,
and this making may either prove successful or ditastrous, according to the fashioning of the workmen.
This is peculiarly so with regard to Life Insurance institutions. A knowledge of the men, therefore, gives

insight

ciS. uS58:

PRODTKJK COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Our

us an

Piicn.

Proprietors, Manchester, N. H
W. W. WHIFFLE, Agent for Portland. Sold by
Druggists everywhere.
maylleodgm*

Eastern

’••••;••

Railroad.
Ogdenaburg First Mortgage Bonds.’.’.".’.'"..'".

<31
88

market ritwii
Office head of Union

8

Aug

Whari; formerly occupied by

»il4w

I-

House

1*. BUTLER, Agent.

Sale.

for

ayi%..r16sale

the three story BRICK HOUSE,
It Is thoroughly built,
Street.
modern improvements and conveniences; 12 finished rooms, bathing room, steam healing apparatus, gas, hard and soft water, Ac. Will be
tor Immediately.
sold low tf
Enquire of

KIT Ho.

slliilwlth the

Spring

applied

BYRON

GREENOUGH.

Aug. 23-dlw*

MAItUIEO.

To Let.
ROOMS, Cellar, Ac., to nnv

\ .•»*'
In

thia

city, Aug 22, by Rev C F AUen, Stephen M
Dresser, 01 Stundfah, and Mias Reliance g Hezelton,

Waatbrook.
In thia city, Aug 22, by Rev Dr Sliailer, Horace P
Lambert, ot Salem, Maw, and Loulaa Burnham, of
MMehstn, Mass.
In Newfleld. Ang 16, by Rev Walter Clark, F W A
Rankin, Jr, of Boston, and Miss Hannah S, daughter
of Wiribum Drew, Esq, of N.
In Water vtllc, Augl8, Welcome T Page and Mia.
Frances L Morrill.
In Belgrade, Aug 6, Nathl Leaman, of Mt Vernon,
and Mrs Fanny Wentworth,
j
ot

__

person

that will

of the Sal pa attachSIXbuy the stockA*andmvfixtures
health will not admit or my

ed to the same.

slo^ngbere,

I wH.

■**•*$-,*-•

»‘«*

Evergreea Cemetery, Westbrook, Me.
Aug 3)—dlw*
*

Wanted.

wholesale store, ft
charge of ft set of Books.
Address B. X.f Purtlftud.

IN

ft

roan

competent to tak«

»ug23diJt

«4is ■jullmasah

***** tot, AnretlMWt
rORTLAXV
Wsw

AXI)

th* match game of Hue Ball pl»y«4 yat*
terday forenoon between the Eon and Howard Cfljbs of this city resulted In favor of the
former by a score of 43 to.24.
Owing to the unpleasant weather the game
did not commence until 9
1-2 o’clock A. M.,
and continued about four
hours.
Although after the first few innings it was
apparent that the Eons would be the victors,
the players manifested an unusual interest

VICIXITT-

Adverllsemeuta T*-B»T<
SPECIAL HOTICE COLUMN.

NeiOTork Life Insurance Company.
Notice—Voters of Scarboro.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Linens ana Linen Goods—B. M. Patten.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Surgeon General's Notice—J. K. Barnes.
Coaaumora’ Mutual Coal Company—L P.
Books-Short & Loring.

Butler,

throughout, notwithstanding

gciiool

Wanted—“Book-keeper.
House for Salo—Byron Greenougb.
Rooms to Let—K. H. Robertson.

There was

a

large

The catching, as
the batting good.

pretty fair cash bus-

besides the costs.

Watson,

for drunkenness and disturoance, paid a fine of three dollars and costs.
George liust, feeling a little unwell, stole
some patent medicine from
Dr. Henry S. Jewett, for which the Court obliged him to pay
ten dollars and costs.
James McLaughlin, on a search and seizure
process, paid the fine of $20 and costs.
The search and seizure case against James
Jr., was continued one week. Mr.
tmmond.City Solicitor, appeared for the
te, and A. A. Strout, Esq., for respondent
The chap who paid his fine lastrtveek with
a five dollar counterfeit bill, is
requested to
call upon the Judge and redeem it, otherwise
he will “catch Jesse” the next time he is'before*
Die court

H. L.
4
Evans, C
P 2
5
Means, IB
4
Willis, 2B
HodgkiiuvSB 3
Armstrong, S S 3
3
Pouter, LF
Ascenelo.CF 2
1
Dennis, K F

Total,_ j!7_
Innings,
Eon,
Howard,

trotting park is progressing, and
by the middle of next month it is hoped it will

he in order for visitors.
Mr. Shaw s indefatigable in his efforts to make it a credit to our
city, and we have no doubt he will succeed.

Total,

43

3
3
3
1

24

27

123456789 Total.
283583 IX 0343
40316172124
of the Lin-

tionery.
Elastic Bards.—Messrs. Short A Loring,
No. 58 Exchange Street, have received a lot of
those neat and usefhl patent elastic hands.

the hall-

track, for races and trying the speed ©I
horses; the other, an inside one, about oneUiii-d of a mile in
length, intended for ladies
and gentlemen who
may wish to make short
drives without being in the way of
(hose who
are trying speed or
racing.
It is in contemplation, at the
opening of the
Park, to ofler handsome silver cups for the
best display of teams, family
horses, Ac. This
will bring out all the splendid horses owned
in
this city, and It will be a show worth
seeing.
In October, it is highly
probable, there wili
be a grand horse show, and some
races, in

BY

TELEGRAPH

EVENING

PAPERS.

The Question of the Exchange of Prisoners—
the Southern People on Jtecon-

^selin^of

W A8HJ N GTON, Aug. 22.
Gen. Hitchcock has published a letter on
the subject of exchange of prisoners, cause of
suspension, and inhumanity of the rebel government, and supports the policy of Secretary
Stanton.

Knox,”—'“Dingo,” and othens—will par-

ticipate.

Gen. Hitchcock says:—“As long as the cartel tor tlie exchange was respected by the
South, it was faithlully observed by our government.
There was no reason to doubt its
faithful execution by the government until the
end of the war, unless properly revoked by
competent authority, it the rebel authorities
had not distinctly violated its terms under cir-

Explanation.—In relation to Mr. EUiott
F. Clark, who was up before U. S. Commissioner Clifford last Monday, for pursuing the
business of a retailer of liquor, without taking
out a U. S. Internal Revenue
license, we are
informed, that the*shop was kept by his young

cumstances, indeed, of great aggravation.’*
He adds, “The day must come when every
true American will be proud of the reflection
that the government was strong enongh to
crush the rebellion without losing its humanity or dimity.”
The Chronicle says: “From an
official, who
has just returned from a trip to some of the
Southern States, we have full confirmation of
the reports which recently came from those
localities, of the utter destitution of the South,
and of the desire of the people at large to submit cheerfully to the government of the Unit-'
ed States.”
The Ch^ucle adds: “From all accounts it
appears that, if a lair expression of public

son, and that the liquor sold was ale, put up in
small bottles, and which he had been
requested to keep by a lady who used it as a medi-

cine.

Some few bottles of It had been sold to
others, and the complaint was got up to satisfy personal revenge. The boy was supplied
with mineral water, aud from the same source
he occasionally got a few half
piut bottles of

father, against whom the complaint
made, stated facts to the the Assistant U.
S. District Attorney, and was governed
by his
advice in settling the matter. Mr. Clark has
ever been known as a true and
good friend of
His

was

opinion

can be obtained at the coming elections in the South, there wUl be little
difficulty
in the work of reorganization.”

temperance.

Improvement.—The brick dwelling house
Washington Correspondence.
on Union Street, next below the block of
j
New York, Aug. 2?.
stores occupied by Messrs. Breed &
!
ami
Tukey
The Tribune’s Washington dispatch says:—
C. J. Walker & Got, has been taken down to
to
date
“Up
26,000 applications for pardon
give place to a block of Warehouses. It is the ! have been received, but it is stated that. the
President has only as yet signed one handled.”
intention of St. John Smith, Esq,, the owner
j
The Herald’s dispatch states that the Presiof the property, also to remove the brick dwel- dent is somewhat
j
annoyed at the fact that
ling house next adjoining the one already certain persons have been accepting money for
down, and tlie wooden one below, and erect their influence in obtaining pardons. He
stated to-day that he wished the fact known
warehouses on the lots.
This wili make a that he
investigated each case himself, and
continued block of substantia] stores down as i
only granted such petitions as recommended
themselves
to his clemency.
Some of these
far as Hon. J. B. Brown's large building, now
persons asked {permission to call again for furoccupied by the Winslow Machine Company.
ther consideration, to which he significantly
We are glad to note this Improvement in
replied, It would be some time before many
Union Street.
There is no reason why that more pardons were granted.”
Gen. Hancock has been breveted a Major
street, which i3 among the widest and the best
General in the regular army.
for commercial purposes In onr city,
shpnld
All seamen in the Mississippi Department
not be entirely occupied on both sides with \
having less than two years to serve, will be
wholesale warehouses.
Let it be, like Pearl ; immediately discharged.
The entire naval
Street., Boston, devoted to the leather busine: s. force will be reduced to 10,000.
Victor Smith, agent of the Treasury DeIn a Tight Place.—Monday night a coup- partment, who was wrecked on the steamer
Golden Rule, reports that after
five
le of men moored their boat, for fishing, nnj weeks on the reef, and with (he helpbeing
of divers
der Atlantic wluuf, and were so busily engag ! and two
wrecking schooners, he has recovered
cd in pulling in smelts, and occasionally sculonly $140,000 of the $1,500,000 treasury notes
plns, that they did not notice the rising tide lost in the safe. This was found some distance from the wreck, indicating that the safe
was bringing them into a very tight place.—
j had broken to pieces. A revenue cutter is to
At length, when their heads came in contact | be
dispatched to the relief of Mr. Smith.
with the planking of the wharf, they concludThe Post’s Washington dispatch says that a
cabinet
ed to leave. It was with difficulty they found
meeting was held to-d»y, at which all
the members were present.
their way out, but the boat filled and sunk.
Pastoral Calls.
The St Lawrence
Street Church and Society (Congregational)
have unanimously extended a call to Rev. Mr.
Morrison, a graduate of Bangor Theological
Seminary, to become their pastor.
The Bethel Church and Society have Invited Rev. Mr. Souther, pastor of the Congregational Society at South Paris, to become their
pastor.
—

|

Big Plumb.—Mr. Joseph Bradford has laid
our table
a cluster of plums, of the

upon

Magnum

Bonum

variety, raised in his garden
Street, that are ahead of anything
for size we have yet seen. The largest measure seven inches in circumference, longitudinally, and six and a quarter inches transversely. They are a toothsome looking fruit.
on

Cedar

Concert.—Tickets for the eoncert to be
given by Madame Poppenberg and the 17th
U. S. Infantry Band, for the benefit of Mrs.

Cape Elizabeth, Friday evening,
Co.!k. The
Ferry steamer will return to-the city immediately after the concert is over, so tlmt there
will be no delay in the return of those who go
over from the city.
Graves,

can

at

be had at Messrs. Crosman A

_

■'

?

SErzrrBE8.—'The Deputy Marshals yesterday
seized a smalt quantity ot liquor in the shop
ol Andrew McGlinchy, corner of Fore and India Streets.
They also visited the shop of B. Sweetsir, on
India

Street,

and seized a small

liquor.
Deebing Hale

was

quantity

well filled last evening

applause and laughter. The last entertainment will be given this evening. It is a show
worth visiting, the performances being varied
and unique.
Row.—A parcel of brute on India Street
set a couple of dogs figlitiug, last evening; and,
if that was not

disgraceful enough,

pitched

in among themselves for a regular Dounybrook affair.
The police soon stopped the
sport, and arrested a mfln and a woman, and
took them to the lock-up.
Harper’s Magazine.—This ever welcome
is promptly out.
The September
number has been received at the bookstores of
Messrs. Bailey &
Noye3, Short & Loring and

Monthly

Davis

Brothers, and

at the music and periodical establishment of E. C.
Andrews, Exchange

Street

Notice
our

Subscbibebs.—Mr. F. Tracy,
agent, will visit Sagadahoc County during
to

the present month for the
purpose of collecting dues and receiving
d&w

subscriptions.

IN3URance.—Atttention

invited to the
advertisement of Messrs. John E. Bow & Son
jn the Special Notice column.
is

Reported Cruelty

Regroet Dented.
New Yobk, Aug. 22.
Herald of the 15th conto

The Wilmington
tains an official communication from Mayor
McLan, of Fayetteville, in which he states that
instead of two negroes being publicly whipped
in Fayetteville, that one negro, after being
convicted oi larceny, was whipped according
to the sentence and law of the State; and that
the story of the negroes being tied to a tree,
and whipped, and not r 'leased until a storm
prostrated the tree, is false. The report
originated from the fact that a military
officer caused two sheep stealing negroes to be
tied by their thumbs to lamp posts for two

The Mayor knows of no cases of cruelty to negroes, either by civilians or the civil
athorities.
R. W. Sardie, Sheriff of Cumberland County, states that the report that he publicly
is false.
whipped two negroes at Fayetteville
T
V
i
t V- >,
T
V

hours.

T

Various Item*.

New Yobk, Augi 22.
The Herald’s Fortress Monroe correspondent says preparations indicate the forthcoming
speedy trial of Jeff Davis there. Additional
restrictions have been put upon admissions to
the fort.
Joe Johnston, while at Fortress Monroe,
was asked if he would like to see Jeff, Davis.
He replied, “ I do not wish to see him, or hear
his name mentioned even,” aThe Herald’s Nashville correspondent states
that the town of Stevenson, Aia., was burned
the 14th

inst., nothing remaining
depot, telegraph and express offices.

on

■>—

but the

--

..

!■•

,,,.

of the CommisWashington—IteeMons
of Internal Merenue
The

From
sioner
Trial.

Wert*

—

The Great Fire In Rent

forte.

New Yobx, Aug.

22.

The fire in Water and South Streets yesterday afternqou, destroyed Hicks’ bonded warehouse, a vefy large six storied building, containing over halt a million dollars worth oi’
Four firemen were badly intea and coffee.
jured by a failing wall. The tea and coffee
were mainly owned by lfumett, Sturgis & Co.,
and are principally insured here.
Verdict

on

the Housatonic Railroad Accident.

New Yobk, Aug, 82.
A Bridgeport, Conn-, dispatch states that
the coroner’ jury on the bodies of the eleven
persons killed on the Housatonic Railroad on
the 15th inst., have reached a verdict that the
disaster was caused by culpable negligence and
want of proper caution on the part of the
1 resident
and Superintendent and other employees of the road. Two jurors dissented.
Tabdy Convkbsiob.—The London corresof the Toronto Globe
says:
Tin'et *? now a mlracJe of conversation.

22

mission.

Washington,

Aug.
Su-:-I have been informed that the
opinion
prevails to some extent among the bankers
city> U»t the provision of
?indobroker?
ofy?lV
the 3d section
of the act of March 3d
1S65
which requires collectors to
deposit daily in
the Treasury all monies received
hy them for
internal duties, supersedes the
provision oi
section 44 of the act of June
30th, 1864, which
authorizes the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to remit funds and
pay back all duties erroneously

or

unj ustly assessed,

22.

in

or excesses

amount; and therefore it will not be in the

power ot the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to pay back at a future time taxes
which
may be held by the Supreme Court to have
been illegally assessed and collected. A briet
examination and comparison of the two sections referred to, will show this
apprehension
to be without foundation. The act of March
3d, I860, is an amendatory act, and repeals only such provisions of former enactments as are
inconsistent with amendments. (See section
16). To require daily deposits of all collections
by each collector, and not inconsistent with
the provision
authorizing the refunding of
taxes illegally or in any manner improperly

collected.
The authority conferred upon the Commissioner to retund such taxes by drawing his
draft upon the collector of internal revenue, is
inconsistent with the provision requiring such
collector and deposit collections in the treasury.
It becomes necessary, therefore, not to reftise
repayment in such case3, but to substitute another mode; and taxes collected
erroneously
are now refunded with as much
promptness
as before the act of March
3d, 1865, took effect.
The same section (44) which authorized the
Commissioner to draw against monies in the
hands of collectors, authorized the
Secretary
of the Treasury to prescribe regulations under
which taxes erroneously collected could be
retunded, and these regulations have been

changed

to meet the requirements of the
The Commissioner is now required to make applications from time to time
to the Secretary, to have the necessary sums
placed to his credit with the Assistant Secretary at New York, upon which he draws in
like manner as if the monies were in the
hands of collectors. It will be seen, therefore,
that neither the ability to pay, nor the facility
with which such payments may be made to
tax payers, have been impaired in the slightest
degree by the operation of the act of March

amended law.

3d, 1865.

Very respectfully,
Wm. Ohton, Com’r.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue today made the following decision:
“That vessels are not regarded a3 merchandise within the meaning of Section 99 of the
Act of June 80,1864; and the tax of oneeighth per centum, imposed by said section
sales of merchandise, is not to be assessor sales of vessels.”
In regard to dividends, the Commissioner
has rendered tbo following decision :
“It is held that all dividends declared
by any
of the institutions mentioned in Section 12 of
the Excise Law since the 1st day of
July, 1864,
are subject to a tax of five
per centum without
regard to the time when the profits upon
which such dividends are based were earned.”
The President has appointed John H. Good-

Xn

loe United States Attorney lor the district, of
Louisiana, and John L. Williamson as United
States Attorney for the western district of
Tennessee.
A Virginia State Convention, which assembled at Alexandria some months
ago, adopted
the proposed anti-slavery amendment to the
Constitution of the United States.
It appears, however, from newspaper articles, and
other, indications, that there is a total ignorance on that subject in the
vicinity of Rich-

mond, else there would not be such earnest
advocacy of a convention to do what has already been done. As Gov. Pierpont and the
legislature which assembled at Alexandria are
recognized by the leading men of Virginia as
loyal, it occasions much comment here that
they should ignore the State Convention which

V1

dePtlis

of

misrepresentation

Confederates,
0rde#
liut the coilapse
of the rebellion and the failure of MI its predictions have
caused it to see
with other eyes. A letter irem Saratov, hv
its special correspondent, which was published
in yesterdays Times, endorsed all that has
ever been sMd by the Federal* with reference
to the atrocious cruelties which were heaped
upon their imprisoned soldiers in Libby prison
and under the very eve of Jefferson Davis, and’
on this ground justifies the exceptionM animosity with which that individuM is regarded.
~

aerve

conversion is too tardy
any other feeling save contempt.

But this

to

excite

Yew, k'ork

Cotton-very firm;
land 45® 46.

Markets.

New York. Aug.
sales 2,500bales; Middling

22.
Up-

Flour—sales 16,000 bbls. State and Western 6 <gt
10c higher on State; other kinds are unchanged;
State 6 501® 7 75; Round Hoop Ohio 8 70 ® 1010;
Western 6 50 a, 7 05. Southern
iir'n; sales 500 bbls.
Canada

Armor;

sales 350 bbls at 7 40 ffi 10 75.
2c lower on Spring, but Arm for Win150 @ 1 55. Amber Milwaukee
1 56, the latter an extreme
price. Old Winter
State 1 85 @ 1 96. New Winter red State 2 06.
2 16Choice white Western 2 20.

Wneat—1

Chicago Spring
a)

tor.
153
led

White*State^^O1
92

Com—firm; sales 90,000 bushels.

@ 93c.
ttott—dull and lower.
Beei—more active.

Mixed Western

Western 63c. afloat.

Fork—opened dull and lower, but closed firmer;
7,700 bbls. New Mess 31 62 <S 32 00. closing at

sales
32 00

cash.^

Lard—firm;
2

sales 950 bbls at 191 @ 24*c.
Butter—more active; sales at 21 @ 36c.
sales 300 bbls. Western at 2 19 (a

g}uwkfiy—;firm;

Rice—duU; sales 60 tierces Carolina at 10@ 10i.
Sugars-—without decided change; sales 150 hhds.
rorto Rico 14J ®
lflf. Muscovado 12® 13. Havana,
627 boxes, 10J (w 12J.
8al08 3,000 bag“ at 141-

MolasseH^dmf

Freights

to

Liverpool—quiet.

Markets,
New York, Aug. 22.
Second Board.—Stocks dull,
American Gold.
1431
Fort Wayne. 94}
Chicago and Rock Island. .1.105
Cleveland and Pittsburg....67|
Illinois Central.
122
Michigan Central. ..106

Cumberland Coal Co.,. 994
New York Central.901

Erie.831
Reading. 102!
Treasury 7-30
99}
United States 10-40 coupons. 97f
United States 6-20 coupons.106}
United States coupon Sixes, 1881, registered.107
United States 5-20*8, Registered,.105
Gold closed at Gallagher’s Evening Exchangeno sales of Gold;
143f (g 143J bid.
THE CABLE CABAL.

"

At the meeting this
morning, Jone9 announced that the electrical batteries at Valentia Bay having proved entirely ineffective, the
cable will hereafter be “charged” with general good-for-nothingness. It would have been
charged with the entire expense of the expe
dition—ouly the cable “payed” as it went

along.

noteworthy that when the cable finally parted, the interested “parties” on board began to “wind up the concern” as speedily as
possible.
The
following queries were suggested by
Smith: If the “improvements” on this cable
It is

rendered it so much worse than the old cable
which was “improved upon,” what new improvements could have been suggested to have
made it good for nothing?
Robinson asks why, when the cabie had run
seven hundred miles and then demonstrated
the fact that it was worthless, it was
necessary
to rtm-several hundred more
miles, to repeat
that piece
qf information.
The despatch of De Sauty is now anxiously
looked for.—[JT. T. Ec.g Post.

$5?*”A young

him and saving his dog.
was nine feet in length.

NOTICE.
On and after
22d, the tore to
will be

Chapman, the Judge Advocate, to-day
suggested tliat the prisoner be remanded to
the Old Capital Prison, and that tire court
would adjourn. In this the court, without a
formal vote, acquiesced.
Judge Hughes wished to know to what time
the court had adjourned. Col.
Chapman replied that he would notify the couucil of the
of
the
and
then requested
reassembling
court,
the witnesses ip attendance to
give information as to where they resided, and instructed
them not to leave the city.
Judge Hughes said he wanted to be heard.
Col. Chapman replied that under the
parliamentary law there could be no debate.
Major Montwallace said the court stands

adjourned, consequently

there can be no ar-

gument.

Judge Hughes said the prisoner having been
arraigned, we enter our protest against the
breaking up of the court, of an indefinite postponement. We ask for the discharge of the
prisoner, or that the court proceed with his trial.

Maj. Gen. Wallace repeated that the court
adjourned.
During the colloquy the prisoner was removed from the court room by the
military guard.
The adjournment without a day having been
assigned for the reassembling of the court,
took the counsel and spectators by
surprise.—
No reason is as yet known for tills course,
is
there
a
the
though
suspicion that
charge of
conspiracy will be withdrawn.
had

t'ariors Items.

New York, Ang. 22.

A large workshop belonging to the city, on
Blackwell’s Island, was burnt this morning.—
The fire was accidental. Loss $20,000.
Eight hundred laborers were sent West today to work on the extension of the Toledo <fe
Wabash railroad.
George Gladwin, aged 28, a native of Conn.,
was

arrested

to-day, charged

with

forging

an

endorsement on a stolen draft on Trowbridge
& Sons, ofNew Haven, for $3000, and paying
for some jewelry therewith, receiving the balance in cash.
He also, by forging tlm name
of Aaron Smith, obtained possessiorwof over

$20,000 in bonds of the Tiffin & Ft. Wayne
Railroad, at the St. Nicholas hotel, and decamped. The arrest took place in New Ha-

ven, and the bonds were recovered. The thief
is in the tombs,
The steamer Granada, from Charleston, has
arrived. The U. S. steamer Donegal, Commodore McDonough, Philadelphia, Gladeolus
and sloop of war John Adams, had sailed for
the North.
Trial of Jeff. Davis.
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 22.
R. H. Gillett, one of the counsel of Jefferson
Davis, in a note to the Argus, gays that Davis

has

no more

1

ONE

Washington indictment.”
Davis requests Gillett to have a conference
with Charles O’Conner, his only other counsel, so that they may be prepared for the trial,
whenever it may be brought on, with as little
delay as the nature and importance of the
case will permit.
A direct application to the proper
department, asking to be informed, if not improper,
when, where and before w'hat tribunal Davis
is to be tried, remains unanswered,
because, as
is supposed, neither has actually been determined by the President,
Railroad Accident.
22.
The
express train from Iowa on the
Dixon * Fulton branch of the Northwestern railroad, ran into a culvert which had
been washed away by the storm last night.—
The engineer, fireman and express messenger
and one passenger were injured, but not seri-

night

Chicago, Aug.

terday.

t#tb
New York....

16

®

Ooul—(Retail).

Cumberland. U uo ®12
Chestnut.... 8 60 ® 9

®11U0

60

@1100

Ash.

Coffee.
Java4*tb. 40®

Jf*P®»*
100..

32®

g
Sal Soda.
s
Camphor. ...120
Cream Tartar 38
Logwood ex... 18
■agnosia.. 48
lauigo,..1 so
Madder. 19
Opium.9 50
Rhubarb.4 37
Aloohol..4 50
Naptha. 50
Saltpetre. 17

n!

i

is

Duok.
Havens.none.
No.
1‘orU’d,
3,
g
PortTU.No.10,
g

Dyewoods.

lettfs, Proprietor

Flour Sifter

COMING,
*

LiveGeesej^ft^

Portland, August 22,1865.

aug22dVf

WATER HEATING APPARATUS, and the justly
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a World-Wide reputation, can be found hereafter
at the stove of Messu. C. H. STUART & CO., 17t
ffnd 173 Middle St., where be will be happy to meet
those in want of fbrnaces, and reoeive their orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work,
ALVAH LIBBEY.

aug22d3m

involution.
Portland, August 2, 1866.
copartnership heretofore existing between
GEO. E. ROSS and WM. ROSS, Jb., under the
of

7

will contlnne the business
name ol Ross Brothers.

13 @
24 @
10 [Potatoes,IP bu 55 @
[Chickens. 26 @
00 Lamb........ 12 @

g 1

00
45
35

g
g
g
g
g

7 50
5 50
4 00
2 75
350

g

7 00

g
g

40

Notice.

THE

RENSELLAER CRAM, Clerk.
Portland, August 7th, 1366.
autfBdtd

House to Let

Q
York Street,
near the corner of
High Street, a
V/good tenement containing thirteen finished rooms,
with gas and chandeliers,
good cistern .cemented floor
and furnace in the cellat, and water. Rent if300.

Inquire of

RICHARD CROCKETT,
No. 4 nigh street.

Decalcomania!

transferred, with facility, at reiy low
rates at No. 37 i Middle
PICTURE'*
Street, Payson’s Block.
Varnish, with

printed directions for using, for 30 cts.

ang22dtf

Board,
August 15—d7w

be

Beef,
I Chicago,.. .16
| Portland. .16

I

Portl’d

00
00
extl8 00

■..

g 00
00
00
00
00

g 9
gll
gl*
gl4

!
|Cadi*.3
50g
'Cagliari.nofflT

(Grind Butter.

33

g
g

;Castile.

6 00
8 00

Crane’s.

7 00
7 75
18
36

16 @

16

I'Cassia, ®fc..

@92
Cloves. 45 @ 47
<
Ginger,
(Bane) 30 @ 36
fGinger, Africa 30 @ 36
Mace...100
tNutmegs.1 36

obtained at the
ALBION HOUSE.

FAIR
T^^THOUCS
aid
ST. DOMINIC'S SCHOOL, at
m

00
00

i

Am.

Calf._1

$1,00.

28 HANOVER
STREET.
Poet Office Address, Box 103.
K. B—Please send for a Circular.

GORHAM SEMINARY.

Tuesday & Wednesday Eve’ags,

Wednesday

i

@

13J

those ottered by

Apply

Climax is Coming i

Oliai-ley Shay’s

Heavy Sheeting,.37.32

QUINCUPLEXAL!

ETHIOPIAN

PERFORMERS,

AND

THE

Mammoth Entertainment.
Admission 30 cts. Reserved Scats 60 cents.
Doors open at 7, to commence at 8 o’clock.
Aug 17—d6t

COTTON

State ISTormal

EXCURSION SEASON OF 1865.

Railway

Chicatro, Milwaukee,
NIAGARA

through
LAKE ONTARIO, THE THOUSAND ISLANDS.
RAPIDS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE, SARATOGA, WHITE MOUNTAINS.

DRUGGISTS,
TB
CHEMICALS

PURE DRUGS,

EMPIRE SPRING.

Turkey and

Venice

Sponges.

Pure Wines & Liquors for Medicinal Use.
1Particular attention paid to preparing Physicians Prescriptions.
july3U12m

CJ7~ Particular attention paid to Boarders.
Carriages furnished for Weddings, Parties, and
Funerals.
The stable having been furnished with New Carand good Hor.es, a share of patronage is solic-

[ALBUMS

yti

formed

have

r>eering,

We
taken the Store
of Messrs. G. L. STORER

copartners!)ij

& OO.
WM. DKERING,
S. M. MILLIKEN,

Portland, July 13,13SS.—dtf

Aug.

_PORTLAND.

EXCELSIOR BURNING OIL.

AND
Free

(Go*.

OF

SURGEON,
Street,

COTTOI.)

AT

THIS!

STRIPED SKIRTING.

For Tickets

to

Clothing,

descriptions, by

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street,
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired In
good style, ami at short notice. Second-hand Clothau«3dti
ing bought and sold.

Coat, Pant, and
Wanted

CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.

374

Colored Cambrics,.....18® 21
Best

Prints,.28®
Medium Prints...25 ®

90

‘ilil

n. ±-.

Exchange

BiSAUH,

'JAX.

Gen.

E.

®

CRASH.
21

WADDING, AC.
Cotton Batting, p ft,...25 ® 60
Cotton Wadding, V lb.36 @ 40
Wtcktng,.
..58® 76
WOOLEN GOODS.

Meltons,.,..75 @1 00
Black Union Cassimeres,.80 ®1 00
Black all wool Cassimeres,.1 60 ®2 00
Black Doeskins.
160 ®2 00

Street.

&

To Let

4«j

Agt.

ni THOUSANDS

can

realize

a

postage. Address,

HOPKINS Sc BROWN,
8U Broadway, New York.

aug>2dl\v«fcw3w

R E M O V

WOOL FLANNELS.

Blue Mlaad Twilled Flannels.
.46 @ 60
Blue and Scarlet,.777.777.
.46 ® tW

A

for Sale.

jO

R

Part land Dally Frees Stock
Stock

CORRECTED BY WS.
sad Exchange Broker,

WOOD A

For the week ending Aug. 22.
Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Descriptions.
Government 6’s, 1881.r......107.108
Government5-20,...106.107
State of
90
Maine Bonds,.94
Portland City Bonds.94....... 96
Bath Clfy Bonds.93.90
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.93.90
Csl* City
93.96
Bonds,.
Bank
ot

Cumberland.40.45.**

C»b»1 National Bank.loo.102.103
First National Bank.100.108.103
Cascoi National Bank,,.100.103.104
Merchants’ National Bank,.75.78.74
Manufacturers A Traders Bank,. 60.50.68
Second National Bank.100.90.96
Portland Company,.100.100.106
Portland Gas Company.50.56... ....60
Ocean Insurance
Company,... .100.106.108
*
Lawrence R. R.,.65.jW
4-J'
®,t- Lawrence
A t.ASt.
R.R, Bonds,100. 85.80
A. A K R. E.
T/TTYT.85.86
Maine Central Bonds,..
R. R. Stook.100.9.11
Maine Central R. R.
B<?nds!.80.86
Androscoggin R. R. Stock,.50.worthless.

Peak’s and

and Fine Bte&iu-

eonmencv

her

trips to

Cushing’s Islands,
as

follows, until

further notice.
Leaves Burnham’s Whart for Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands, at 9 and 10.30 A. M., and 2 and 3.30 P.
M.
Returning, leaves Cushing’s Island for Portland, a
9.45 A. M. and 2,43 P. M. ^
«
Leave Cushing’s Island, touching at Teaks, a
A. M., and 5.15 P. M.
Tickets Down anrl Back 2ft cts; Children 15 eta.
dune 15—tt

Li !

Special

1st Mortg-ge Bonds,....78.86
Androscoggin
Ken. A Portland R.
R. Stock,, .ltt.worthless.
Ken.

A Portland B. B.
Bonds, .100.96.100
Fortlmrrd A Forest Av’n’e B. B„ 100. 96.190
Porflmd Glass Company..100.96.100
Port. Shovel
Manu&c’gCo.100.......nominal.
Portland SteamPacketCe......loo_none tor sale,
Richardson’s WharfCo.YY.!... 100.80.lot?
Cape EUi, Wharf a B. Co.,.50.nominal.

they

will he

«>■»•

O

Y

A

L

!

nTdEMING,
Electrician.

announce to the
he hss
this city. During the two
years we have been In this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who hay e
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curl: g
patients in so short a time that the question Is often
salted, do
stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we win
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular
graduated physician.
Kloctrlcity la perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgia In
the bead, neck, or extremities; cousuinptlnn when
In the acute stages or where the luftgs are not
fully
Involved; acute or obronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, 8t, Vitae’ Dance, ileaftiete, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia. Indigestion, constipation and liver complaint,
cure
every caee that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
complain ts.

permanently

they

piles—we

liDIES

TEETH 1 TEETH 1 TEETH 1
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by EurTBTCITY WITHOUT pais. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Mahiisis lor safe
lor fondly use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. out accommodate a few patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. M. to 12
to 6 P. M.. and 7 to »In the evening.
Consultation free.

The

public are hereby notified
that the Boata of the

ortla&d' Steam Packet 0o.,
will make SIX TRIES PER WEEK, as will appear
by their advertisement for Summer Arrangement,
leaving Portland, and Boston on Saturdav Evenings,

The Arehi median Ventilator,

Sick in Portland, at CONGRESS
Clapp’s Block, daily for five weeks, be-

WARRANTED

22d, at 9 o’clock.
instantaneous.
A cordial invitation to all who are not able to
pay.
“Without money and without
price.”
No medicine is given and no
pain caused, but relief from pain, from
any sickness or cause, certain in
a tew moments.
auglTtf

Water,

II.

C.

Water,

A Sure Cure foi Smoky Chimneys.
A.

Water t

time

and

with nerfect

be seen at the Inventors’
and Lime St.
Orders

Aug. 18, 1866,

Exohange,

l

novltl

WANTED!

Day!

»*c

m

The

History of the Rebellion t
by the AUBURN PUBLISHING CO., In
fSSUED
1 two Octavo

Vole., 1800 pages, 2uo Portraits,
Maps, Diagram*. Ac. Th»FIRSr, cheapen ami
best History published. A rare chance ior Agent*.
Vew lilustraied Order Book now ready. Term*
very
liberal.
Circular*, term*, &c., write to E.
G. 8TORKE, Auucbn, N. Y.
augl6<LJw*
For Said.

Lots in
lot. surroundings
what
any other
one-half
pleasant:
equally large and desirable lot In this city con be
bought for. Enquire at
located House

the moat beautifully
ONEPortland:
good land, large
will be sold tbr
of

W. 8.

Portland, Aug. 21,

_

DYER'S,
1371 Middle St.

M«.—d3w_

DiNWolution !
partnership of LEACH A ROBINSON, Is
I *1» day dissolved by mutual consent, Mr. Robinson having transferred hia interest to Mr. A. Q.
settle
l^ach, who Is autlioriieU to
from the Arm.

corner

may beleft Jifc
S. C. RUNDLET.

auglSdlw*

all

Uebta dno to

or

A. U.

Portland, Ang. It, 1866.

LEACH,
HENRY ROBINSON.
augl4d3w

Copartnersh ip.
undersigned have this day
THE
nership under the Btyle and

formed a copartname ot S. T. Cleve*
CO., and taken the old stand of Thrasher A
the purpose of carrying on
** f/®6
the Retail Dry and
Fancy Good business.
S. T. CLEVELAND,

lAud A

Portland, Ang 19—eod3w*

G. W. RICHARDS,
E. T. G. RAWSON.

STEAMER FOR FREEPORT.
••••

The steamer CASCO will
Freeport for Portland everv MON-

Jesve

and SAiTURDAY, WEDNESDAY
n'rl.iek.

>DAY Mornings at 7
*
Returning, will leave trsTi'M
House Wharf on Rio same afternoon*at I o chick.
Fare each way, 80 cents. Freight take a at low

rates.

eas^—

DLEASANT suits oi Rooms, furnished or uniurI
niBhed, with board, In the «rst class house 7T
Chargee moderate.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Aug. 17 —dlw*

Free 8t.

NOTK8 & HOIS.

Estate of John M. Wood.
J*»t«.lH.'en unpointed by a
r A. Waterman, Jn ’o0

yUINNER

..iji.'aja^sst.'ss.rjsrss
Idling
emptying
They

IS.

35 EiekaaieStreeti
AGENTS FOR THIS STATE.
Aug 14—<16w
^_

EiHPfc^vSSMeiMBs
can

la BIIXI.VGS, A*e»it.

a

August t-—dim

R. Newton

TUESDAY, August
gy^Cures in most cases

Pure

AGENTS

at 7 o’clock.

euro the
\\7ILL
V ▼ “AIxL.

ginning

M.; from

rITMK

pleased to meet their old customaugl2dtl

Dr. J.

Federal

81 In. gauge.
81 in. gauge.
gauge.

Ha* removed his office from Clapp’s Block to
174 MIDDLE STREET,

Steamboat Notice.

CO.,

J. M. KNIGHT & SON,
No. 03 Commercial Street,

same

M

Ready in

OAZ&LLE,

^will

HAVE
Where

E

lha Iglan<|.« !
The NEW

removed their Commission Office to, and
taken the Store recently occupied by

IJst,

SON,
Exchange St., Portland.
B.

U. T. 8. RICE A

68

•7.7.31

gauge.

DR. W.
M!edical

..

•

first-claaa Locomotive Engine*, 4 leet 81

gauge.

Eighteen (16) new Platform Cars, five foot gauge.
Twenty-five (26) new Box Cara, five (6) foot gauge.
About three hundred and fifty (360) box Cars, 4 feet
8$ in. gauge.
About two hundred and thirty (230) P]atlorm do., 4

BOOK

f«r

THIS DAY, Juno 15th, running

hundred dollars weekJl ly. No utonsils requiied except those found in
ewery household; profits 100 percent; demand staIt Is the greates discovery of the age.
as dour.
'ull particulars sent on receipt of two stamps for re-

Fancy Doeskins,...1 26 ®2 60
126 ®1 60
RepeUMit,6-4,..

(80)
Fiftyinch

Line Street.

PORTLAND.

At Your Own Homes.

§le

or

August 7— d3w

EMPLOYMENT

turn

17th:

BOND’S,

ITtHK Steam-Mill aud Machinery on Commercial
X Street, recently occupied as a Potatoe Manufacwell supplied with soft water. Building 70 x 8f
tory, three
feet,
story.
For terms Inquire of JOSEPH WALKER, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,

WM. FLOWERS.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
s

August 10—dflm

BATTING,

Kentucky Joans,...424 a) 60
....60® 874
Union

United States Miutabt Railroads,
Office of Assistant qcautlkiiastbii,
Washington, D. C., August 11, 1866.
Will be *oid at CITY POINT, VA.. on WEDNESDAY, October 11, at 11 o’clock A. M.: About feur
thousand (4,000) tone Railroad Iron.
At PORTSMOUTH, VA., on FRIDAY, October
13, at 12 M:
Five (6) first class Locomotive Engine*.
Abont (50) Freight Cars and one (I) Passenger Car
At NORFOLK, VA., October 13, at BP.fi.:
One new Locomotive Engtne, 3 foot gauge.
At ALEXANDRIaTvA., on TUESDAY, October

and 143 Middle Street.

PRINDLE, Agent,
Exohange Street,

90

DELAINES.

Clash,.4....Id®

all points West 4 South Wt st,

Broadway, NewYork.

276

cars, en-

Immediately,

BRICK STEAM MILL !

jy Fares from |4 to
lower via. the tlrand
Trunk Hallway, than any other route to the West.

30
27

33

Railway.

General Western Ticket Office,

80

65

if.

Vest Makers

LEWIS. ROLLINS

Middle Street.

APPLY TO THE

TICKING.

424

The Engines are five toot gauge, five foot drivers,
and cylinders 16x24 Inches. They can be changed to
narrow gauge at a trilling expense.
Sales to commence at lu A. M.
Terms: Cash in Government fund*.
H. L. ROBINSON,
Brevet Colonel and A. <y.
july29dtrl

By Electricity

Aug. U, Wfl#.—dtf

G-rand Trunk

Heavy double and twist,...,1.60®
Summer Checks.
...374®
DENIMS.
Heavy Denims,.
.....46®
Medium Denims.334®

Engines.

On
near

The Rheumatic, the goutr, the lame and the
leap with Joy, and move with the agOltv and electricity of youth; the heated grald is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed: faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidests of mature life
presented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained

Of all

Aug 17—dlw

COTTONADES.

TUESDAY, September 19. at the Portland Co.’»
Shop in Portlnml, Maine, Six («) Locomotive EngtneOn THURSDAY, September 21, at Hinkley a
Williams’ Shop in Boston, Mass., Four (41 Locum

-FOB-

FLANNELS.

60

hleheat
*

Cn

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Second-Hand

now

McCALLAR,
No. 96

Heavy Ticking,..374®

to .be

—AT-

COE &

Medium Ticking,..30 ® 86

s'rOCK.

AUCTION,

palsy

i—dim*

used In both Fluid and Kerosene Lamps.

V'l'iY

WEBBER,

a«

LOOK

South End qf Deer mg’$ Bridge,

are

the

H. F. LOCKE.
W. H. MILLIKEN,
J. E. BLABON,
O. B. GIBBS.

PHYSICIAN

N!o. lOO Green. Street,

W‘» 1» -id. at PUBLIC

bidder, the lullowlng rolling stock:

Nearly Opposite the Doited States flelel,

No.

of SILK HATS

Office of A88mtavt (Jcabtkbhaster. i
Washington, D. C., July 23 1*65. j

AUCTION SALE OF ROLLING

he would respectfully
Dry Goods & Clothing. WHERE
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that
and purchased
hare
Stock
located In

Iron Founders & Machinists,

STYLES

a

Milliken &Co.,

Dr. G. C.

The FALL

Notice!

name

SRANKIS At. HANSON.

Augl7—dtt

JJN1TED STATES MILITARY RAILROADS.

Two (2) new Truck*.
do.
framed.
do.,
Fourteen (14) Flat*
About two thousand (2,000) tens Railroad Iron.
Sales to commence at ALEXANDRIA, at 10 A.
M., and to continue from day to day until all are
sold.
Terms: Cash, In Government fund*.
H. L. ROBINSON,
Brev, Col. and A. U. M.,
U. 8. Military Railroads.
August 15—dto oet 10

f

St.

undersigned
in the
THE
etf

Carryall,

Successors to Dodge A True,

PATTEN.
auglOeodtd

1866._*

Sixty

CRESSES-

!>u

one

GRAHAM & CO.,

Street,

E. M.

Aug. 9,

feet 61 in.

riages,

good second-hand Hack;

Cedar

on

Portland, being numbered 24. The lot la about 42
feet front by 118 feet
deep, with a large wooden
Uouae thereon, arranged for four tamllies. Title perfect. Term*, one-thlxd cash, balance in one and two
I®*"- For [briber particular* apply to E1>W’D
FOX, C. B. MERRILLTor the Auctioneer

About thirty (30) Stock do., 4 feet
Twenty (20) Passenger do., 4 leet
Cine (1) Wri cking do., 4 feet S) In.

FOR THE JOBBING OF

HACKING & LIVERY BUSINESS.

M, the Haskell Katate,

IK

GENUINE MEDICINES,
ENGLISH, FRENCH and AMERICAN PERFUMERY and FANCY GOODS, TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES, Stc.
All of the Celebrated Mineral Waters, K18SINOEN,
VICHEY, CONGRESS, SARATOGA and

BOARDING.

T B.

13

Large
■

PORTLAND, ME.,

Copartnership

rilHE subscriber, having been at the above place for
A the past seven years, would inform his friends
and the public that he 1b still at the old stand, where
he intends to devote his entire attention to the

julyildtf

1863,

sale of government
OINES, AND RAILROAD IRON.

SUznd,

FEDERAL STREET.

one

Auction.

b« arid at public auction,
Ilia premise*.
WILL
Saturday, the 2*tb day of August, A. D.
at

gauge.

GROSMAN & CO.,

‘“'JHl't-AJTD

wheeled Chaise j
Top Buggy: and
with pole and shafts.

assortment of tine Linens and Linen Goods, all warranted perfect, and to be sold without the least reserve.
Plain Linens lor Bosoms and Collars, heavy
hard spun Linen; 9~S and 5-4 Pillow Case Linen; 10-4
and 11-4 Linen Sheeting; Brown and Bleached Linen
Table Cloths, “alJ sizes/' Linen Napkins and Doylies; Huckabuck Towels, Ladies’ and Ceuta’ Linen
Hdkfe.; Crash; together with a general assortment
of Linen and other goods.
Ladies are invited to attend this sale.
Aug 23—dtd

tire

Smith, Assistants,
EDWARD BALLARD,

ready at

Heavy Striped Shirting,.30.39j@ 374
Heavy Striped Shirting,..27....26 ® SO
Medium Striped Shirting,.27..... ..20 ® 25

...

ME.

Boarding, flack and Livery Stable!

2

Linens und Linen Goods at Auction.
Saturday, Aug. 26th, at 10 A. M„
and 2} P. M, and continuing through Monday
and Tuesday at the same hours.
Thia stock is not large, but consists of a general

The above atock la all new, and ot the very best
quality.

•AAS. E. PRANDLE,
l:\crhaiujr, Strrrl, Portland.

one
one

Tbs above Cotton has been classed and
sampled
and can be seen In bale at Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn,
and No. 15 State St, New York. Samples can be seen
at the office of the Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine St., two
day, before the sale.
Aug. 16—dtd

^Brunswick,

Excursion Tickets from Portland at very low ra.es.
For Through Tickets and any information, apply to
all Grand Trunk Agents In Maine and New-Brunswick, or to connecting Steamboat OiBces, and at
E. P. BEACH,
Gen’IAg’t, 279 Broadway, N. Y.
WM. FLOWERS,
Eastern Agent, Bangor.
^
^

Also, FOR SALE

!

MONDAY, September 26. at Kennett Square
Philadelphia, Penn., Fifty (5ol box Prclgli
Cara, lour feet elght-and-a-Iialf-inch gauge.
On WEDNESDAY, September it, at
Wilmington, Del., Eighty-fbur (84) Box Freight Cars, live foot

PALLS,

At Geo. H. Babcock’s OUt

COTTON

rTtHE Fall Term will begin Ang. 23d, under the <11A
Motion of Mr. George M. Gage, Principal, with

Vine

and Returning via. the Royal Mail Line ol Steamers,

OO

--AND--

NORTH CAROLINA

on

Trustees.

School,

FARMINGTON,

DEALERS

.T

Heavy Cotton Flannels,..46
Medium Cotton Flannels.36

_

of

G. M. STEVENS, Secretary.
Stevens’ Plains, Aug. 15, 1605.
augl6d2w<

And Pleasure Seekers.

Grand Trunk

About 1,000 Bales
ORLEANS

on

TERM
August 30th,
Board of Instruction consists of Rev. S. H. McCOLLESTER, assisted by six experience*! Teacher*
Tuition lrom (1,00 to 7,00.
Board per weeb (2 75, not Including wood and

tourists

TV*.*
I

Jeans,..

WATERMAN,

Middle St., Fox Block, near the Pott
Office.

Heavy Drilling,.....30..
Corset

school in the State
to UseprinoiDal,or

anv

begins Wednesday,
PLLL
and continues twelve weeks.

BLEACHED SHEETING.

Medina,...30..

aa

Informattoa
J, A.

one

FALL HATS!

Good Bleached Sheeting,.36_

for

the Misses

Excelsior Brass Baud!
Will all appear in

DRAPER, 0. 8. Agent,

NEW

Ugbts.

Facee. The CHAMPION
great Troupe ot Japanese
Sorcerers, Hooo Educated Tan Saune Fawng. The
Troupe <4 COMEDIANS, VOCALIST, DANSEU5E
KNIFE THROWERS,

Medium Sheeting,...37.271
Light Sheeting,.37_
Starting,..27 to 30....
Good Bleached Bheeting,.9-8..,
Medium Sheeting,.38..
Shirting,.27 to 32..
DRILLING.

P«t year

continue under

WESTBROOK SEMINARY!

An old Friend with new
OF ALL TROUPES. The

by
SHIRLEY ,fc IIOWE,
154 & 156 Commercial St.
Aug. 17—d4w*_

Fine Sheeting,. .36.29 (
Pine Sheettag,...
.40,...... ,3aU

—*“» <*

LORD, of pSrte
public are assured that the advantages of this
school^inaU branches ofinstruction, will be equal to

For sale

Inches.

hU

The Kemble Department will still
the lmmodiate care ot, Miss F. E.

S«o'y Board
Gorham, Aug. 4,1885—eod&wiw

Fourth Annual Tour of the well known

rbe

COTTON GOODS.

Lord, A. M„ Principal,

01

SJ"

,,

The Best Oil in the Market!
Portland Dry Goods Market.
Expressly corrected ibr the Press, to Aug. 22.

August 30th, 1865,

Under the
management of

Aug. 22 and 23.

Crowning

»age Sales Boom, 111B roadway,

of SIMEON

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St,

The

The

August 23rd, 1363,

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M„

SfSSUSS COMMENCING
W. G.

aug7dtd

DEERING HALL.

•

By order

A^t^tfluXd™n0ofr^ teSffMISS

*“■ School
worthy of public patronage.
Te,“»» *10,00 per Term
efTee Weeks.
C. O. FILES,

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,
GP Bi* Tickets

At the Exot

00,n'

the FubBc

the week.

>
»

w

13

wlUswTnndoL a““>’

¥ M “V" anJ attainments

ON

And continue from 2 to 10 o’clock P. M. each dav
y

during

I
>3

76

Wednesday,

a

MONDAY, August 21st,

iA

I

JOHN H. DRAPER & C<K

•UtesBjliMT1ScBO°llngfrom
Schools*iU S1™*40 boy*

HA \a L,

COMMENCING

July 24—d4w

Powdered.
Teas.
I'Oolong. 96
!<Oolong, choicel 10

Souchong_

SOTm'lCT^reSf

01

CITY

30
30

VfPPer.
Pimento.

United States Cotton Sale.

has already been
formed, for those who can
b“ta~- AfeWm°rB

FAIR!

-TO-

12j@
Bpioes.

j

Book-Keeping and in Commercial Arith-

Aug21—<ltf

4 00

Oleine. 12»@

40

S»TraiU“II“"
*n

—

®

Seeds.
g 7 50
g 8 25 [Herds Grass. .6 50 @ 7 00
glO 00 ! West’n Clover 14 @ 15
glo 50 Bed Top.4 25 @4 75
Shot.
g 1 06 L

n.

r—

WILL SELL

Principal,

PORTLAND will hold

OF

10

ExtraClearM 00 @47 00
Clear.40 00 @43 00
Mess.36 00 @37 00
Prime.26 00 @26 00
Round Hogs., none.
Hams. 23 @ 26
Bice.
H @
Rice, V lh13
Hum.
Portl'd distl’aa 37 @ 2 40
Baleratus.
[Saleratus»ft lo @
11
Ii
Balt.
[Turk’s Is. t*
I hhd, (8 bus.)4 00 @ 4 50
[Liverpool.3 50 @4 00

DO

Johnson.

Mosks

CATHOLIC

@17 00
@17 00
@19 00

Pork,

;
43 ®
45 Sheet
Mossel35 ® 160
mann.

..

F' A" Skithi

GRAM)

Mess

Flour,

Slaughter

ots/rJund tAp

n° m0*?’

1?

B.A. Hides... 24® 26
Tin.
Western. 15 ® 16 Bancs, cash..
@ 51
!
8 Straits,
SlaughterHds
cash..
®
@ 48
Calfskins.... 16® 18 English.
@ 48
Sheep Pelts,..1 00 ® 2 00 Char. I. C.. .14 00 @14 76
<Char. I. X.. .17 00 @17 76
Hops.
First Sort, '647 48 ®
52
xoDacoo.
Iron.
Fives a Tens,
Common. ijiffi
51
Best Brands 70 @ 80
Com. Refined.
6 ®
641 Medium_ 60 @ 66
Swedish.
8 ®
9
Common
55 'a. 60
Norway. 9l<® 10 1Half lbs. best
Cast Steel.... 2T ®
30 I brands. 75 @
80
German Steel. 20 ® 25 NaClLeaf, tbs.l 00 « 128
26 ®
Navy tbs. 76 @ 86
Steel.. 12J® 13
Twine.
Cotton Sail...
roily
@ 90
English_
@ 76
8j:Flax.
Varniah.
Russia. 23 ® 27 Furniture_2 76 .a 3 00
Russ.Imit'n 20 ® 24 Coach.3 50 @ 6 80
Lard.
Lamar..3 50 @ 4 50
Wood.
Barrel, 4?lb.. 25® 28
Kegs, 4? B>.... 26 ® 27 Hard, retail. 10 00 @11 00
Lead.
Soft.6 00 @ 7 00
Sheet* Pipe. 16J@ 17 KindlinKlpbox 30 @ 60
Leather.
New York,
Fleeoe.. .. 86 @ 76
Light.. 30 @ 32 | Fulled. 65 @ 80
Mid. weight 33 ® 36 i Lamb pelts... 75 @ 1 00
Zino.
Heavy. 34 ® 37 I

under

Stockholders of the Westbrook Manuihctnr
ing Company are hereby notified that their An
nual Meeting lor the choice of officers and the transaction of any other buslues which may come before
them, will be holden at the office ol the subscriber, iu

can

15
26
65
28

7 @
[Veal.
Provisions.

*

WM. ROSS, Jb.

with Board

Beefpqu’rt’r

lb.
(Eggs, pdoz..
!

Plain,...34.45®

«EO. E. ROSS,
WM. ROSS, Jb.

ROOMS

60

Small...6 00
Pollock.3 75
Haddock.2 00
Hake.3 00

ItOSB BROTHERS!
U tills day dissolved by mutual conseat.

a
to
18
dtt
Aug.

[Hard.1 76 @
@
[Ground.
Produce.

Chaills.

ALVAH LIBBEY, wbo has had the sole
MR.Agency
for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and

undersigned

@

2 60
2 00

DeLalnee,...31 @

Special Notice.

Portland, Aug 21,1863,

Soft,

RIVER,

and li o’clock, and return at •} to

luvnn

Cod,
Large,!?qtl.6

of the

The subscriber will continue the business under th6
same style as heretofore at 267 Commercial Street,
Smith’s Wharf, where a choice assortment
the
best qualities of Coal and Wood
may he found at
the lowest market prices, delivered in,any parkof
the city,
HENRY U PAINE £ COL

bottle.

95

8

i

^A?, gi—dS**’

17
17

7j@

WM.

per

18 g

start

Plaster.

ton...

»

Free St.

The FALL TERM of this Institution wlu comSept. iU, 1868.
Classes for beginners and for advanced scholars In
wUSlto formed at the beginning

@

Sis.Steel

C. HOW lias this day withdrawn from the
Arm of HENRY L. PAINE & CO.
W. C. HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.
Portland, Aug. Ify 1865.

/\N

2Jg

3
19

...

rnHAT INGERSOL’S PATENT WATER-DRAWLER IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD. It challenges everything, and to now.Liking the lead (over
all others) m Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Middle States where they are sold. The grdltest chance
ever yet offered to the enterprising to make money,
by purchasing the righto! Counties to manufacture
apa sell. .The Drawer can be seen at Rundlett’s Inventors* Exchange, where territory can l>e purchased
of the, Agent, at a bargain. A chance for all.
C. HOLLY, Agent for Maine,
7 $0 Federal 8k, near Lime.
Aqg 2fe— dTwr

sogldG

3 g

Nic.Wood_
g
Peach Wood.. 8 g
Bed Wood....
6g
Sapan Wood..
g
(Quercitron Bk 2Jg
lied Sanders..
7 g
Feathers.

taJbSdS?*^
Cara
to

@ 4 00

Eng.Ven.Ked. 4J@
jLitliarge. 16 @
[Red Lead,..,. 16 ®
@

5
9

g

Straw.none.

What Every One Says Must Be So !

firm

g

00

INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, 80 FEDERAL ST.,
and at No. 428 Congress St., next door to St. Lake’s
Chiirch.
P. S.—Orders from Country Traders solicited, and
will he promptly attended to; to such a liberal discount will be made. Address
C. H. LUNT, Portland, Maine.
Aug 22—dlw*

same

4

on

Sales,

'""Rpff— -DRAPER, A act Ion*?r.

■

A*

On

grave
K

Tbme who have been with this Society on such occasions speak highly In their
praise, and ftrrangehave this social gathering surpass,
^
that
at Little
po*yihle,
Uhebeague, July 13th.
Water,Tee Creams,
a?dLSSS?BaU»*Ice
wlth a
of BooJ cheer wUl *•

@16 60
@
@13 50
4@

Rochelle YeL..

the head of Green St; Entrance

At

At end of Y. <& C. Railroad.

@
@36 00
@32 00
@24 00
@
@
@ 2 20
@2 75
@3 76
@

85 Slv’skins® bl.3 76
50
Faints.
Lewis Lead..15 60
P’tl’d Lead in
1 oil.15 00
10 Pure Dry L’dlB 00
5 Am, Zinc,... 12 00

Barwood. 03 g
Brazil Wood.. 13 g
Camwood_
9 g
Fustic, Cuba, 4 g

Tlie Bon-Ton can be had at retail, at S. C. Rund-

the

g
g

Pressed^(Sl?bo
gl8
Loose........12
gl8

TO

The

g

SA.OO

80 @
80
80 @ 2 70

Sperm Winters
Whl,Uer,Wtr,l 70
Bank.33 00
Shore.30 00
Pogie Oil.... 22 00
Linseed.l 31
Boiled.1 38
75 Lard oil.2 00
32 Olive Oil. ...,.2 26
Castor Oil....3«8
Neatsfoot Oil.l 76
Onions.

J.H. HANSON

■"

mence

Oil.

[Kerosene,_

1

gladen the hearts of every housekeeper. It is
the only PERFECT Sifter in use. It has two
Sieves—one for flour and one for rifting all kinds of
aauce, and whatever else may want sifting.
The Bon-Ton has no equal.
For capacity of work
and durability, it stands without a rival, and no person of good sense will buy a poor article when they
can have a good one for the some
price. Therefore,
before you buy, wait for the Bon-Ton, for it will visit
every house in Cumberland County, and sure it is
they will have no other.
C. H. LUNT, Proprietor
For Cumberland County.

T__

g
g
68
g
g
so
g
g 192
20
g

Vitriol. 18 g

Fustic,Savanvilla.
Hroernic.
Logwood,
campeachy,
St. Domingo
Ex’t Logwood

.2 00 * 2 25
uakum.
American_
9J@ 12!

20 gl 25
70 g
75
Staroh.
SouthYelCornl 00 g 1 05 Pearl. 12
Com, mixed.. 95 g 1 05
Sugar.
Barley.1 06 g 115 Muscovado... 13
BhortsJO ton.25 00 g30 00 Hav. Brown
Hav. White...
Gunpowder.
Blasting..6 50 g 7 00 j Portland A A.
Sporting.8 50 g 9 00 iCrushed.
Oak Hiu.7 50 g 8 00 Granulated...

|

The Bon-Ton

firm name

gal..

fa)

g
g

Anil hold another PIC-NIC in that beautiful
on the banka of the

Oats.

GLORIOUS NEWS!
-i

@
@
*
«

Pitch (C. Tar|3 50 « 3 75
Rosin.16 00 *25 00
Turpentine p

70
40
7

Bye.1

TELEGRAPH!
"f" a

80
70
50
40
60
70

@
@

Manila. 23 m 23a Fortl’dSyrup,
Boltrope Jiug’a 26 & 27
Hhds. 32 ® 35
Bolt’pe Manila 25 («/ 251
Nail*.
Drugs and Dyes.
Cask.6 00 @ 6 5*
Alum* lb....
Naval Stores.
Aloes. 42 [a)
Tar
brl_6 00 @10 00

Grain.

■ ■■

f;

Muscovado.
20j Trinidad.

uord&ge.
Aineric n£> u> iy^

Prunes,new..

Ifai jJh.lV >■»- I

6

ia

35

Hides and Skins.

Aug 22—-dtov

75
65
46
36
55
65

tr ILES
SUCCESSOR TO

1

SCHOOL BOOM, UtflOX HALL

exeuraon

an

Wednesday, August 23rd,

Molasses.

Porto Rico—

Cienftiegoe....
Cuba Clayed..
Clayed tart.

42

none.

a..

Dates.

jar*

»

00
00

.10 50
ffWgh
Bed & White

Pea Nuts.4u0g
PigB, new. 35 g
Peaches, crate3 50 g
Lemons,box. 7 00 g
V- Oranges-none.
Raisins, new,
Bunch,tpbx6 60 g
Layer.7 50 g

0fNo person will be passed free unless holding a
ticket with bis name thereon.
Boat leaves Franklin Wharf at 9A. il. every day
axcept Monday. On Sunday leaves at 10 A. M.
Large Excurtkm Portia taken at greatly re-

BY

17
19

Buckw't Fl’r. none.
@15 go
Drop.p 100 tbs
Fruit.
Buck.
@16 00
Almonds—Jordan & lb.
Soap.
SoftShsU...
g 35 Ex. No. 1,® ft
@ 12}
Shelled.
lOte
g 60 Family do.
Currants.
g 17 No. 1. 10 @
Citron, new... 30 g 35; Soda.. 15 @

day,

game

Pine..2 25 * 2 75
K.uakStaveslo uo *48 00
Hhd. Sh’kssr Hds,
Mol. City.. .3 36 @ 3 50
Sug.City. ..3 00 * 3 25
Sug. C’try.. 75 * 1 25
C’try Kilt .Mol.
Hhd. Sli’ks.l 25 @137
Hhd. H'd’gs,
Soft Pine... 22 *
25
Hard Pine.. 27 @
30
Hoope,(14ft).35 00 *40 00

® 216

14®

25
75
Extra.9 75
Doable Ex.10 00
CornMeal_1 00

DOLLAR.

Decalcomania,

New York, Aug. 22.
The Exchange, of Newburyport, went ashore
on Hatteras Point, Hell Gate, to-day.
The schooner Charles Cooper, recently
ashore on Hog’s Back, Hell Gate, came offyes-

Brl..,^,.21o
Vermont

Canada,
Superfine .7
Fancy.7

TICKETS

Harpswell and return

Laths,
Spruce.1 50* 1 75

Superfine...7 00 g 7 50

iiasg

ously.
Marine Disasters.

®

Choice do. 8 50
KedWtrExlO 50
White do. 10 60
Best StLoul2 50

DOLLAR,

EXCURSION

information concerning his trial

than others have.
In a letter from Davis, dated the 15th
Inst.,
to Gillett, he says: “I am still Ignorant of the
the
charges against me,
source of them, and
the tribunal before which I am to answer.
Your letter gave me the first notice of the

18
45

CmSpr’g Ex7 75 g

August
TUESDAY,
or from Harpswell

tary courts.
Col.

@

Cement.

f

Western,

1

HARPSWELL!

ONE

The commission overruled the
motion, and the prisoner then pleaded not guilty to the charges against him.

17

36
26

50 gl6 60
Bay No. 2..12 50 gl3 50
No.
3..9
00
Bay
glo 00
Shore No.1.22 00 g23 00
ShoreNo.2.14 50 gl6 50
LargeNo.3. 9 00 glo 00

The alligator

-FOR-

The Wertz Trial.

council, was argued principally by Judge
Hughes, who contended that they were too
general and uncertain; that the offences
charged were cognizable by civil and not mili-

Candles.

Mouldy lb...
Sperm.

®
®

Make

Shingles,

Cedar Ext.. 3 76 @4 00
Cedar No.1.,2 60 * 3 00
Ext. Pine. .5 00 @ 6 50

!
PORTUND__ACADEMY
C O.

CONGREGATION,

Spruce Lx.20 00 @24 00
Piue Ex.. .36 00 *40 00

BayNo.l. .15

Mareena Johnson

From Portland to

Washington, Aug.

32
24

No. 1.
Mackerel 4»bl.

STEAMER

There

The motion to quash the charges and specifi
cations against Wertz, made by the defendant's

gsmllrtrib...
Store-•.

Pine Street Sabbath School
AND

Clapboards,

9 00
7 00
5 50
46

Butter.

man

killing

and

22.

Pilot^lOOlb 7 75 ®
Ship.6 50 ®
Crackensi»brl 6 00 a
Crackersi>loo 40 ®

Herring,
Shore, 4? bL6
Scaled, 4*bx,

in the neighborhood of
Havana, whose dog was seised by an alligator, Jumped from hishor.se and with a knife
attacked the ugly monster, and succeeded in

thority.

seems to be no doubt that the
charges
specifications against Capt. Wertz will be
amended by the. prosecution in several important particulars. His counsel will take issue that this cannot be
done, the prisoner having already pleaded “not guilty” to the charges
on which he was
arraigned yesterday.

Lime.

brCisol)

Auction

ANOTHER EXCURSION!

Green 9
20 ® 1 26
@ 8 00
Brled *» lb.... u ® 12 Bockl’d.cask.l
Lumber.
Western do.
10 Clear Pine,
» ®
Ashes.
Nee. 1 a 2..42 00 @46 00
Pearl |> lb.none
No. 3.36 00 @38 00
Bet.. 7 ®
9
No. 4.18 00 *20 00
Beaus.
Ship’gLmbr.18 00 *20 00
Marrow ip bu. 2 00 @ 2 25 Spruce.14 00
@16 00
75 ® 3 uo Hemlock.12 uo
00
f*ea.2
Blue Pod.160 ® 1 76 BxSn’ks,pine. 00 *13 70
*

Sulphur.

Stock

JtajortainifaonU,

P«Klu4 Wkelfwle Paloee CwhMi
Corrected far tbe Pbess, to Aag. 22.

Arrow Hoot... 35
38 0B
£<***•.
Brimstone (roll) iui
Bi-Carb Soda 10 g

Wool- dull.
Naval Stores—quiet.

assembled there under the same executive au-

pondent

wTtf

Tht MifktU,
The anticipated trot between “foung Merrill,” of Hartford, and « Barry Clay,” of New
YoA, for two thousand dollars, did not come
off to-day on account of the lameness of the
former, he hav ng sprained an ankle.
Harry Clay trotted with Gen. Meade, for-

jnieflf named the Flyaway,” and won easily
in 2.42, 2-39 and 2.4S. Much indignation was
Internal Revenue has expressed by the large crowd present because
addressed the following letter to Sheridan no announcement of
Young Merrill’s lameness
Shook, Collector of the 3d District of New was made until after they had paid their adYork:—

Washington, Aug.
The Commissioner of

The

of

at the entertainment by Shay’s
Qulnenplexal
troupe, and the performances elicited roars of

as

TO THE DAILY I* HESS

-TO THE-

which the best horses in the State—such as

a!o.

LitchfleM, 8 S 3
E. Sargent, LF2
2
Jack, 0 F
4
Conley, R F

School Books.—We Invite attention to
the advertisement of Messrs. Short A
Loring,
No. 68 Exchange Street, Whb, in addition to
school books, have an extensive assortment oi
miscellaneous works, and a large stock of sta-

The work of grading and
preparing the

“Gen.

4
I
4
3
2
5
5
g
7

coln Club.
Scorers—Messrs. Lowell and Williams.
Fly balls caught—Eon 3, Howard 6.
Out on fouMxaUa—eEon d, Howard 8.
Time of game—3 8-4 hours.'" -<1

tracks on the

mile

fair, and

HmrS.
H. L. Runs.
1
5
Skillings, C
1
Waterhouse, P 5
B
1
Curtis, IB
4
Anderson, 2B 2
M. Sargent, 3B 3
3

Umpire—S. Haggett, formerly

FOREST CITY PARK.

tracks,—one,

Runs.

Broughton,

*dley,

There will be two

very

catching; and Broughton, Dennis, AseUcio of
the Eon, and Conley and Curtis of the Howard, for their hard striking; also to the Umpire for his- impartial decisions.
We hope the Howard Club will uot be discouraged by their defeat, but that it will stimulate them to renewed exertions, for they contain the elements of a strong club.
Below we append the score :—

was

James

was

Is merited by the catchers
and basemen of each of the Clubs for the good

transacted, the fines and costs 1n
every case disposed of being paid.
Johu Gammon paid five dollars and
costs
for allowing his goat to
stray at large.
William H. Dyer, Andrew
Falby, Henry
McCarty, and Michael Smith, all pleaded guilty
to violation of the Lord’s
day, by keeping their
shops open. Each paid a fine of eight dollars,
iness

whole,

a

Especial praise

number of cases before
a

ofthe

length

game.

MUNICIPAL COURT. AUGUST 23.

Court this morning and

the

TELEGRAPH,

BY

Onions.

1

Reoelved

a

cargo of Onions, /hr sale

JUST
theb-rMorbusbe^hj

I

i
1

Aug31—d2w
at me omce

or

E. & F.

cheap by

OME8,

No.*Central WTiarr.

Fox, Portland, as
Lost.
times and place for the creditors of said estate to
p*uBunch ot Keys was loot on Saturday.
sent ana prove their claims
against said estate.
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
The
EDWARD FOX,
1
them at the Horse Railroad Office.
CHAS. E. BARRETT.
I
Aug 91—d3tis*
33w3wft dlw aug21
August 10, 1865.

VSMALI.

■BBggggg

things are hushed before her, as she throws

e lit a aaf say hor mantle ol’
repose:
There is a calm, a beauty and a
power,
That morning knows not, hi the evening hour-

“Until the evening” we must weep and talU
Plouga lile’s steru furrow, mg the needy sou.
way,

an

■.dide.
Oh! when our sun is setting, may
Like summer evening, down the summer tide.
And leave bohum us as we pass awa,.
our sleeping olay.
Sweet, starry twijighc round

CAJBLE-IS-STXOK.
cable was strong—
The cable was long—the
Ann to pay it ont they were able;
But one i.tiie circumstance turned out wrong—
I, wasn’t—pracli-eoets,
[N. V. Sunuay runes.

A Novel Choleba Test.—The doctors specially devoted to the cure of cholera patients
at Alexandria have made a curious experiment, tue object of which is to ascertain
wheiuer tuat disease is caused by a peculiar
state of tire outward air, as haa been shpposed. They sent up two balloons, one from a
village as yet untainted by the epidemic; and
the oilier irotn Alexandria. A quarter of -Irish
beef was suspended to each balloon, which was
aTowedtoiloatfora certain time in the gill—
On making tuese balloon descend, the meat
which had floated over Alexandria was ccknpieteiy putriiied, whereas that which had been
suspended over the healthy village was perlectly fresh. The quarters of beef had been
cut from the some animal.

Everybody In

I’,.

OF MAINE.

her dower in the real estate ot said Abner, same being off the eouth-westorl.v corner of said
lot and to the form ofa paralleUogram extending from
the “North-western range w ay or read” so called.
North-easterly (80) eighty rods and from the soatlierly line of said lot forty-eight (4a) rods North-west* ras

And your Petitioners aver that they are entitled to
twelve thirty-second parts of said property, namely,
the said Philip M. Stubbs to nine thirty-second parts
and the said William T. Stubbs and said Leonidas
W. Goodridge and Julia E. Goodridge his wife, to her
right, to three uirty-seopnd parts, mid that your petit* mere cannot enjoy their said estate to common.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that this Hon.
Com* would cause partition o said estate lobe made,
and twelve thirty-second parts (12-321 of said estate
to be set off to your petitioners by metes and bounds

some

to

address ‘R,” care Box
auglSdlw*

Wanted.

A

-—r-——I

State

j

AVILLIAMH. GBTFFITII,
On board Tow Boat Uncle Sign.

Upon the foregoing petition Ordered, that the petiliuner^ive notice to all persons Interested to the

Lost 2

prayer thereof to appear before the Justices ol our
Supreme Judicial Court to be bolden at .Portland,
within anil for the County of Cumberland, on the
Second Tuesday of October next, by publishing an
attested oopy of said petition, an l this order tlierertn,
three weeks successively to the Maine State Press, a
weekly newspaper, printed In Portland^ in said
County, tho last publication to be thirty daH at least
before the slttingof sold Court, that
they may then,
and there, In our said Court appear, and show cause
if any they.have, why the prayer of said petitioners
should not be granted..
Attest:—I). W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
A true copy of the Petition and eider of Court
thereon.
r
Attest :-4>. W. .FESSENDEN, Clerk.

Miss Grililth's Store on Free Strke
and Mr. Lucas' Store on Ludule
8treet, a Portemounaii oomaini-g a sum efmoaoy. The under Will
te sm-ably rowarued by leaving it at Mil
Congress
Street or at this omce.
aiig22dlw*

BETWEEN

Lost!
Yarmouth and this city,
Sunday
BETWEEN
morning last, Crochet BREAKFAST SHAWL'.
on

a

~~--:

»'

!’

ai

■.-—r—

Wanted.

PARTNER with capital of $600 in
p.ohtable and reliable business.
A luress W. B. care P. O. Box 5U6.

A

light,

a

33w4w

-—r--—n----

18—dlw«

Wanted.

Five Coat, and tear
Five Pant
FOUR
er*, ttwbain the
Llgh^l ^-ui^wtuip
or

Mak-

ar

Aug 17—dlw

Exchange Street,

84

Business

Men

of Maine.

Cumberland, ss.
At the Supreme Judicial Court begun and held at
(-) Portland, within andfor said County of CumL.s.: beriand, on the third Tuesday qf April, Anno

a white la e and black collar around his neck
marked witk silver nails. Whoever will return skid
Dog snail be suitably rewardod.

-Sr

KENNEDY’S

SAIT

RHEUM_ OINTMENT!

the
and cutaneous affections.

THE

Wanted

aolcit and till orders for the life ahd times o 1
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, by Dr. L. P. Brookett,
the Bi jgrapher ami Historian, Author of “PhilanIt
thropic Result* of the War in America,” “Our Grept
Captains,” “History of the Civil War In tho United
Stales,” A c., (Price $3, $3,50, $4,25 and $5, accordTne best Biograoliy to bo
ing to style of binding.
published.) aud the'Great National Engraving,—
and
bis
“Washington
Family,*’—a new w*>rk, from !
Scliusselea master painting, engraved by SaiiMn.i- !
Two superior works for salesmen.
Deeds or territory given, guaranteeing exclusive right of s le.—

only Ointment

for

VEGETABLE

TO

will

of

euro

all eruptions

It la wholly

a'

COMPOUND.

Cube Salt Rheum. Erysipelas, Scald Ilead,
Felons, Ulcers. Sore Eyes, Chilblains,
Shingles, Boils, Cuts, Wounds. Blitt-

Piles

Ringworm#, Pimples,
Burns,Chapped Hands,

ers,

Scalds.

OIHTHIIT

Contains no mercury or other mineral substances.
It is wholly and purely

VEGETABLE.

Wanted.

SITUATION as an oooountant, or an interee;
In a good paying business, by on* who has had
(Food referexperience, and can furnish Capitol.
ence* given. Address Box 1963, Portland P. O.
Aug. 8.—dlwi»*

Ono trial is sufficient to convince the most skeptical that Its efficacy in allaying iudamation and reducing swellings is wonderfhl.
The Great Family Ointment

Lout!
Sunday, 6th lust., between the Surat
House and St. Dominick’s Church, A LADIES'
WALLET obtaining a sum of money. The flndet
will be liberally rewarded bv leaving ft at Rev. Fath-

Should be in every household. No other Ointment
can compete with it as a ready and
speedy means of
relief
For Bonus and Scalds it is the most perfect

A

LOST

er

Kennedy’s

on

Muller's.

cure ever
As an

aug8dlw*

$3,000. Business Wanted,
PARTY
the above amount, wishes to
A Uivest tbchavingin
reliable business. Best
same

BY

small genteel tenol the city.

The larger

Wanted.
wanted in every town in Maine
for the
AGENTS

to

can-

LADIES’

OXTX3DB.
The most simple method ever offered to the ubltc
tor CUTTING DRESSES. Ladles wanting employment can obtain a lucrative business.
Address
MRS. 0. R. SANFORD,
Portland. Maine.
Call at No. 3 Brattle St., or 62 Middle St.
agldlm

XWILL

bottle.

LIM1NGTQN_ACADEMY

1

Language,

BATES OF TIIITIOM.
4,50 Common English,

3,00
3,50 Primary Department, 2,00
lijaid obtained near the
at reasonable
Academy
rates. Applications lor board can be made to Trusteos or Principal.
Desirable Ibr students to be presHigher English,

ent at commencement

Merchandise.

01

term.

31w3w

FLOURV FLOUR!~ NO. YARMOUTH ACADEMY,
LARGE assortment of all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for tale by the CAR LOAl>, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.

A

K. U-t

N. B.—WANTED
SHOOlvS.
August 5—d3m

to

WHT.IX,

No. 3 Union Wharf

purchase, HOOPS

and

176 Fore Street.

August 4.—dtf

C £

Sugar and .Molasses.
QYArvBOXES Light Havana SUGAR; SOhhds
oVz'J Superior Southtldc Muscovado MOLASSES, for sale by
H. I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Plej,
_July25 lm

Lumber, Lumber.
H'pe Planlc, suitable
J J323P
Cistern, 12 fi£t

Og)

lon£.

*
500 M

’order.

110,8 to

Scotch Canvass.
Onn BOLT’S of “David Corsar & Son’s” Lclti,
IsUU a sail-cloth of superior quality, just re
ceivol direct from Liverpool, and for sale bv
McGILVEUY, RYAN & DAVIS,
No. 161 Commercial Street.
scpt21dtf

Canvas,

-FOR SALE BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO.,
BATH, ME.

>)A(1

~*yjyj
r.

BOLTS Superior Bleached
300 do All Long flax “Government contract.”
300 do Extra All Long flax

works
ATUO*’

300 do

Navy Fine,
PortUn,\
Bath, April 20,1863. Boston,

W
O. UTTLK, A cent.
Passa-eTiekorg for California, bv ‘ho O'd Line
Mail steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by earl, application at this office.
March 30, lS«o.
caar30dtwtf

Through Tickets.

m

ap22dtl

Nor the

riiHE Fall Term of this Institution will commence
A on TUESDAY.
Sept. 5,186*. under the continued care ol C. E. HILTON
A. M.
THOMAS H. MEAD, Sec’y.
__
AnglO, 1865.
auglS 3awdaw3w

)

Wanted.
Te^sh^r „,,]
e*Pfrie“c«d
been
has
BY.“n
recently mustered
Principal

-if

an

Graduate, who
out of Service, a
Academy or High

?
°f>V Jain’S!!?
“factory
Address Box
furnished.
614.
Law
OF

recommendations

augl8dlwgw2w

School

HARVARD

COLLEGE!

(CHANGE OF VACATIONS.)
the Academical Year 1865-'S6, tliere are two
terms of Nineteen Weels oacli, commencing
September 18th, 1865, and March 6th, 1866.
For Catalogue and Circular addWss
JOEL PARKER, Royal Professor.
27w3w
Cambridge, Mass., July 1,1866.

IN

XXGIOVf) of Nuw
-’mr?f^SWe''0«a PtiKSBYLVASLA, OHIO, Slid all
parts of the West, via TheKbib Railway, for vale
at the lowcit rates, at the Union Tiokht
Opniot,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
mnrlSdfcw'stf
D. LITTLE, Agent.

STKAMKOATS.
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE 1

For Sale Cheap.
Two second-hand FIRE ENA^BL-a
^NgH&VOINES, with Hose Carriages; all In

OrA P

landFlif^^^alnnan

Of Hose suitable Rr
Chlel Engineer,
Com,„)tt« onPoiR.

Corn Mill.
T “Ir'SSStoS^I SttbSfBtn*1 *S.

GMNI> CORN

ofRlchS<to?JJ^1***-°“eC
E. CPU
si SON
E.

Montreal,

New England Screw Steamship Co

*£•
oii lt dS

KDIiESDAT
and SATURDAY, at 4
f
I liese vessel, are fitted
up w tb iiae acoommodatins (or pawe»*an>,
making this the
«lc and comfortable route tor
travellers betwee*
New York and Maine
Pa-sagr ■, state ttnnm
*0(»t
Cabin possa e *6 00, Meals
(foods turwaidcd by th-s line to ana trum Mon-

m2m”rnedv

ixtra*

Shippers

are

Eastport and

requested to send thatr freight, to the
" S P
M- on ,he daT‘‘lat they

'euve*Pert!aaifrly
For

freight or pas age apply to
KMK&Y k FOX, Brown’s Wharf. Portland.
wj!li k co N“- 84 West Street,

New
May 29, 1864,

gg j

International Steamship Go.
Eastport,

Calais and

8t. dobs.

hereby given to holders

KMW'iiajyBonds

Of

Coupons for Interest, Issued

1865, hy adjournment from the twentieth day of June:
1865, it was voted “That it Is expedient that the
holders of the bonds issued by the Tort & Cumber-1
land Railroad. Company, June 1, 1857, commonly
called “tlu: consolidated bonds,” pay and redeem the
mortgage made by said company to John G. Myers,
bearingdateFch. 8,1851,” and that the Trustees under said deed of January 1, 1857, to Hayward and
others,” immediately proceed to take all due me&ures as provided
by law to carry said vote into effect,
and to levy upon and collect of said hond-liolders, a
sum sufficient to pay the amount due on said Myers’
mortgage, and all other claims having a priority over
the rights and claims of said consolidated bondsholdAnd they further give notice that the sum to
ers.
be paid for the redemption of -aid mortgage to John
G. Myers, having priority over the rights and claims
of said consolidated bond-holders, Is, as conveniently as may he at the rate of twelve per cent, on each
hundred dollars of bonds and coupons secured by said
deed and mortgage of Jan. 1, 1857.
The undersigned, Trustees as
aforesaid, do therefore hereby call upon all holders of said bonds and
coupons for Interest or other claims, secured by said
deed of Jan. 1,1857, to pay their several proportions
of the shm to bo paid for the redemption of said mortgage to Myers, being at the rate of twelve per cent on
every hundred dollars so held by them respectively
and they appoint the same to be paid to either of
the Trustees, at the office of Evans &
Putnam, No.
74 Middle Street, Portland, on or before the first dav
or September, 1865.
J. C. CHURCHELL, )
Trustees
N. L. WOODBURY,
Y. & C. B. B.
GEO. EVANS,
Co.
J

Particular attention Is called to the following provision oi tbq Act of thB Legislature of March 15, 1864.
“Aud if any person so interested shall foil to pay
his proportion by the Hme fixed in said
notice, then
arising from such failure may be
any such deficiency
paid by any other person or persons holding bonds or
claims secured as aforesaid; and the iiersim so
paving any deficiency as aforesaid, shall succeed to all
the rights which the person foiling to pay as aforesaid
would have had If SoasonjfWo1 payment had been
made by him, autject however to the further right of
redemption as heveinafiCr provided.”
Portland, J uly S6,1865.—dtf

Monday, Marsh 27. the
Alt
Youg,Capt H W Chiabojin, win wave Railroad Wharf, loot of State 8t.
e
Monday a1
try

5 o'clock p.it; ar d the Steamer
Cnkw Brunswick, Cupt E B.
Winehos'er, will leave
every Thursday ai 5 o'clock Y.jf, for Eastport and
St. John.
Returning will leave M. John every Mondsy H
rhursiaysatS A. «r, for Eiotport, Portland And
Bos on.
AtEa-tport the Rteamer “ynetn" will connect

•c'.rjL.

J.l

,..

P*ll.;

b» Amoi Ketch, MonLI,^EUICK'
day, August?‘Jhf
21st, I'm,from 8 to 11 o’clock A.

M.;
SAFFORD, at Hotel kept by Timothy Shots, Monday, August 21 st, IMS,from 3 to 6 O’clock F. M.;
SOUTH BERWICK,at NetsiohanvrtmidkHouse IWl
A. M.’, to i

da^us^d.lB^fromlOo’clock

KITTER T, at office of Francis Bacon,
Esq. Wedmes23rf’ lm’from 1° °'cloci: A- M., to %
9

o’c&kAHi\

All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties.

3nB!)iSiiS
Act of Congress, approtod June 30tli, 1864
) to duv
ten per centum additional upon the amount
with a fee of twenty cents for the issuing and serving
*
of notice,” which will in all cases he exacted
No other money than United States

theiEit

York County, desirous of

Treasury
■Sil™

so

doine

can

Carter

TbFoAghliekeS

Passports required.
Freight received in dayB of suiting nntil 4 o’clooi
C.c. EATON. Agent,
aw
March 20.1841.
i’ortland,
mch21tl
„„

Portland

and Penobscot River

Summer Arrangement.

V*'*

On and after Mon iav April 24th the
and faa» going Stean, r ‘REG*
“P* vv H Mower, win leave RailJ-V*’
f, toot ef State 8treet •vrUand, every
WtD.EsrAv anf Fbtdat evening. at 10
with he3 p *. train Irom Boa-

J?a4Wha

1

stXtMSr9pec&,ly deBi^a|^ <*
HATUAlflEL

MlT.I.EJt,

_Collector.

_.

Great

,T.

|

Inducements

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO
BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity
desirable building lots lVT the West

“'“I’1*: wU!

***”« Bangor every Hovsat,
“ ’rnlng. at 6 o’clock,
d'
Belfast. Hen-sport,
>
B-ekeport Winterport. and Hamren both wms
Passengers ticketed fhrough on ihe Boston Maine
and Eastern Railroad at the Depots in
lem Lynn and Jua^renoe.

vi”*.,at«nJ?fk

am

Forfreigh

orp^ap^yto^
At Offloe

on

THE

Portland, April SI. 1865.—tf

the

Wharf

LALE BY

A. CHOATE,

Druggist,

Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins & Co, 86 Commercial St; Wholesale and Retail E. L. Stanwood, oor.
Fore and India Sts; H. II. Hay, junction Free and
Middle Sts;
Whittier, cor. Free and Congress
Sts; Wm. W. Whipple No 21 Market Square; and
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
June 23—d&w3m

1865

1865

«

eSso/hS

/ftM 7StA,^vt.
ss
particnTars obtained.
1

may be seen, and ftiU

Portland, May 3,

1866.

&

BEOWlt *

And Petroleum,
A.

Fluid,

A. NOTES & SON,
86

Exchange

“Only

L

jl)R.

E.

paste—used for Rais,
Mice, Roaches, Black and
Red Ants, gc., 8fc., tfc.

Is

by

Is

mcb‘J4'66eod#f*ow6m

lhum !

iky

ana

be convinced of iheir

tuperiori-

:

Of the City

also

as a

118

Broadway.

Cash

Capital,
$1,000,000 00
Surplus, Jan. 1, ’65, 204 188 40
$1,204,188 40
Total

Liabilities, $18,500.

«j

Lead,

m

FIRE

For sale

generally,

if. W. Mu tiger <0 Co., Agents,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.
une

7, 1805—eodly

UNION

BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE.
chines.

Weed, Weed, Weed !

The New Sew-

ing Machine.

New Machines exchanged for old. Florence Sewing
Machine makes four different stitches, and has the
Reversible leed. Machines to Let, and Repaired.
Shaw & Clark’s ♦16.00 and ♦40.00 Sewing Machines.
Button-Holes made to order. Stitching done in the
best manner. Twist to match the goods.
Oil Cans,
Screw-Drivers. Robing’s Shuttle Hemming Gages.
Twist
and
best
Cotton
all
kinds
of
Machine
The
Trimmings. Manulhcturing and all other first class
machines sold at low prices.

Office No. 1371-2 Middle

Street,

Up One Flight Stairs.

VV. SYKES.
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

Chicago,
8

Illinois.

Bowd'ear ft To: MuyrReferences—Messrs.
arrt ft Sons; H. ft W. Chicki-ring; C.H. Cumm’H s
ft Co; Chas. H. Stone; llallett, Davis ft Co: Boston.
J. N. Baoon, Em, Premdent Newt n National Bank,
Newton,Maes;C. B
fehdudu
o.

Coffin.Bsq, N.Y.City

J.

I'-

Dealer

In

HCKKTT,
Photographic

Coods,

Mirrors and Engravings.
Mtnifadturer of Mirror A Picture Frames.

Jmneiatf

Pobtlaxd, M*.

Ms.
P T Kinney E Bridgewater Ms.
44
B K Bos worth W Sandwich Ms,
44
John 8 Day Lynn Ms.
44
J L Haul ford Watertown Ms.
J Stephens Newburyport Ms
44
Geo Childs Lyden
Dr B P Abbott Melrose "
RevKNewhall NGraham NII
44
44
▲ Kidder Unity
44
44
N M Haiiej Uenniker
44
44
N L Chase Candia
44
D W Barber Oilmanton
N U
44
B P Bowles Manchester
N*H.
44
C M Bar res Colebrook

and

crs’

Red

Rat

Boiled

Sc

Dealers

OF

ANY

Gome of the above uemed Cergjuon may hare changed their Pa-rnial charge since the eul>l<eatioii of the
above.

TO

THE

h

vlrg

S’reet,

Prepared by

CLAIM-

‘J

company,

regiment, service,

Steamer for Yarmouth.
The steamer CLIPPER will leave
Yaj mouth for Portland every morning until (urfber notice, (Sundays
8 o’clock.

1
Returning will leave Portland
in the afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Fare each way 30 cents. Freight taken at low

Pier

on

application to

J. W. LAWRENCE, Yarmouth
SON & TOBEY, Portland.

Or, LYMAN,
July 13tli, 1868.Julyl3tf

FARM In Cumberland ol 40 acres, eight miles
from Portland and wtthln fifteen
walk
OI the Grand Trunk Station.
For iurtlier particulars
inquire on the premises of
MBS- A- L pettengill.
July 3S__
31wdw*

A

anitarv

Commission, I

,*23 Rroadway.H. Y..!)ee,

Proprietor,

“There la

inch Word a* Fail.”

no

*

TARRA N T

S

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

Certain, and Speedy ( are for a’l diseaslder Klmtgs and Urinary thgans,
the aide ar lern.le. ireqaeutiy perforating

a Sure,
es of toe Rla

18

either ia
our
a per ect oare in ILe sic rt apace of It lue or
dave and ante a in Its, time than any other prepa-

Intbeiueet

ration.

Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and

Copa ibs
there ia

of o nfloeu eat o change of diot
tastela its approved form of a paste, It I entire)
less, aai causes ae unpleae ntseusuioa o the istien‘. and no txprs’ir*
It Is now ac u> wlrdged by
tne mo,l learned In the [rofeeslou that in the above
class ofdiseaeo, Cubeb* ”ud Coppiha arc the
two renrdies known that can be relied a|oa with
any oertal ty cr suoucss.
no nee

and

orl) by

M T

CO..

*

pro

r

nut

ca. cer

and

syrup,

when

even

given

by

up as incurable

It banishes Salt Rheum entirely and

e 8tnre Vo. ISO
(xf oc-ntxsi Whsrf,
and Manilla

ttken tt

o.roer

It tell.

A

dissipated speedily Old Uloers are erred
without leaving bad effects after cloaing them.
The most terrible Scurvy eo in plaints it banishes

are

so.

from young or oil.
Distressing Neuralgic
Affections soon yield lo its power. It olears tl.w
Complexion from Blotches and Pimplss,
renders it brilliant. It cures Jaundice and Dyspepsia, and all Eruptive Diseases. Id all cases
of Female Weakuess and

Irregularitiea produo

tog General Debility, Piles, eto., its effects ars
miraculous.
oj Ono trial is all that Is neeiled-to prove the peculiar Virtues of the Svrup
its repu ation Is now
so well established that more need not ho said.
Its
Immense sale is its heat rtciHnmendution.
Price fll 25 per bottle.
HOWARD’S HEALING SALVE.

In all

case*

Cancer, Lleers, Burns, Scalds, Skin Euruptious, eto.
ext ere at

npp'ioetten mav be neee -ary,
this 8a!re, prepared expressly for the purpose, will
bo Ibnnd invaluable It wil always be useful in the
Household, and a Pox of it may save Miueh suCtring
an

and expense

JAKE

ACo.,)8

Price Ax cents per Pox.

0 BOYLE A, CO., (Successors to Reddln

tate -Iruet, I'oston Proprietors
W F PHlLLIPe A GO Ag’ts, Portland.

may3lddm.

to the palate, cause no pain, act
require increase ol dose, do not
elderly persons, females and childexhaust,
Two taken at night movren, are dost the thing.
the bowel* once the next morning.
Warranted
in an (Wes of PflM and Palling of the Rectum. We I
pronxU* a Core thr all symptoms of the LlYSrrrsi*.
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitof food, gatattations; also, fleodaehs, Msxlness,
ting
pab to the Back and Lotas, Yellowness of the Skin
and Ares, Sick Headache, Coated
Tongue, BUlous-

PLEASANT
preenpUy,

never

■

If JComP'tdnt, Loss ct Appetite. Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia.
Travelers find the Lozenges Just
Faintness, &c.
what they need, as
they are so xmpaet and inodorous
kai they mag oe carried in the vest
pocket. Price 60
«“*»
80 «•»*.
S. HARIUSOH A CO.. Proprietors.
Temple, Boston. WfH be mailed to
enclosing 80 cents.

P2tA&v?"*11 *?*•?

I

30. 1804.
ON. ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr., o! Portland,
has
Marne,
consented to accept the duties Of
General Agent of the Commission f r Maine aud
Is hereby appointed su;h agent by authority oi the

Commie ion.
He will be ready to Tarnish adrioe to the friend,
of the Commission’s work throughout the Sfeto.
All money contributed iu Maine tot the use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent reoognized
by the Commission for Maine.
J.F08TER JENKIV8,
cUSdAWI
General aeorotary.

For sale by J.
Nnl Tremout

anv

address

on

julyfdly

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance Company1
U Wall St, tar. William. NEW YORK.
Jisiusr, ISIS.

Insures Against Marine and Inland NxyP
gatiou Risks.
Ihs whole proflu of th* Company revert to the
AsaunaD, aad are divided Aoxuallt, ubou th*
Premiums terminated during tne year; and'orwhleh

Uertiflsates

$100,000 INCREASE

are

po”i,nI?^i^h"d,

Issaed, tearing interest until

re-

tk® Ye"’ lm i *adB

Profits for 22 Years amount to the
sum of
°l»h*«h here has been redeemed
by

«

The

INSVBAjrCB

CAPITAL

I

rriHE Director* of the “Piscataqua Fire and Marine
J. Insurance Company” would announce that the
Board hae thie day voted to increaae the Capital
Stock of saU Company One Hundred Thousand Dollar*, making the w)iole Cash Capital 1300,000.
Term* of SubacrlnttoiPfloO per share, Cash—payable at the time of subscription, or on delivery of the
Stock.
Subscription* may be made through the (Mknrlng

Agents; At
Boston, Messrs. DAVID FAIRBANKS A CO., No.

76 State Street,
Portland, Me, Messrs. JOHN E. DOW A SON, Cor.
!
Exchange and Milk Streets,
Btddeiord, Me, RUFUS SMALL A SON, City
Building,
Blddetbrd, Me, THOMAS QtTTMBY, Esq,
Exeter, N H, WOOD BRIDGE ODLfk,
Norway, Me, FREELAND ROWE. Esq.
WILLIAM
Treasurer.
_

July 28 th,

HlLL,

1868.

THU

augldlm

BERKSHIRE

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY!
OF

PITTSFIELD,

MASS,

issue

Eudowmeut Policies for *1,000 to *10,000,
tubject to forfeiture,

Payable Twenty

OB

bo

Teert from Date,

on

prior decease, with lull psrt clps'lun u
l-rcffts. Ptemiums payable in One, Fix
annati
and Poll,ks non-forlhitable foi
Payments,
tnf proportion
of premium paid. For ratas, fa, fc
•eud for a Ciieular
TiiOS. F. PLUNK* IT, President.
B«»j. CaiOKanixa, Secretary-

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
102 Middle 8t, Portland, Ms.
maylbeudfwsm

.ia

«“*•

n

Company has Assets,
VuM

got

020

12PM.780

Eleven

over

JOnmdMV9 p

Million

States and State of New-York
U^Rnd
8«eok, City, Bank and other Stocks,
Wl,074 7i 4}
Loans secured by 8tooks aad otberwi-e.
2,187.260
l remlurn Notes and Bids Receivable,
Haul Estate. Bond and Mortgages, and
other seourit’es,
*,140,680
United States Gold Cola,
•&»
Caah In Bank,
288.480

•u,iaa.5oo
TC«WU»:

_

Commission.

the tT S.

KNIGHTS,

W K Phillips k Co, eud H. H. Hay, Wh-less'#
Agents Portlan. and fold ty Dtu/slrt. aad deal
mchiifxeodk'i.wSro
a.raliy.

where

mbytes

Sanitary

8. Sea very,.

lu Erysipclsr its effects are surAll cases, however virulent, of Serofula or King's Evil, VWiili Swelling, or Tunors,

which M offered lor Sato at the L weal
Market Prices, nod to which the attention or those
wishing to purclu s is invited.
0. H HAKHErT.
Pcrtland, May M, 191#.—dfitn

andStatooi

the soldier on whose account the claim fe made, date
of discharge or death, the proper blanks wfl! be filled
out as iar as possible and forwarded to the person apThese can then be executed and returned to
plying.
tins office, where the claim will be proscuted to a fluid
issue in the shortest possible time,
j ul y7eod2m&w6m.

excepted,) at

K.

Melrose, Mats.

Canker,

Allot

On application sent to this Agency, stating the
and post office address of the claimant, the

rank,

K.

DR

doctors.

Composition spikes. Mails, fc.

name

name,

60 CTS. AND «1 PER liOTTl.K

PRICE,

The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP infallibly eradicates and cures the worst caeett of

Heix also Agent for (be Hcrtre l’upper Company,
and wltl keep on bend a lull and oompio aeeonmeut
of Copper and Yellow Metal Bolts and Sheathing,

SERVICES.

WHATEVER

44

and for

mBEU 8. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
A relieve Soldiers, Sailors, and their families from
the heavy expenses usually paid for the prosec. tion
oi such claims, have established this Agency, to.collect pensions, arrears oi pay, bounty and other claims
against the Government, without charge or expense

Spring- Ct.
J Beecher Uinuimgharn

44

Ct.
W .vicDonnal Pm videos
R I
44 0 S Simmons
Quakes
Springe N Y.
44
II Barns
Root
NY.
14
C K Little Cliuhuivilkj44
4
K 11 Covey
a*ourt le 44
4
Win Clwettfc?Lui Troy44
4
11 B Fori New Vork
44
W Robertson Newark N/
44
HC Uenru* Vuspolls Md
44
I TGoodnow T peka Kaa
44 A
webtt-.r U 3 Army
Robt WhiteGforgeloWii DC
“LB Knight W Durham 8 Brown
Washington 4444
Me.
Geo A Bassetr 44
"
Rll Stlnch&eld Saco Me Dr 3 Ing ills U 3 Surg. on*
4
J M Woodbury Nvwfleld
Me.

Agents,

Anchors. Chains, Cables. Duck, eksleum, Windlass
Purchises. eoA Mcval .stores logelbcr wiih a complete u8.j rrtmont of Ship Chandlery, tt wholesale or

IF. H. Fessenden, Local Agent.
Office, No* 65 Exchange Street*

KIND

4

44

As the great and ca 'aln cure f. r a I those fearful
aad des'ruo'iva maladies w Lich ari>r fr, ui a is pure
The tvoadrr.ui sucre s which
state or ton b o d.
has in a >ea«< s, when it has 0
n fairly trice, followed i'S n-e, iesies uo room lo dt ubt the b'ureud
ftot that Gangers may o- cured.
Sufferer- Iroiu the scoirgemay iherefi n olinger dread the fusitul alternailvis u
the £ur eon’s
holt. or the ere vs. Tbov have a sp.-rdv a id certain
rt
th
eh
mov.a
reme'v.ah
mslsdy.ro daod branch,
• hicu in rhoutendt O' ewe 'beeper ling knife riot*
anc r mu it be eired bv n rued us w hleh thornot.
oughly rcoova'tt the coustit tion. and hat O’ n only
the c t re rntss o( lit t oirculatbe ''one by n
Is* fluid I h i»'ff-c ed by t e Syrsp a- thousands
have recited.

COLGATE & Co.,

keep constantly or sale Hemp
Cordage, at *11 sizes. by the (jang or

will

& NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.
FOR

44

44

vanxhr

by

nndersignel
rpHK
A Commercial

C. 8. Sanitary Commission

CHARGE

44

44

LEAD,

ol

For Sale.
BUT-

tKR. and WS8TBRN PRO DOCK generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and obeapest routes. No. IBS South Water St.,
p. O. Box ATI.

ED

as

Excursion parties accommodated

•»

per Palls Ms.

"PA Loomis Bo Yarm'Ui

>

44

TI1E GREAT HVHOii REMEDY.

Embellish-

rates.

Aug 1—eodlm

44

Howard's

&liip Chandlery.

VASES, FOUNTAINS, RUSTIC SEATO <fcc„ at WINSLOW'S Machine Works,
No. 1 Manulhcturers Block, Union Street, Portland.
J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.
i July 22, 1865.—d&wlw

NO

*•
44

permanently,

Also the Homestead Farm, containing about 125
very superior up-land, being the property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Soth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eodotiwtf

ANTS.

riYHE Best of Machine Oil. The well-known Howe
1 Sewing Machine. Needles tor all kinds of Ma-

George Bouthbrldg*
Ms.
A P Bailey Newton Up-

prising.

14B1.__July20 2m

ARfiflr

44

N D

WHITE

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

FREEMAN CLARKE,
Comptroller ol the Currency.

ARTICLES,

J

i£

General

Traders' Bank of Portland,” in the City of Portland,
in the County oi Cumberland, and State of Maine, is
authorized to commence the business of Banking under the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereof witness my hand and seal of
office this seventeenth dayof July, 1865.

Cemetery

PI

by Druggists

ROBERT

the City oi Portland, in the County o Cumberland, and State of Maine, has been duly organized
under and according to the requirements ol the Act
of Congress entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redemption
thereof.” approved June 3, 1861, and has complied
with all the provisions of said act required to be complied with before commencing the business of Banking under said Act:/
Freeman Clarke, Comptroller ol
Now, therefore,
the Currency, do hereby certify that “The National

Garden aiid

44

mavffffGdly

etc.

that the

the

C. C. HINK, Secretary.
Oliykr A. Dbake, Ass’t Secretary.
J. H. Platt, Manager Marine Department (late ol
| the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)

44

0 AS evens Limoln 44
VI Adams
Wi«ton 44
H (’lark Northtteld 44
44
M Ballard Derby
6 Qutautnr Newbury *4
N Goodrich 8o Caving'
4
ton Ct.
J Lovi->») Rockville Ct.
6 3 Humming* W Thomp
son Ct.
On-t la Ct.
J B Weeks
L 8 Dunham Tolland14
R Parmos Korkwed •*
f I! Brown Burnside 44
G W Corttls
Stafford

H/F-Gr-ea ■UhS .NowYork.
Sold by Druggists ill over the World.

for
sale
Chase & Cols (New
AGENCY
York) ORNAMENTED IRON and TEUACCTA
such

CHABLH8 TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vhse-Pree't.

44

Lead

ments.

INSURANCE.

Bedford Ms.
D K Banister Ludlow Ms
C K lUnling K 8a i-hury

44

PB RA

and Refined.

Office of Comptroller of the Currency, i
Washington, July 17,1865. J
1TTHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence presented
▼ f
to the undersigned, it has been made to appear

acrea

and

14

44
•4

Compound Extract of Cubebs
Copaiba M EVER FAILS.

''

OQQ

INLAND,

^j^CusWug

W F Farringtoa New-,

44

fit HE FINGER OF PROYXUfcNCK., from tba
JL Teaebln.s ol taper cnee seem :o point to

Also, LINSEED OIL,

Valuable Real Estate in Scar boro’,
For Sale.
ACRES of Salt Marsh, fat lota to ault pur•

lite

Glass-m

LITHARGE,

Me.

Treasury Department,

[L. ».]

RAlW“

“AD Merrill Cambridge- JoUnLrcke KPo’an^^Me.
ff vV WiHligd kieowavliiti'4
port Me.
44
Shrewi- Ke?3 D RiWus Cambridge Vi
8

Mar ulactured

LEAD, Dry and in Oil,

COSTAR.

HENRY R.

Mrs A K Lurrahoe

River Ms.

/

Manufacturers of

Bottle and Flask, before you buy.

No.

MARINE,

*•

and Linsee-! Oil Co.,

OP PORTLAND

No.

44
JM FBarnes Ma’den
J W Briley L. omin-t’r44 “A Turner WIIarpms. Il
Taunton"
Me.
Philbr’k
NP
**
«
J R»ee
Dan’l Atkins Mil bry"
Lisbon
M*>.
41
44
A Hatch Solon
W U St tson Nant'CSt"
44
44
44
D B Randall Lewistou 44
J6S Stubbs Lawrence
14
44
T kbit W vi aterviile
I Marcy Dedham
44
44
W C Stereos I'ixUeki'4
Geo VV Wloeheeter Fall

“

44

Tarrant's

of New V

Principal Depot, 482 Broadway, N. Y.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Portland,
July 13-rd3m

C Hunger.
August* >*e
“Win liStrout Vi iiton
•*
Swwiton Ranks Portland

uuly

^

7

in

Office

Rev J V Ingalls,Me:rose,Ms
*•
•*
N P Seelc« Alelroce
44
44
A F Herrick Lynn

pre-

Bed-Bugs, &c.

“National Traders Bank

ol New York.

janl.l865d&wly

Atlantic \

wash, used to

or

Is tor Moths, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Bugs. Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, tfc.

"

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’Y

liquid

ffol

arrb and .ndueuza
Numertoe Clergy, and others, acFor sale by the prino pal
companying achbox.
Druggists throughout the city.
may27eodtf

*.>'

The undersigned, having experienced the henefi-

cia effects of the “Larookah’a Syrup.” donothesttat to recommend it to the attention of the Public
the best Medicine they ever used.

Infirmary,

f

q

all worthless imitations,
Beware!
that “Costar's” flame is on each Box,

ness Srvre Thtotu.t a
ous reatimouia s irom

""

cacy

eiag

Ladies desiring may con^Ut one of their
A lodv of experience inMPistant attend-

,-i.

;■ i:

“OostarV Electric Powder for Insects,
•

ty Ovprevjryihlng else cl the klrd ever cff* red to
the public t'P fircnehttit, Coughs, Colds, Hoarse-

a

and
destroy,
ventative for

W. F

medioino.

a

“GostarV Bed-Bus Exterminator,

Proprietor

Melrose* Mass.
Phillips f Co., and H H. Hay
Wholesale Ageats, and retailed by all dealers
For sale

The proof* of its efficacy are so numerous, so well
authenticated, and of such peculiar character, that
sufferers cannot
reasonably hesitate 10 leceive the
proffered aid
The class of diseases lor which the
Syrup provides
a <?»*•* is precisely that which has so often baffled the
highest older of medical skill The fcefs are tangible, the witnesses accessible, aud the safety and effiof the Syrup incontrovertible

Whit "Lead.

'OostarV' Rat, Roach, &c., Exterminators,
bottle.

No. 48 MARKET SQUARE.
St.

years

BKNJ. F. ABBOTT.

prepared by 8. Seaeery.
R. KNIGHTS,

plain t* tending to

CONSUMPTION.

THE LADIES.
f DR. HUGHES particularly Invite, all Ladle., who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their

N. B.—

permanent

per

lic Spcukersmuibingers are liable and
all other com-

TO

own sex.
1
ance.

established in N. Y. City.”
infallible remedies known.”
“Free from Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Rats come out of their holes to die.
“18

incipient Consumption.
purifies the Blood, diverts humor** from tha lungs and at the same time
acts s a sure and
Tonic.
ft will give good satisfaction whenever an Alternative ana Purifying u edicine is required.
*1.00

Medical

Me.

Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue hi regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable In all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried In
vain. It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Seat to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

It

Price

MEN.

Street], Portland,
tar Said a Stamp for Circular.

Electic

following

Hoarseness to which Pub-

accommodation.
especial
l>r. H.fs Electic

or

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine,Neal, Carlton.Thom™
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, BrambHil Mon
JlSm’
ment, Dantortli, Orange and Salem Street*
They will sell on a credit of from one to'ten wars
tf desired by the purchasers, and to parties who »ili
build houses of satisfactory character, thru tsRlad
ranee, tf desired, one fourth of the cost Of^Mina ou

T7WB sale by
■T
Aug 12—dlw

AMD FOR

PREPARED

perfect health.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organ*.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, In a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Dm J. B. HUGHES,
No. ft Temple Street [corner of Kiddle

erally.

ID

fLOUR, GRAIN, SKBDg, PROVISIONS, LARD,

,e,rp*vi

o^c^iek,connecting

for the money.
the cheapest.

are

Made for tho

ever

Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough. Croup,Mstmma,
Catabuh Bronchitis, Spitting Blood,Pain
intbkSuje. Night Sweat* Humors,
ttHNHRAL Hsjiujtv and Uie variThroat Affections and
ous

and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

Under Revere House. Boston; and by druggists gen-

OCEAN,

Portland, August 1st lfitz,
/CONFORMABLY to tbeprovisions of tiio several
V.' Acts of Congress‘ to provide Internal Revenue
to support the Government, and to pay Interest oil
the pofcTic debt,” X hereby give notiqethat
oeived from tlie Assessors of. said District the annual
list for 1865; that the several duties, taxes, and licenses assessed, and enumerated in said list
have become due and payable, and that 1 will, in
person' ruby Deputy, attend to collecting and receiving the
aforesaid duties, taxes and licenses assessed and payable within, the County of Cumberland, in said District, at my otiioe. Ho. 22 Exchange Street, Portland
from the 15th day of August to the 31st day of Asurtesi'
A. D., 1665, both days inclusive; and at theTONT1NE HOTEL, in Brunswick, Friday, August 25th,
from 8 to 6 o’clock F. Mi, and Saturday, August 28th
from 9 o’clock A. M. to 13 M.
And I ftarther give notice that I will In like manner
attend to collecting and receiving duties, taxes anti
licenses as aforesaid, qpsessed antf payable within the
County of York, in said District, at th* following
designated times and places, viz; In
SACO, at the Hotel kept by Rufus M. Lord, August
ltdA, 1865, from 10 o'clock A. Af„ to 5 o'clock
BIDDEFORD, at the Biddeford House, Saturday
August IMA, 1865, from 10 o'clock A. M., tobo’etock
a
if.;

Persons

quantity

More in

in

MIDDLE-AGED

Hoarseness,

The large boxes

rejoice

There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account 7or.
On examining the
urinary deposit* a ropy sediment will often be found,

relieve a Dry Cough instantly.
All VocalistB should use them.
Will always clear and strengthen the voice.
All public speakers should use them.

HENRY

of the

made to

ill

>
Meiroge, Nov. 2,Ui, 1864.
Dk. Larookah:—I have been in the habit of prescribing LarookalTs ► amiparilla Compound for two
It will be
years with the most satisfactory results
lound & remedy well adapted to cure Scrofula and

?

Pir»t CJolleotion District of State of Maine.

•■■RWH.wJth the New
cX fe^vSf&g411*19'ur
nliLLifliteTftina
Brnswtck and Cati-dt Railway fr, Woods nek and
in

Souiton statsons.
8 ace < os hss a’so oonneot at
tor M 'chins atm intermsdiate plaocs.
At St. John the stesmeEmpero- w II connect, for
Wind or, D'ghy and Halifax, anf with
stoomers for
Frederic i»d the nt John River.
procured of the agents or tho clerk on btj«rd. No

lways cure

aris-

complaints

Office of Collector of lot ernal lie veil u e

HHHHEBUHK, at Hotel kept by Woodbury A. Hall

°n En<i after
VWc&iSteamer Nkw

and all

falsy

by the York & CumberiaudRailroad Company, bearing date Jttu. 1, 1857, commonly called “consolidated oondlsecured by deed of mortgage to James
Hayward and others, Trustees, that at a meetlng'ot.
said holders, held on the twenty-fourth day June,

ovfcty.“w

TWO TRIPS ▲ WEEK.

OF

It will cure Nervous Affections
arising from
the abuse ofMeroury or Lead. Itisa Tonic ns well
as Alternative, restoring the tone of the system,
thus oaring Dropsy and General Deblllity, tending
to Consumption. It is a groat protection from stacks that originate in ohange of olimate, season and
of life.

"have r*

.Ai—The a, londid and tast 3teamshlpe
CHESAPEAKE,,Capt IV. W.
ano FilAMCOMA.
Capt. H.
will autil further notice,
™^^^™S“EEwoot>,
run
ub ioiio'AH:
Ltave Brown's Wharf, Portland,jverv WEDNE8-

$**•*•. Bangor. Bath, Augusta,

Notice la
and

•;»

Bmto? 6a? Symond’s Patent Burner,

v

Commerctol.t.,head
Julyl7eodlm

STEAMERS

Sore Throat.

Rheum,
Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain in
the Stomach, Side and Bowels, De-

j

Arrangement!

Will, until further notice, run as
I
follows1—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
■ievery Al outlay Tneaday Wednes
Jay, Thursday, Friday an4 Saturday, at 7 oTIotk l* M : and India Wharf,
Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a 7 o’clock P. M,
Fate in Cabin
*200
S3f freight taken ns: usual
1 no Company are not responsible for
baggage to
apy amouut excelling *50 In value and that personal unless notice is given and
paid for at the rate uf
one passenger for
every *500 additional value
L. BILLINGS Agent.
Aug 5,1865.
feb 18,1863 _dtf

r

HjES;*artr«

OIL

Forest City, Lewiston and

CUMBERLAND R. %
'•

Iiiimniri

cure

will

Always cure Tickling in the Throat.
Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Coughs.
Will prevent the Asthma if taken early.
Are good for cold in the head.
Often cure Bronchitis.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh,

Dr. Larookah’s Sarsaparilla Componud, hag been
^reat a blessing in our ffcmily that we elass it
with I .arookah’s S', rup. the best article in use for
what it purports to do. The STRUT, In the opinion
of my friends, saved my life
Aud Mrs Selee, has
been as greatly benefited by the use of the Sarsaparilla Compound.
REV. N. P SELEE.
Melrose, Mass., Dec. 1st. 1864.

NEW YORK.

&

They

and Colds.

ao

Notice to Bond-Holders.

for all (ho

rsratotlriMH

YORK

Coughs

Salt

mors,

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Yuang men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no chargp made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they bad
the oonsumDtion. and by their friends supposed to
have it.
AC such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a snort time are

PROPRIETORS,

ap!7d6m

LITTLE

Galena, Oshkosh, fct. Paul, LaCrosse, (,rees Bar,
Quiucv, St. L' ui<, 1 onisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
tko. and ib prepared to furni6h Through Tickets
from Portland te al. the principal Chios and Towas
in tAo layal States and the Canadas, at. the
LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all n edftll Information cheerfully furnishes.
Tu .VKhucaa will End it greatly to their advantage
to prooure Through Tiehrta at the
Porllnn.i Railway Ticket Office. 31 El.
Chang* street, up stalls.)

!

North Bridgton, Maine.

as

D.

Crest Leaning Routes to CM
Agent
I cago,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee,

-AT-

"•

a?5££&“fiS2

Aagaat

JAS. BATES, See’y.

Bath, AugUst 16, 1865.

For
RUFUS DKEUlNO to u,t thc
thuos, bv
may!7d3m Hobson's Wharf, 201 Commercial St

fSootch

commence

^ACADEMY

BR IDG TO

situation
for

-V®* Shingles,
Shingles,

Mrlv%aTw8iZCU

and made to

TERM win

A Normal ( lane to formed In the Spring and Fall.
Beard can be bad with the Teachers in “Russell
Hall." Enqulroof E. S. HOYT, A. M., or

August 12—00dJtw3w

Potatoes, Potatoes !
wishing to Contract tor Potatoes tot ShipTHOSE
ping or other purpose*, can be supplied at shoit !
notice, and at the lowest prices, by calling on A. s.
DYElt, Cope Elizabeth, K. O. CONANT & CO., No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEiL LOTHBOP, No.

—

YARMOUTH, Af£FALL
THE23th.

North-West and the Canada*.

W.
a

tanas

! I

Sterling’s Ambrosia
Manufacturing Comp’y,
SOLE

CURB

ing from impurities
id
O
Xj CD

Glossy, and the Bead free from
Dandruff.
It is the best flair
Dressing and
Preservative in the world.
1

THE

cure

Complaint, Dyspepsia, Scrofula.
Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy,
Erysipelas, Boils, Tu-

bility

the Hair

stops

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Paine and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whine system.
Do not wait fen the consaiamathyp that is sure to follow : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, lor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Six Bottles for $5:

They will

Toe beet preparation
complaints:

44

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an exeesH oi any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplftced confidence in waturcr years,

CHOATE’S

Liver

falling; Cleanses, Beautifies,

Travelers I

™

or

Druggist,

And why everybody should use, and every
Druggist should sell them.

SAKSAPAKILL'A

FOR

Preserves, anti rentiers it Soft anti

6.46 A.

SKMI-wfeEjKLY LINfc.

FALL TERM of this School will commence
I Wednesday, Aug. 23d, and continue eleven weeks
uuder the instruction of
N. P. POTTER.
The services of Assistants will be secured as noedod. I HKtmotlon given In
I>raw&i£ antt Music.

It prevents

from

HENfiY A. OHOATE,

MAGIC LOZENGES!

Compound!

\%

Hair.

pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Under Revere House, Boston; and by wholesale and
retail druggists generally throughout the country.
or To lie snre of the gennite notice the C ircular
Trade-Mark enclosing a Buchu Leaf on each bot-

SI Per Bottle.

IT.

Wi LAROOKAH'S

■

m
fvv^BR°6V

ar

West, South,

I

i

Old and young should use

The

and

tle.

BOTTLE.

Siaolaudei’n Extinct Bucku.
June30 eod4rw2m

fortoi guests.
^~The Cars from Portland every halt hour,
WIH8L0W fc THAVKR.
Westbrook, Oct. 10—dtf

Oa /md *f er Monday next trains *M leave Portoaily for Bath Avgusta, Waterville, Kendal’s
Milts,and bkvwhHgan, at p. m, acd on Saturdays
The rain
only for Bath and Augusta at8*16 p m
from For tlar d at 1 p. if, coonect* at Kenda'Fs Mills
with the train for Bangor and other stations ea*t,
sam>n»gKt. Passengers from Fort'and desiring to
take this tou'ecan pnrobaap tickets to Ken. Mills
and inform the conductor i* the ears that they go
through to Bangor, and he will s * arrange their
f ires through as thac it shall ocst them no more
fry
thsnuetb n br anj otter.
T ain® ar*>due in P© tisDd toeonnwt with trains
for Boston ou Monday s at 8 30 a. m, and every dk>

by

“PliLKII,

uouss,

STERLING’S

fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
generally conceded by the beet syuhilographers, that the study and management of these
should
complaints
engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and suocesaA&Uu their treatment and cipre.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, common 1

o

Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle; six bottles for $5; by all drug
gists and apothecaries everywhere.
Is Butter in quality, more in quantity, less in price
than any other similar preparation.

W. K PBILMPR fc CO. 148 Middle
BLand L'resman & Co., 75Middle Street, Portland
11 & Ki'Gbits, Wholesale
Drucggista,
86 Hanover st, boston Mass, General
Agents lor the

MORRILL’S CORNER,
J|
2} miles from Portland, has been re-iurnisbed and
open lor the rooeption of Company and Pleasure
Parties. Every attention will be given to the coin

P0KTLABD AHD KEHilEBEC &. E.

*>

THY

diseases

Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

and norma! tone

PER

physician,
ible

BUCHU,

OF

Swellings,and all

Torsa’eby

The public are respeotfully interns
that this spacious, convenient and wel
known House, situated at

Sle.

to

PRICE, $1

physician,

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

Urinary Organs, in Men, Women

RESTORED!

O'.stinaie Cases oi Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Dropsy and Diseases of the Urinyry Organs, which will be Rxadily Cckxd.

»OESUEBLT KKOW1I AS THU

attached
Stages oouneot at Gorham for West Gorham,
Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Corway, Bartlett. Jaekson, Limiugtou, Cornish,
Ports!. Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
A'. Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney EaSouth L-mmgton. Llmington, Limerick, Neweltl. Parsonsfieid, and Ossipcc
At Saoonrappa for South Windham, Windham
Hill and Norto Windham, daily.
DAN CARPENTER. Supt.
dtf
Portland, April 6.18(16

Important

healthy

DR.
FLUID

recently contracted, entirely removing

or

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
whose
the hand* of a
regularly educated
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
rami; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the heat in the world,
are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting his
as it is a lamentable
incontrovertyet

gUCHU,

pure Fluid Extract, not a weak tia or infusion;
Is the one thing needftil Ibr all
complaints
insidental to females. (For
particulars send for circular.)

United States.

FOREST AVENUE HODS*

oars

KDWIN NOYE8.
buperiwteudent.

to a

it,

WINSLOW A THAYER, Proprietor-

at

MEDICINE

ENERGIES

and.brought back

Oo-oponsd with New Furniture A Fixtures.

depot Portland

eruptions

very necessary,will and their

V,

a

Vegetable Pnlmonio

Indian

cess.

FULLER’S
EXTRACT OF

Cares Gravel, Dropsical

INVALUABLE.

IMPAIRED

State
Itl* within five miles of the celebreted
Poling
Mineral Spring, the water oi which Is kept constant
ly on hand at tne house. The aciiities lor troui
fi.lungand oth*r sports are e:i c*l lent.
March 27, 1865 —dtf

■

JVeak

standing

dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his shill and sucthe

Weakness in the Back, Strictures, Ac.
Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of Vision.

of

use

Those whose syftcms ure reduced by the too ardect pursuit of business or pleasure, rendering a

a

Is

Dropsy,

lnoldentto Inl'sncy and ChUdhotd it has beon found

HOTEL]

McClellan

and

SPRING

35*

On and after Monday, 10th inst, 1866,
train* will leave as ftrtlows, until lhr-

April 27, I8fi&—-apr2Qtf

Dyspepsia

IN all

id finely tarnished hans
Inst been open to the cubiic,andit will 1 ■
in all rerpects as a first
«NU
18 located v ithln a tew rods ot
tb .leoot. it
p oa*anW*t ■*“* “ot* tij- ving villages o

■

Faculty!

—FOB—

PORTI.AND.

*nl™

T1.lia ‘paotom
'das

Cures

J?JT^4CT 0 E BUCHU
or

FLUID

Medical

house, Smolander’s Extract Bucku!

of tb© Proiiriutor th«i
shall b© kept a

I.

the

which w*l yield to the oontinusd

respootfMly iniormed fta
intention

tn©

FLUID
Cares Pain

FULiER’S

DR.

being especially

MECHANIC FALLS,
MK.
A. T. PIERCE, Proprietor.

ther notice:
Leave Saoo River for Portland, as 6.46 and 2.20
A. M and 8.46 P.M.
Leave Portland for Saoo River, at 7.46 A. M. and
1.80 and 6.20 PTM.
The 1 60 P. M. train out und the 8.46 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger

I

rflHE

anted!

tor all 1 amphleU
pay tkn oeurs !*«r
dtuiverod at tho office ft* the Po. tlau J Sugar Co.,
corner (,'om.ucrcia! and AiayUt nts.
J. M BROWN.
jauHdU

vents feu

Sold by II. M. Hay, W. F. Phillips, and all other
noviB’64 wly
Druggists.

vass

w

CENTS.

a

Firry

is

DR.

8UOO B'S S

Recommended by

are

EAGLE

|-

new

BRUNSWICK.

addresses those who are .suffering under the
of private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he reels warranted in OuAJtRANTEEING A CUBE l>* ALL CASES, whether of long

I)r. H.
affliction

All diseases of the Kidneys aud Bladder

the various

WITH

Thoohoiceat Suppers served.
**
CEO W. MURCH.
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BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Summer

ed.

Wanted.
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YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

leaves

pubUn

The

P. M.
•
/ .«•. k
lAave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M. -and 8
P. M.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
edtf
Portland, April 8,1846.

23t p. ir.
Freight Train
M. daily.

WILLIAM ST.,

capisic pond

Portland for Boston, at 3.48 A.M. and 2.60

Muan

CURES

St. John N. B. 1st.tnno, 1866-dam

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

V

aflbotiors of the Stomach,
Uiioary Organa. Rheumatism, General Debility,
Dropsies and Cutan*oiu Diseases.
The artioles which o impose this preparation are

iJBpartmeuts;

The Company ire not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceoding $50 in value, and that personal unless notloe is given, and raid for at the rate
of one passenger for every $600 additional value.
C. J. BK YOGIS'*, Managing Direotor.
H. BAILEY, Huperint indent
Portland, Juae 22ud. 1866 —dtf

known.

To keep the hands and face oomfort&ble during the
cold weather, pnt a little of the ointment on when
going to bed.
Put up in two sized bottles. The smaller

Box 1905.
August 5—dtf

en.

do

BUCKU I

»Ri rntdy

DR. LAROOKAH'S

No. 5 Temple Street,
ik/'HERE lie can beconsulfc-dprivately, and with
V V the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, and from 8A.M. to 9 P. M.

and have been long need

The above Hotel is I be larged in the
ler Provinces, and is first elan in all itslow
deis oonvenient to
the United

Re turn Tickets, at Reduced Prices, will be issued
during the aun.uier season Irons Portia d to Bethel,
Gotham, idaud Po d.Montreul and Queheo.

Ointment,

Is unsurpassed.
The Rouohbht Skis is mode smooth.
Chapi'bd Mauds are instantly healed.
Cuackbd aku Dkikd Lii's.ure healed and soften-

CLASS CUTT ER for Custom and Ready
Made Work. Constant work and good pay givA FIRST
Address

ftuntly without ohiidren,
ement. near the centra' part
Addroes X. Y. Z., Ptess Office,

Salt Rheum

SALT RHEU-d

Wanted.

Quebec, kc,

visitor,

J&lg?**-.

TURKS MILKS FROM

8.17 A M.
2.06 P.M.

at

Sabbath todranaknt

T H K

CoiiMiui|)iive

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

'—OF—

pe^celll

—

AttRlVB At FOLLOW#:

WILL

From Montreal,
do.
From

KENNEDY’S

some

a

TBAIBB

the

ST. JO US, NKW

Morning < xfir. sa train for Sooth Paris. Lew'8 ton,
Gorham, island Pond Montreal, aud Quebec, at
7 00 A id.
Mail train tor ^atervllto, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at I.26P M.
Both of these trains conn ct at Montreal wi b ex
prtEs trains for loriuia, Detroit, C- icago, and ail
other places west.

Rholubht,

references given and requirod.
Address R., care P. O. Box 1645.
Aug. 5— d2w*

follows

-i-----

KENNEDY’S

SALT RHEUM

Apply toe. E. HORTON, General Superintendent,
228 Washington St., up stairs. Rofbn No. 15, Boston,
Mass.
aagOdlm

at*

on
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IPlace of Bev. Stamp. I
DO cents.
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Lost!
Friday last, a small, yellow, shaggy DOG with

run

lor

ooen

T_0 R Y

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

HOTEL WELL KNOWN IN MEDICINE,
Opposite the Custom Hon:e,

severalty.

PHILIP M. STUBBS,
WM. T. STUBBS,
LEONIDAS W. GOODBIDGE,
JULIA E. GOODBIDGE,
By JabexC. Woodman, their Attorney.

GOOD smart girl that understands running a
Sowing Aiacniue, can find a situation at 1871
Middle St., Portland, Ms.
ailglSdtf

will

n-w

of transient and

u

VIC

DH. J. B. HUGHES

STUBBS’

trunk railway*
Of Canada.

§S8C9ls^altiB

Closed

B.

Portland, Jane

C. M. MORSE, Supt.
j u a Jt&t

22,1866.
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Fluid Extract

Compound

ISLAND,

Mpid
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SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
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suitably rewarded by faring it
augf2-11 w.

trims tSnneot
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resort, situated

Medical.

Mtec&teneoua.

SMOLANDER’S

For,et„ In att adance on arrival of Trains
Portlaud. to oonvev lawtugeis and baggage toin Bnrnwb®re
for the

at 8 A.M., and n
Freight tram leavos Portland
at 1 P M.
turning ie due is Portland
at
trains
with
prlnolpal
stations,
Stages connect
the towns North and Last of this
daily lor most of

Srand

**•"'

ue^>.cf»

B

Leave

--

Yarinouth,

<» «

saatm

To the Honorable Justices qf the Supreme Judicial
Court hotdeu at Portland, witkm and for the
County <jf Cumberland, on the third Tuesday qf
April, 1866.
undersigned! Philip M. Stubbs, of Strong,
in the County of Franklin, Leonidas W. Goodridge, and Julia E. Goodridge, his wifo, In her right,
and WIlham T. Stubbs, an of Milo, in the Countv of
Piscataquis, repectfufly represent that they are Interested as tenants to common and to foe simple,with
persons unknown to all that portion of lot number
“twenty-seven to the one hundred acre division next
Falmonth line,” to the town of Cumberland, lately a
part of the town of North Yarmouth, in said County of Cumberland, which was assigned to Loranu
Alien, late widow of AbnerStuhbs, late of said North

manufacture of BOOTS and SHOjLS
One wLh experience In the business

Lost 2

VWI^aSlstatlon! 16?

W*terville,

CUSHING'S

■

the

iy.

For interview,

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
Lewiston and Auburn, at
< OU A 41. and 1.26 P. M.
..
.,
For Bangor and intermediate stations at.1.25 1. M.
M and
Rktvekikb -Leave Lewiston at 6 SO A.
M.
A.
arrive in Portland at 8.a>
r. M.
7 90 A m
and arrive ui Portland at aid
ar Portland with trains for
Both those
~amm

fioTpo E t

Harbor, Me.

Ibis celebrate! rummer

t

1885.

1

STATE

advertiser with $3,000, and
experience,
THE
wishes partner with
equal amuunt of capital,
the

Aug

Draw-

particulars apply to
J. H. HANSON, Principal.
32w3w
Watervilto, July27, IMS.

Lost and Found.

Tue under will be
16J Middle Street.

,,

For farther

Partner Wanted.

aug22J7w*

!>

The Fall Term will commence Sept. 4th.

would not vote.

ON

■

TUITION:

An Irishman being in church where the
collection apparatus resembled election boxbs,
on its being handed to him
whispered in die
carrier’s ear that he was not naturalized, arid

1645.

references:
the State of Maine.

$5.00, $5.50, $6.00, per termofelevoa weeks.
ing, Painting, and Musie, extra.

“No man can do anything against his will,
said a metaphysician.
“Can’t he‘ though?
exclaimed a villainous-looking man
standing
near; “i have a brother who. went to Botany
Bay against his will, anyhow.”

prelered.

ripe

scholar, and

we

iu tku city.

a

from personal knowledge.
Besides
an exact and thorough teacher.
extenslvo acquaintance with the Greek, Latin,
French and German Classics, she is an accomplished
lady, and a teacher of large and varied experience.—
Other competent teachers will be employed ps the
wants of the Institute shall develops themselves.
Pupils will not be received for less than one term.
No deductions will be made for absence, except In
case of protracted sickness.
Tuition payable at the
middle of the term. Board In private fiuniUesxrili
cost at tho present time $2110 to $3.00 a week.
Students who wish to board themselves or in clubs,
cm obtain rooms for Gils
purpose at a moderate expense.

Trea. Witu sal lest our rouge and thorny
And bear tho heat and burueu of the day*

a
m

She Is

can speak

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
W> COMMENCE MONDAY, JUNK 2Mb,
r

gating

young^

they pass away.

O T tA wa
Portland

This to an old Institution (WaterriUe Academy!
*“*
“
with a new name, and a new plan. 1“ Pj“"
for
fold: embracing a preparatory course
with
a Collegiate course of toee years,
honoreat theel»e, for
just two objects: such a prep#,
easy and successful prosecuyonag men need for the
and such a course of study
tion of their coUegc sour*,
is adapted to fit them
and training for youaffwMea—
Preparatory for these courses
for American women.
to them, there will be an Introductory
I auxiliary
which PupU“ m*f *>• admitted without recourse, to
The immediate wants of young
,trj attainments.
I*®, and gentlemen preparing to teach will bo properly attended to, and there will be good facilities for
the study of Drawing, Painting and Music.
The subscriber is happy to announce that he has
sceurod the services of Miss Harriet C. Woodman, of Portland, late of Bates’ College, as Principal
ol the Ladies’ Department.
Of Miss Woodman he

She comes from heaven, and on her wings doth bear
A holy fragrance, line the UKiath of prayer;
Footsteps of angels follow in net trace,
To Him the weary eye of Day in peace.

to engage

Institute

Classical

Morning is lovely—hut a holier charm
Lies fjiued close in e reutug’s rooe of balm,
And weary man must ever love her best,
For Mornrng calls to toil, but Nigut to rest.

Wants,

'j rj/aum***-

Meflioal.

_

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

WATEBVIUuE

This beautlAil poem appeared originally in
the Independent, written on the passage, “Man
labor ungoeth forth unto hia work and to his
til the evening‘
,.V
The stream is calmest when It nears the tide,
And flowers are sweetest at the eventide,
And birds mo-t musical at close of day,

O'er
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.^Railroads.
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And saiuts uirinest when
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John D Jonee,
Chnrlee Den eh,
Wd H Moore,
Henry (Wl,
Wm C Plekere*lil,
Lewie (Jnrlto.
Uterine H Rneeell
Lowell Holbrook,
B Warren We-ton,
■toyni Pneipe.
t-aleb Baretow.
AP FHlot.
Dai iel 8 Miller.
Joebna J H-I ry,

JL

Rl><xl*e,

Dcnuie 1 erkina,

JoMiih Gailerd. Jr,

J

Uenry Huryy,

Lcrneline Gnanell.l
*
O A Hand,
Won. Sheiinan,
U J

Howland,

Betij Habcoek
rietoh r Wee rav
Bob B
Gordon W Burnham.
k'redrrlok Chauneey,
7
1?Td*II-ane,
^tvld
James l.*w,
met Bryoe.
Chae II Marehall
n2^.‘LJ.0KB* Broaden!.
Vlo -Preeldent.

Miniurn^Jr

an1iUb'Wa’

£“»*•.

J. H.

Cb.pm.7. A“il^Xyi'Vi°*-Pr‘*'t-

Applioatloue rooelved by

J. w.
Nbllodl*

MUNOER,
w9w

166 Foye 8t.
PORTLAND

